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SUMMARY 
Projective planes of finite free rank are planes freely 
generated by openly finite configurations (see Hughes and Piper, 1972, 
Chapter XI)o We use the concept of a hyperfree extension process to 
obtain some properties of the finite collineation groups and polarities 
of such planes. 
We first obtain some basic properties of projective planes~ free 
completions, hyperfree extension processes and free rank planes, together 
with some properties useful for OUr investig8:tiono 
The main work of the thesis is concerned with finite collineation 
groups which fix elementwise the confined core of a plane of finite 
free rank. Most of the known properties of such groups are obtained~ 
as well as some which, as far as is known to the author, have not 
previously been obtained. If G is such a group, we determine I G J 
when G is cyclic~ we obtain upper bounds for both I G f and the number of 
conjugacy classes to which G can belong, and we investigate the subplane 
of elements fixed by G. As our basic tool, we use the existence of a 
hyperfree completion process Q for the plane from its confined core, 
such that each configuration of .Q is invariant under G. 
We then use similar methods to prove most known results about 
polarities of planes of finite free rank. Finally, we consider planes 
not having free rank, such as open, non-free planes. We give a 
generalization of a theorem of Kopejkina and use it to prove a theorem 
about some collineation groups.of such pla11eso 
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NOTES ON THE EXPOSITIOM 
The first three chapters are divided into sections, which are 
numbered serially and prefixed with the chapter number. For 
example, the third section of chapter 2 is denoted by 2.3o Within 
a section, the results are numbered serially and prefixed by the 
section and the chapter number. For example, the fourth result 
of section 1o7 is denoted by 1.7o4• Chapter 4 contains only one 
section and two results, which are denoted by 4o1 and 4.2. 
We use :multiplication on the right to denote the action of a 
permutation or automorphism 0( on an element x ; i.eo the image of x 
under' r:I is denoted by x o( o For the most part, we use multiplication 
on the right to denote the action of other mappings too. However, for 
convenience, we have in a few instances used Q-'(x) to denote the image 
of x under a mapping <7" o 
Most of the notation we use is explained in the text. Elements 
of configurations 01' sets are denoted by lower case Latin letters, and 
sets, groups and extension processes by upper case Latin letters. 
Lower case Greek letters are used for mappings and configurations. 
The following notation is used in the text without explanation: 
{ .x: ~ X ; x satisfies P J 
a-- : X-=;>Y, 
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the subset of elements of a set X 
whiph satisfy condition P. 
o- maps set X into set Y, or 
configuration TC into configuration('. 
Ix/, Irr{ 
X LJ Y, X n Y 
N 
m.n or mn 
s r 
' 
n 
7T x. 
J. i=1 
the cardinality of a set X or 
configuration 7( o 
the union and intersection, 
respectively, of sets X and Yo 
the set of non-negative integers. 
the product of numbers m and n. 
the sum and product, respectively, 
of numbers xi' 1 ~ i ~no 
.the symmetric group of degree r. 
the direct product of groups G1 
the empty set or configuration. 
the integral part of a (real) 
number n. 
IUTRQDUCTION 
In this thesis, we defirte a projective pla.ne to be a 
free rank plane if it is the union of a byperfree extension 
process from its confined coreo Its~ is defined as the 
number of byperfree elements plus twice the nWlilier of isolated 
elements in such a process. Our aim is to investigate certain 
finite collineation groups and polarities of free rank planes of 
finite rank. As our main tool~ we use the existence of a 
hyperfree extension process for the plane canonically associated 
with the collineation group or polarity. Although both 
degenerate planes and projective planes equal to their core are 
free rank planes, we are not interested in such planes. For the 
remainder of the introduction, we use "free rank plane" to mean 
"non-degenerate free rank plane not equal to its core". 
We first give an outline of the literature of free rank planes 
and their automorphisms. The first free rank planes to be defined 
and studied were those having empty core. They are called ~ 
.£.lanes and were defined by Hall (10) in 1943. Much of the litera~~re 
of free rank planes is written for free planes only. For an integer 
r 2 8, Hall defined a free plane of rank r to be the free completion of 
a line, two points off the line, and r-6 points on the line. He 
proved that the free completion of a:ny finite configuration hs.ving 
empty core is a free plane, provided it is non-degenerate. He also 
shovied that free planes have empty core, that finitely genera.ted 
subplanes of free planes are free, and that free planes are isomorphic 
if and only if they have the same rank. 
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HalPs work was continue.d by Kopejkina. ( 17) and Dembowski (5)o 
Kopajkina extended Halis definition by defining free planes of 
infinite ranko He then showed that all subplanes ara free. 
Dembowski proved that a free plane of ranlc r has free subplanes of 
all possible ranks up to, and including, r. lfoo These theorems 
are analagous to theorems about free groups. Kopejkina also gave 
a construction for a plane having empty core but which is not free. 
Collineations and correlations of free planes were first 
investigated by Denioowski (5)o He proved that the orbits of the full 
collineation group of a free plane are all infinite, and that there 
are infinitely many distinct such orbits. The full collineation 
group of the free plane of rank 8 has been determined by Sandler 
(24, 25), but the full collineation groups of free planes of higher 
rank are not known. 
The non-trivial finite collineation groups of free planes have 
been investigated by Lippi (18,19), Alltop (2), Iden (13,14,15,16) 
and Sandler (27). The first three of the authors, independently, 
proved that for any finite collineation group G of a free plane 7f' 
of f i11i te rank, ft has a finite subconfigura tion invariant under G 
arid freely generating ff. This result has been the basic tool in 
the study of such groups. In (19), Lippi considered the subplane 
k 11' of elements fixed by a collineation of prime power order p of 
a free plane 1L o He proved the following : If p = 2, then 7t t 
has infinite rank. If p > 2 and 1( has :f'ini te rank r, then 
either 7r v has finite rank r 1 = r(modp) , or re 1 is degenera ta and 
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finite. Alltop (2) proved that m is an upper bound for the orders r 
of finite collineation groups of a free plane of finite rank r, where 
He also 
showed that mr is the least upper bound when r::j- 9, and conjected 
that 12 is the lead upper bound when r a 9o This conjecture was 
proved by Sandler (27)o Alltop'a·result implies that free planes of 
finite rank have maximal finite collineation groups. No characteriz-
ation of these has been obtained, but Iden (16) has shown that the 
number of isomorphism classes of them increases rapidly with rank. 
In another paper, Iden (15) obtained strong results about the 
normalizers of certain finite collineations groups of free planes. 
Polarities 0f free planes have been studied by Abbiw-Jackson (1) 
and Glock (8,9)0 Let 1r" be a free plane of finite rank r. Abbiw-
Jackson proved the following : If o( is a polarity of 7i with j 
absolute points, the j =: r(mod2) and 0 ~ j -f. r - 6. When r ) 8, 
'fr has a polarity with j absolute points for each such jo When 
r .., 8, all polarities of 1l have two points and are of the same type 
(ioe. conjugate by a collineation of fr). In (8), Glock extended these 
results by classifying all types of polarity of 7c' with j absolute 
points, for all possible r and jo To do this, he developed a theory 
of symmetric incidence structures. With each such structure is 
associated a unique polarity of a free plane and, for each polarity 
of a free plane, there is at least one symmetric incidence structure 
associated with it. For r 2 9, he concluded that there is only one 
type of polarity when either j = o, or r = 9 and j = 1, an~ infinitely 
many types otherwise. In (9), he obtained similar results for 
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polarities of free planes of infinite rank. 
Most of the above results about free planes were obtained 
using Hall's original definition. An alternative has been given 
by Siebenmann (29), who proved that a plane is free exactly when 
it is the union of a hyperfree completion pTocess from the empty 
configuration. He also gave a simple proof, using this cbaracteriz-
ation, that subplanes of free planes are free. Although Siebenmann 
was the first author to define a byperfree extension process, a typa 
-
of hyperfree extension process had been considered earlier by 
Ditor (6)., Further results about such processes have been obtained 
by Ellers and Row (7)o They showed that any hyperfree extension 
process for a configuration f( can be replaced by another indexed by 
the natural numbers. They then proved that if 1r is the union of a 
byperfree completion process from p , then 71 is the free completion 
of a configuration obtained from p in a natural way. Her1oe 
11hyperfree completions" are not essentially distinct from "free 
completions". 
The first authors to investigate free rank planes having non-empty 
core were Hughes and Piper (12, chapter XI)o T'Aeir "openly finitely 
generated planes" are our 11free rank pla."les of finite rank11 o They 
showed that two such planes are isomorphic if and only if they have 
isomorphic cores and the same rank, thereby generalizing Hall's 
result for free planes. They also proved that the full collineation 
group G of such a plane 1T is the semi-direct product of the full 
collineation group of the core of 'ft and the normal subgroup of G 
consisting of all collineations of I( which fix the core elementwise. 
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~fu.ny results for free planes have analogues for free rank·planes 
with non-empty core. For example, if -rr is a free rank plane with 
non-empty core, then acy subplane of 1l containing the C?Ore of rr is 
a free rank plane. We note, however, that there exist free rank 
planes having subplanes which are not free rank planes. As another 
example, it was shown by 06Gorman (22) that if a free rank plane 7l"" 
has non-empty core K and finite rank r, and o( is a polarity of 7l 
with j absolute points outside i\. , then j = r(mod2) and 0 ~ j .;;;_ r. 
This is similar to Abbiw-Jackson9a result (1) for polarities of 
free planes (stated above). 
Just as any free plane has non-trivial finite collineation 
groups~ so does any free rank plane 'ff' with rank r ~ 2 and non--empty 
core K. Fo1• r finite~ the finite collinea t1.cn groups of '(t- which 
fix IC' elementwise have been studied by Hughea and Piper (12, 
chapter XI) and 0 1Gorma.n (21). Hughes and Piper proved that, for 
any line J of JC , such a group acts faithfully on a set X of r points, 
each incident with f, such that K V X freely generates 7T. This 
result has the corollary that all maximal finite collineation groups 
of 11 fixing K elemantwise have order r~ and are conjugate (within 
the full collineation group of rr)o These maximal finite collineation 
groups were investigated further by QWGorman (21)o She determined the 
stabilizers of all elements of the plane with respect to such a group, 
and used this to obtain results about their orbit lengths and 
subplanes generated by their orbitso Because the proofs of all 
results mentioned in this paragraph rely on the existence of elements 
in the core fixed by G, similar results do not hold for finite 
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collineation groups of free planeso 
The main work in this thesis is concerned with the finite 
collineation groups which fix elementwise the core of a free rank 
plane of finite rank. Many of the known properties of such groups 
are obtained, together with some which, so far as is known to the 
( --, 
author, are newo We also generalize results of Abbiw-Jackson (1) 
and Glock (8) to results about polarities of all free rank planes of 
finite rankp Perhaps our most important achievement lies not in our 
new results, but in that most of our results and arguments hold for 
all free rank planes, rather than just for free planes or just those 
having non-empty core. We are therefore able to present a unified 
account of much of the literature on finite collineation groups and 
polarities of free rank planes. 
We now exarr.ine the contents of the thesis in more detail. 
Sections 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are preliminary and consist mainly of 
definitions. In 1.4, we define a free completion of a configuration, 
and show that it always exists and is unique up to isomorphismo We 
also prove the well known result that any automorphism group G of a 
configuration extends uniquely to an automorphism group G' of its 
free completion such that G '?E'Gu. This is useful in giving examples of 
automorphisms and automorphism groups of free rank planes. 
In 1o5, we define hyperfree extension processes (henceforth 
abbreviated to "HF processes") and obtain some of their elementary 
:properties. We :prove a result due to Ellers and Row (7, theorem 2) 
which implies that we may, without loss of generality, work only with 
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those BF processes indexed by ~he non-negative integers. We give 
methods of obtaining one HF process from another (or others). One 
of these (1 .. 508) involves obtaining a HF process from the intersection 
of a given set of such processes. Finally, we define the rank of a 
HF process as the number of HF elements plus twice the number of 
isolated elements in the process, and we show that it depends only on 
the union and intersection of the configui•ations of the process. 
This implies that the rank of a f~ee rank plane (defined above) is 
well defined. 
In 106, we define a free rank plane and its rank and show that 
our definitions are equivalent to t.he usual ones (see, for example, 
(12, chapter XI))o The main theorem of the section states that two 
free rank planes are isomorphic if, and only if, they have isomorphic 
cores and the same rank. Because this result includes free rank 
planes of infinite rank, it is more general than the corresponding 
result in (12, chapter XI)o We conclude the section by provi~..g an 
existence theorem for free rank planes. 
. Section 1. 7 is devoted to proving properties of free rank 
planes needed in later chapters. We first show that if a subplane 
of a free rank plane 71 either contains, or has empty intersection 
with, the core of TL, then it is a free rank plane. We than prove a 
result due to Dembowski (5, theorem 1o1) that if a subplana of a free 
plane is generated by a four-point or four-line 72, then it is freely 
generated by~ o After this, we consider the Baer subplanes of free 
rank planes. Two of the results we prove are well known. The third, 
which is newp states that if a is a·point incident with two lines 
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x and y of a free rank plane 71_, then rl has a. Baer subplane 
containing a and x, but not y. The proof uses a variation of a 
method due to Row (23). Finally, we define almost-confined 
configurations and use them to prove that the full collineation group 
of a free rank plane f( has infinitely many orbits outside the core 
)of rr o This is a generalization of a result of Dembowski (5) o 
In chapter 2, we investigate the collineation groups G which 
have finite orbits and fix elementwise the core K of a free rank 
In 2o1 we prove, using the intersection 
theorem 1.5.8 mentione~ above, that to each such G there is a HF 
process Q for 7l from K" such that each configuration of Q is 
invariant under G. This result is basic and is used throughout the 
chapter. We show that G acts faithfully as a permutation group of the 
isolated and hyperfree elements in Q; i.e. as ~ permutation group of 
at most r elements. Hence such a G is finite and bas order at most r!s 
The representation of G aa a permutation group is used both i.~ 
• J 
2o2 and 2o3• In 2G2 we use it, together with a lemma. characterizing 
orders of permutations of a finite set,, to characterize ! G f when G is 
cyclico The proof contains an examination of certain special cases. 
Most of 2.3 is devoted to obtaining least upper bounds for !Glo These 
.have been obtained by other authors (Alltop (2), Sandler (27), and 
Hughes and Piper (12, chapter XI)), but our proof for them is new. 
Again, an examination of special cases is necessary, but the number in 
our proof is much smaller than the number considered by Alltop and 
Sandler in their proofso 
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In 2o4~ we consider the subplane of elements fixed by such a G 
(denoted byrr(1,G))o We show that it is a free r~nk plane, determine 
its possible ranks, and show that it has infinite rank exactly when G 
has infinitely many orbits of length 2. We also generalize the results 
of Lippi (19) mentioned above. Necessary and sufficient conditions are 
obtained for a finitely generated subplane of 1-r to be rr(1,G) for some 
such G, an~ we give an example of a Baer subplane which is not "it (1,G) 
for any such G .. Finally, we show that when fC(1,G) is degenerate,. 
there is no relationship between the numbers of points and lines fixed 
by G, provided r is sufficiently large. This result is motivated by an 
example of Lippi (19) of a collineation of a free plane with two fixed 
lines and one fixed pointo 
In 2.5 we investigate the conjugacy, within the full collineation 
group of fl, of fi11i te collinea tion groups of IC fixing ~ elementwise. 
Wa first give an e~ample which shows that conditions both necessary and 
sufficient for conjugacy of such groups may be difficult to obtain. 
Most of the section is devoted to obtaining a finite upper bound for 
the number of conjugacy classes of such groups.· For this, it is 
necessary to consider separately the cases t( empty and ~ non-empty. 
A number of other results are proved~ including the result of Hughes 
and Piper ( 12, chapter XI) that when K 1- <j J any two maximal finite 
collineation groups of 1l fixing K elementwise are conjugate~ 
In chapter 3~ we investigate the polarities of free rank planes 
of finite ranko - In 3 .. 1, we prove first that to each polarity o< of 
such a plane 1(, there is a HF process for 71 canonically associated 
with o< • We then prove the results of Abbiw-Jackson ( 1 ) and 
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0 1Gormar1 (22) about the number of absolute points a polarity of 7T 
may have outsj.de the core of f( o In 3.2, we consider the possible 
types of polarities of 7C' (i.eo the conjugacy classes of such polarities, 
within the full automorphism group of 1r')o We obtain the results of 
Abbiw-Jackson ( 1) and Glock ( 8) for free planes of finite rank (stated 
above), and analogous results for polarities of free rank planes having 
non-empty core. 
In chapter 4, we first prove that if m is an integer and 7Y the 
union of a strictly increasing se~uence of free rank planes, each having 
rank < m and the same core, then ff is not a free rank plane. This ia 
a generalization of Kopejkina 1s construction (17) for a non-free plane 
with empty core. We then prove that any free rank plane "IT' . of finite rank 
can be embedded in a non-free rank plane 'tr' such that any colli.neation 
group of rr 9 extends to a collineation group of rt o 
We now consider the originality of ou:r work. 
Sections 1.1 to 1.6 contain no results obtained by the author, but some 
are unpublished and the treatment of much of the material is new. 
Proposition 1.7.7 and its corollary 1.7.8 are new. Corollary 1.7.11 
generalizes to free rank planes a result proved by Dembowski (5) for 
free planese In chapters 2 and 3, we use HF processes as a tool to 
_investigate the finite collineation groups and polarities of free rank 
planes. No previous author has used HF processes for this. 
Consequently, many of our proofs for known results are new. The method 
of obtaining the (known) least upper bounds of 2.3 is new. In 2.4, new 
proofs are given for some theorems of Lippi (19)o The proofs of all 
the results of chapter 3, with the exception of 3.2.1 and partial 
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exception of 3o1o1, are new. 
·chapters 2,3 and 4 also contain some new results and generalizations 
of results of other authorso Theorem 2o1o1 is new. Theorem 2.1.3 
generalizes to all free rank planes a result due to Hughes and Piper 
(12, chapter XI) for those having non-empty core. Corollary 2.1.4 and 
theorem 2.2o3 are new. Theorems 2.4.1, 2.4.6 and 2.4.11 are 
generalizations of results of Lippi(19), and 2e4o8, 2o4o9 and 2o4.10 are 
new. The example given after 2.501 is new, as is all of 2.5 after the 
proof of 2.5.6. Results 3.2.5, 3.2.6, and 3.2o10 are new, and 3.2.11 
generalizes to all free rank planes of finite rank a result of Glock 
(8) for free planes of finite ranko Theorem 4.1 is a generalization of 
a result due to Kopejkina (17). The proof given here is due to the 
author and not based on Kopejkina 2 s proof. ThAorem 4.2 is new. 
Except for some elementary results about projective planes and 
groups, for which we refer the reader to (12) and (11) respectively, the 
thesis is self-contained. The references at the back contain only those 
works ref erred to in the thesis. 
I would like to thank the Commonwealth Government for their 
financial support during the course of my project. Thanks are also 
due to Chris Turner for the ma._'l'lY hours of her spare time spent typing 
this thesis.. Finally, I would like to thank my supervisor, 
Dro D.H. Row, whose help and encouragement have been invaluableo 
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CHAPTE¥t 1 
HYPERFRJ!JE EXTENSION PROCESSES AND FREE RANK PLANES. 
In this chapter, we define hyperfree extension processes and free 
rank planes• We prove some of their elementary properties, together 
with some which are used in later chapterse 
Sections 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are preliminary and consist mainly of 
definitions. In 1.4, we define a free completion and prove some 
properties of the free completion process. We prove that any 
automorphism group of a configuration extends uniquely to an automorphism 
group of its free completion. In 1a5, we define a hyperfree extension 
process, prove some of its properties, and show how new byperfree 
extension process0s can be obtained from given ones. We also define the 
rank of such a process, and show that it depends only on the union and 
intersection of t,ile configurations of the process. In 1a6 7 we define 
a free rank plane and show that two such planes are isomorphic if and 
only if they have the same rank and isomorphic cores. Finally, in 1a7, 
we prove properties of free rank planes useful in later chapters. 
of these a.re generalizations of well known properties of non-degenerate 
free planes. 
1o1 Configurati~rr~ and Planes 
A configuration p is a set of points and lines together with a 
symmetric incidence relation between the points and lines such that 
(a) the sets of points and lines are disjoint; 
(b) for any two points of p , there is at most one line of(' 
incident wit!!. both. 
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It follows that for any two lines off>, there is at most one point 
incident with both. The points and lines of f are called the 
elements of f and we write x G f for x is an element of p o 
conventional set notation and terminology are also used for 
Other 
configurations. 
Let f be a configuration. If x, y G f , we write x I y if x is 
incident with y, and x t y otherwise. If x
1 
and x
2 
are points of p 
and there is a line y of f' incident with both, then y is uniquely 
determined by x 1 and x 2 (by (b)), so we denote it by x1 ~x2 o We say y 
Analagously, if :x:
1 
and x2 are lines of p and there 
,, 
is s. point y of f incident with both x
1 
and x
2
, then we denote it by 
x
1 
ox
2 
and we say ttta t x
1 
and x
2 
intersect in y. 
A subconfigi.;.ra:li.Qn p' of a configuration f is a subset off , 
together with the restriction of the incidence relation of p o We say 
that f contains f 1 and write f' £ f o Clearly, p' is itself a 
configuration. Any set of elements of f is the set of elements of a 
uniq_ue subconfigm~a tion of f . If f1 and f 2 are subconf'igurations 
of f , let ~ - f 2 be 
{ x e P1 ; x ~ f 2} 0 
the subconfigura tion of f with elements 
The intersection ~ p' and union 
p' 6 c 
of a family C of subconfigurations of 
with elements \.____) { x ; x G r I J 
f' cc 
p are the subconfigurations 
and n (x; xe;-p'] 
E''G'C . 
\__) p' 
p' G C 
of p 
respectively. We also need to define the union of certain families C 
of configurations for which there is no configuration containing all of 
? 
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them. If no two configurations of C have elements in cormnon and there 
are no incidences between elements of distinct configurations of c, then 
define p= ~f' {'' ~ c to have elements \_) {x; .XG f 13, and f I G- Q 
define two elements x and y of r to be incident if there is a p' e c 
for which .x, y E.- E' a and x is incident with y in p 1 o If C is linearly 
ordered by the subconfiguration relation, then we define the union of C 
in the same way. If the union of C is defined then so is the 
intersection of c, because C is a family of subconfigurations of its 
uniono 
A set of points (resp. lines) of a configuration (' is colJinear 
(concurrent) if every point (line) of the set is incident with the same 
line (point). A subconfigura tion of f consisting of four points 
(resp. lines), nc three of which are collinear (concurrent)~ ia a 
four-Doint (four-JJ~). 
A ,nlan§l is a configuration fr satisfying 
(1) A-ny two distinct points of rr are both incident with exactly 
one line of 7( o 
(2) Any two distinct lines of 17:' are both incident with exactly 
one point of 7{ o 
A plane is non-degenerate if it contains a four-point. Otherwise it 
is degenerateo 
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We assume that the reader is familiar with both the principle of 
duality for planes and 
Theorem 1 • 1 .1 s If 7f is a non-degenerate plane then there is a 
cardinal n2:. 2 for which rr has n2 + n + 1 points and n2 + n + 1 lines, 
and every element ofrr is incident with n + 1 elements of 7t o 
The cardinal n is the order of the plane. 
plane '17: is infinite, then it has order ( rr- / o 
If a non-degenerate 
For both the principle of duality and the proof of 1o1.1, we refer 
the reader to (12, chapter 3). We note that the "projective planes" of 
(12) are our "non-degenerate planes 11 o 
Degenerate planes are completely classified by 
Theorem 1.1o2 : A plane rr is degenerate if, and only if, one of 
(a) 1l is empty; 
(b) the points of 1r' are collinear and the linesconcurrent; 
(c) 7r has a poir:t p and a line ,f for which p t f , and all other 
points and lines of 7r are incident with P and p respectively. 
This classification is based upon that of (30). 
1.2 Uappings of Configurations 
An isomornhism (resp. d\lal:i.ty) rx. from a configuration \ onto a 
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configuration p' is a bijection of the points of f onto the points 
(lines) of p' and the lines of. r onto the lines (points) 
of p' such that, for any x, y Gr:> 
' 
, we have ::x: I y 0 :x: -.x I Yo<. • 
Yle write p' i::: fi:X o Two configurations are j&Q)norphic if there is an 
isomorphism between them. Isomorphism is an equivalence relation on any 
set of configurations. We often consider isomorphic configurations to 
be equal. 
A collineation (resp. correlation) of a configuration f' is an 
isomorphism (duality) from p outo itself. Under composition, the 
collineations of f form a· group, the full collineation grolll2 of f . 
Any subgroup of this group is a collineation group of f' o The 
composition of a collineation and a correlation of p is a correlation 
off, and the composition of two correlations is a collineation off o 
Hence the set of all collineations and correlations off form a €f.!'OUI> 
under composition, the full automorphism group of f o Elements of this 
group are .§:11.tomorphism_§, of f and any subgroup is an automorphism group 
of r 0 The full collineation group is a nornal subgroup of index two of 
the full automorphism group of f o Group notation and terminoloer3 are 
used when referring to automorphisms of f o For example, the identity 
automorphism of f' is denoted by 1, and L...«) denotes the automorphism 
group generated by an automorphism ,x. If G is a collineation group of 
p and x G- f , then the set { x o( ; o<. (;;. G J is the ..9-orbi t of x, or 
the orbit of x under G, and is denoted by xG. When G =<r><') f cr some 
o<., the G-orbits are referred to as r.x -orbi.1§.. 
Suppose that p is a configuration and p' is a subconfiguration of 
If is an isomorphism (duality), then ~ ·~ is a 
subconfigura tion of l , and t" induces an isomorphism (duality) of f' 
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onto f II 0 ' denoted by r I p • " If G is an automorphism group of 
then we denote \._) f ~ by 
otG G 
invariant under G. If f'G = \', then f '<>< "' f' for each~ e G, 
so olf f', is an automorphism of ( '" 
group of f'' denoted by G I r11• 
Thus G induces an automorphism 
Suppose that \ i is a subconfigura tion of /Ti, i = 1 , 2, and 
that (3 : r 1 -7 ( 2 is an isomorphism. 
- - - - -:.. - -
If 
isomorphism for which f 
1 
~ = f 
2 
and r;;,l / p
1 
= (!> , then c.< is an 
extension of {5' o We also sa:y that (3 extends to o<.. • If G a.nd G' a:t•e 
automorphism groups of \ 1 and 1r'
1 
respectively for which l 1 G' = f 1 
and. Gw l f 
1 
:.= G, then G' is an extension of G, and G extends to G' • 
1o3 Extension Processes 
An extension process E is a set E = { Ew ; w ~· W } of configurations, 
where W is well-ordered by some partial order ~ , and u < v implies 
E C E o We say the..t \l indexes E. u- v 
We write E = I J E and E = n E ~ "'---' w - '\"I 
wEW wGVl' 
and say that Eis an extension process for E from.m,o We denote the least 
element of 1fl by O, so E = E
0
o If x ~ E, then the E-stage of :x: is the 
~e denote it by stE(x). If 
:x:, y~ E, x I y and stE(:x:) < s~(y), then x is an E-bearer of y. We 
write :x:< y (E)o The relation ~ (E) is the bee.rer relation of E. 
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If { E(i) ; i ~ I J is a family of extension processes, each 
indexed by the same W, then the extension process E' = { f\ E (i); w~ V.J J 
iG I w ) 
is the intersection of the familyo If E and F are extension processes 
for which E ~ F, then E + F denotes the extension process with 
configurations E J F. It is indexed by a well-ordered set having ordinal 
equal to the sum of the ordinals of· the indexing sets of £ and Fe 
Let E be an extension process indexed by Wo If f £ E, then the 
extension processes with configurations { l n Ew ; w (;. W] and 
{ f' 0 Ew ; w c; W J are denoted by p n. E and (' v E respectively. 
They are also indexed by W. 
1 o4 Generat).on cf Planes and Free Completions 
A subplane of a plane 7C is a subconfiguration of 7L which is also 
a plane. The intersection of any family of subplanes of rr is also a 
subplane of re- • Thus, if p is any subconfiguration of rr, we may 
define the subplane of ·ri generated by f to be the intersection of all 
subplanes of 7C' containing f o It is denoted by [ ~ J rr o We note 
that there is always a.t least one subplane of Tr containing f , namely 
rr itself 0 
One can construct 1 p J It" from p in the following way : 
Let fo = P D For n > o, define f n+1 "' fn u{'x~n ; x is 
oD 
incident with at least two elements of f n .) o Clearly u f n is a n=O 
-8--
"'I) 
subplane of 1?:' containing f , so [ f' l S. lJ Pn• 
rr: n=O 1 : 
For any subplane 
7l"" 8 of 7l containing ( j 011e shows by 
°" each n. Hence U P '""' [r> J o 
n=O In I -rt 
induction on n that p c rr 1 for 
• n-
The extension process 
E = { r i ; i=O, 1, 0 •• 3 is called the generation -orocess for [F Jn:: 
from \. For x G c~ ]it' , the E-stage and E-bearers of x are called 
the e-stage and e-bearers of x respectivelyo 
Let 1T: be a plane and p a subcohfigura tion of 'TC • If n~ o, then 
each element of' p n+1 - f n is incident with at least two elements of 
Pn+1 (by definition) o We say that f freely gene~~ [ 1.t:> ]TC if 
each element of. f'n+
1 
- f n is incident with exactly two elements of 
f'n+1, for each n > Oo Note that if f freely generates [ (' J rr ~ 
then each x ~ p +1 - P is incident with two elements of p and no . n ln n 
elements of p n+1 - l n' for each n > o. 'Vie therefore have 
J.temrna 1 .. 4o 1. i If ff is a plane and p a subconfiguration of?t , then 
[ f lrr is freely generated by p if, and only if, both 
(a) every element of [ f ]TC - f' has at most two p-bearers; 
(b) no two elements of e~ual non-zero p -stage are incident • 
If rr is a plane freely generated by f' , then -rt' is a~ 
comnletion of f , and the generation process for 1t" from f' is a 
free completion processo These concepts were first defined by Mc Hall 
( 10) in 19430 
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Our next result is well laiowno 
Proposition 1o4o2 : Suppose that rt and n' are free .completions 
of f and p' respectively. If o<. : p-:;. p 1 is an isomorphism 
(duality), then o<.. extends uniquely to an isomorphism {duality) of IT"° 
onto -rr 1 for which f\ o( = pi 1 , i = o, 1,... . 
Proof : \'
1 
is obtained from p by adding elements XoY to f , where 
x and y are distinct points or distinct lines of p and x.y <f p • 
Since o< is an isomorphism (duality), we have x.y J;. p if, and only if, 
(xo<.). {yo<. ) ft p' o We extend D(_ to an isomorphism of p 1 onto f 1' 
by defining (x.y )cX.. = (xo<.) o {ycx:) for each such pair of points or lines. 
This extension of °" is well defined, because x.,y (resp. (xc.i. ) • (y <><')) is 
incident in f 
1 
(respo ('
1 
•) only with x and y (resp. X.:.(. and yrx:. )o 
Similarly, we extend o< to an isomorphism of f' 2 onto p 2 ', etc. 
extends to an isomorphism of TI onto rr' for which f i IX = f\', 
i=0,1, ... 0 • 
Thus :Jt 
It remains to show that this extension is uniqueo Suppose ot
1 
and cX 
2 
are two such extensions of C>( and that o( 
1 
p ol 2• Choose 
an x G- 77:' of minimal f -stage for which x oL 
1 
-=F xo< 
2
• Then x rf;- p , 
because Therefore x ~ yoz where y and z are 
the two f -bearers of x. By the minimality of st p (x), we have 
This implies x o<
1 
= :x: o.!
2
, a contradiction. 
Thus the extension of o< is uniqueo 
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Suppose that f' is any configuration. We demonstrate that a 
free completion of f' exists. Define an extension process F = { Fn(f) 
n E:: N} as follows : 
Obtain F n+1 ( f') from F n ( f) by adding new elements x.y for each pair of 
points x,y not joined by a line of Fn( f) and each pair of lines x,y 
not intersecting in a point of F n ( f) o The new elements x. y are defined 
to be incident with x and y and no other element of Fn+1(l>). Define 
-= F. Clearly F is a free completion process and F( \ ) is a free 
completion of f o 
By 1.4.2, there is, up to isomorphism, at most one free completion 
of ( and free completion process from ( • Because these always 
exist, we refer "'lio the free completion of f , denoted by F( f ) 9 and of 
~ free completion process for F( I? ) from F, the configurations of 
which we denote by F ( p), n = o, 1, ••• , as defined above. Some . n \ 
elementary properties of the free completion process are combined in 
Proposition 1.4d : Let f be any config'U.1'ation. 
(a) F _._ ( P) = F (F ( P)) \;/ m, n ~ Oo 
m..-n \ m n l 
(b) F(Fn(f )) = F( f) ~ n 2: O. 
(c) I F1(p)j ~ l\ 12 • 
·(d) If p is not a plane and F(p) is non-degenerate, then F( F) -p 
is infinite. 
Proof : 
is an immediate conseq_uence 0f the definition of Fi ( f) for each i. 
(b) This follows from (a)o 
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(c) Let J (' / = ne Elements of F 1 ( ( ) - p are of the 
form x.y where :x:, y Gp and x .::/:: y. 
(d) Because p is not a plane, there is a pair of points or lines 
x,y e (-' for which x..y 4 p • Hence JF( p) -p I~ 1. If F( p) -p 
is finite, there is an x G F( p) 
implies F( f ) =- F m ( f), and x is 
of maximal p -stage m> Oo This 
incident with only two elements of 
F( p )~ But F( p) is non-degenerate, and every element of a non-degenerate 
plane is incident with at least three other elements of the plane (by 1 .. 101) .. 
Hence F( p )- {' is infini teo 
Our next result, which is well known (see, for example, ( 13, lemma 
3)), provides a tool for obtaining examples of automorphism groups of 
planes which are free completions. 
Theorem 1 o4o4 : If 'o{ is any automorphism of a configuration p , then 
o( extends uniquely to an automorphism of F( f ) for which F n ( \) c><. = F n ( f ) 
V n > Oo If G is any automorphism group of p , then G extends to a 
· unique automorphism group G' of F( p) which is isomorphic to G and 
satisfies Fn( f) G' = Fn( f) V n > Oo 
Proof 1 The first statement is an immediate consequence of 1.4.2. 
Suppose now that G is any automorphism group of l . For each o< G G, 
there is a unique extension of o< to an automorphism cX_ 1 of F( (') for 
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which Fn(~) r.X' = Fn(f) V n>Oo By 
the uniqueness of °'-- 1 for each v<.. e:- G, 
( A-
1) I = ( B' )-1 f (!, .,,,,, /'::: G r 1 or any \ , u = • 
We have ~I '2f I :: ( r 6) I and 
Thus G'_ is a group and the map 
of G onto G' defined by c>< ~c><. 1 is a group isomorphismo 
1o5 Hyperfree Extension Processes 
An extension process P is h;yperfree if 
(a) no two elements of P of equal non-zero P-stage are incident, and 
(b) no element of P has more than two P-bearers. 
We abbreviate 11hyperfree 11 to 11H.F11 and 11hy:perfree extension prooess 11 to 
11H.F process 11 o By 1o4o1, free completion proce~ses are HF processes. 
Let P be a HF process. An element of P is P-free if it has two 
P-bearers and~ if it has only one. If it ha.s none, and is not 
incident with any element of the same P-stnge, then it is P-isolated. 
We also say tbat P has free, HF and isolated elements. 
If Pisa HF process and x <:-P, then a P-chain of x is a set 
.[ :x:0 , o •• ,:x:n} of elements of P for which :x:n = x and, if n > 0, :x:i is a 
P-bearer· of xi +1, 0 ~ i ~ n - 1 o The number n is the length of the 
-P-chain. For each xe; P, we define the P-socle of x to be the subcon-
figuration of P having as its elements the union of all P-chains of x. 
We denote it by P(x). 
The prefix "P-11 is sometimes dropped from the above definitions if 
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it is clear to which HF process we are referri~..g. 
We combine some elementary properties of HF processes together in 
the following proposition. Part (b) ~as first proved by Ellers and 
Row ( 7 , theorem 1). 
Proposition 1o5o1 : Let P be a HF process. 
(a) If x,yGP and x I y, then either x< y (P) or Y< x(P) or 
stp(x) = ~~(y) = O. -
(b) P(:x:) is finite 'I :x: G- Po 
(c) If x G P, then P(y) £ P(x) V YIE P(x)o 
Let X be the set of P-isolated and P-HF elements. If P is a plane, then 
(d) -P 
0 
v X generates P ; 
(e) if O{ 
1 
and o< 
2 
are collinea tions of P for which 
Proof : (a) We cam1ot have s~(x) = stp(y) > O~ because no two 
elements of equal non-zero P-stage are incident. Thus either 
s~(x) = s~(y) = 0 or x <: y(P) or y <._ :x:(P)., 
(b) We proceed by transfinite induction on stp(x). 
If s~(x) = o, then P(x) ==.(:x:), which is finite. Suppose now that 
s~(x) / 0 and that P(y) is finite for all y having P-stage < s~(x). 
For any P-chain C of x of length > 0, C-( :x: j is a P-chain of a 
P-bearer of .x. Thus P(x) .,. z .x 3 l) ( U P(y) ) , where B is the 
y~B j 
set 
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of P-bearers of Xo Because j B f ~ 2 and P(y) is finite V y G B 
(by the induction assump~ion), P(x) is finite. 
finite \if x 6 P. 
By induction, P(x) is 
(c) If YG P(x), then there is a P-chain C = {x0 ,o •• ,:x:nJ 
with y = x
0
, x = .x:n' and, if n > O, xi a P-bearer of xi+1, 0 ~ i<S., no 
If C' is any P-chain of y, then C VC 8 is a P-chain of x. This implies 
C1 £ P(x)o Hence P(y) £ P(x)., 
(d) Suppose [P0 u ~J P-:/- P .. Choose an X€ P - [ P0 V x]p 
of minimal P-·stage. Because x <:/: X and x $- P 
0
, x is P-free and has 
two P-bearers y and Zo By the minimality of s~(x), both y,z ~f:ou x] p tl 
This implies x = YoZ ~ [PO 0 xJ p, , a contradiction. Hence 
[P0v x]-p =Po 
(e) Let f' be the maximal subconfiguration of P for which 
C>( 1 ( r = r;,( 2 / p ( f is the union of all subconfigurations with this 
property). -As in the proof of (d), one shows p = P. Hence 
Let P be a HF process and x <2, P. Because P(x) is finite (by 
1 .. 5.1 (b)), there is a P-chain of x having maximal length n. Define 
n to be the P-length of x. We denote it by fp(x). A HF process P 
is standard if it is indexed by the non-negative integers and 
J p(x) = stp(x) for all x e P., 
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Two IIF processes P and Q are _similar if P = Q and they have the 
same bearer relation. If P and Q are similar, then P(x) = Q(x) and 
/ p(x) "' f'Q(x) V XG P., Similarity is an equivalence relation on any 
set of HF processes. 
Our next theoxem is due to Ellers and Row ( 7 , theorem 2) 
Theorem 1.5.? : For any HF process P, there exists a unique standard 
HF process similar to P. 
Proof i Define the extension process ~ = { Qn ; n ~ N 3 by 
Qn ={ x ~ P ; Jp(x) ~ n} ~ n E No Then P = Qo We first show that 
Q is a HF process similar to P. We have y< x(P) -===.;> /p(y) <:::: .fp(x) ~ 
stQ(y) ..C stQ(x) =9 y < x(Q), and y < x(Q) ~ fp(y)< /p(x) and 
y I x ?> y < x(P) o Thus P and Q, have the same Jsarer relation. Thus 
each x e. Q has at most two Q-bearers. To show that Q is HF, it remains 
to show that no two incident elements of Q have equal non-zero Q-stage. 
Suppose x,y6Q and x I Yo By 1D5•1 (a), either x< y(P) or Y<::. x(P) 
or s~(x) = s~(y) = Oo These imply, respectively, x< y(Q), Y< x(Q,)j 
and fp(x) = .f p(y) = O; ioeo stQ(x) < stQ,(y), stQ,(x) > stQ(y) and 
Thus :x: and y do not have equal non-zero Q.-stageo 
Q is therefore a HF process. It is similar to P, because they have 
the same bearer relation. 
Because P and Q are similar, /p(x) = .f Q(x) V x E Qo By 
definition, stQ(x) "" Jp(x) V x e- Qo Hence stQ,(x) = fQ(x) V x €- q, 
so Q is standard. Q is unique, because if R is any standard HF process 
similar to P~ we have stR(x) = (R(x) = ./p(x) V :X:<C- R, and hence 
Rn = { x C? R ; stR(x) ~ n) = { :x: E- R ; / p(x) ~ n ~ = Qn for each no 
Corollary 1o5o1 g For any HF process P, there exists a HF process Q 
similar to P for which~== £ 7 P = Q,, and Q is indexed by the non-
negative integers._ 
Proof : The extension process pv with configurations P - { P
0 
J is 
HFo Let P11 be the unique standard HF process similar to P! Then the 
extensfon process Q with configurations {P0 l \.J pi1 ca.n be indexed by 
the non-negative integers, and has the required propertieso 
By 1.503, we may, without loss of generality, adopt the following 
Convention : Henceforth, unless stated otherwise, all HF prooes~es are 
indexed by the non-negative integerso 
For later use, we now state two trivially proved properties of 
P-length (for a IiF process P). 
Lemma 1. 5 e 4 : If P is a HF process and :x: E- P, then ( ~(x) ~ stp(x) o 
If Bis the set of P-bearers of x, then £.p(x) = max { ,fp(y) + 1 ; y € n). 
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Our next result characterizes standard HF processes. 
ProI?..osition 1o5o~: A HF process P is standard if, and only if, 
Pn = F1(Pn_1) u{P-HF elements of P-length nJ, n = 1,2, 0 .... 
Proof : Suppose first that P is standard. A P-isolated element 
x has no P-bearers, so fp(x) = 0 = s\,.(x)o Therefore P - P 
1 
has n n-
only P-HF and P-free elements V n > 1 c The HF elements of P -P 1 n n-
are exactly those which have P-stage n, and hence P-length n.. The 
free elements are of the form xcy, where x and y are points (lines) of 
P not both incident with a line (point) of Pn-1' and x,.y is n-1 
incident in P only with x and y. 
n Hence P n-1 \.) ~ P-HF elements of 
length n3 S, Pn C F
1
(Pn_1) u{ P-HF elements of length n], n = 1,2,.ou " 
It remains to show that z E- F
1 
(P 1) and z cf=_ P 1 
imply z E P o n- n- n 
Such a z has P-bearers x and yin P 1, which imnlies n- -
Kp(z) = ma:x:{.f p(x) + 1, f f(y) + 1} ~ n (using 1 .. 504),. 
s\(z) = .J p(z) Sn, and z 0 Pno 
Hence 
Conversely, assume that Pn = F1(Pn_1) LJ~P-HF elements of length nJ 
V n) 1o We show st (x) = / (x) by induction on st _ (x) o 
p p p ~ 
If 
st (x) = o, then f (x) = 0 == st _ (x). Assume st (x) = f_ (x) V x for 
p p p ' p p 
which s\ (:x:) -f n - 1 i. e o \:j :x: G P 1 o Let z 6- P - P 1 o If z n- n n-
is P-HF, then .fp (z) = n = s\,(z) (by assumption)o Suppose z is 
P-free with P-bearers x, yr=- Pn_1o By 1o5o4, .fp(-z) L stp(z) = n .. 
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Suppose fp(z) < no Then, by 1 ·5o4, n > max{1 ~ ~(x), 1 + fp(y)_J, 
which implies both -fp(Y).( n - 1 and .fp(z) < n - 1. Thus both Xs y E, P 2 n-
(by the induction assumption)o But this implies z = x~y €:: F 
1 
(P n-
2
) C. 
Pn-1 (by assumption), a contradiction. 
By induction, stp(x) = /p(x) \/ x ~Po Thus P is standard. 
It follows from 1o5•5 that a free completion process is a standard 
HF process (because it has no HF elements and F n ( f) = F 1 (F n-1 ( \)), by 
We now prove a series of results which give methods of obtaining 
new HF p1•ocesses from given ones. 
If P and Q are HF processes for which P = g., then 
P + Q is a HF processo 
Proof : Suppose x,y E P + Q and stP-f-Q(x) = stP+Q,(y)_:> Oo 
Then either both x, YG P and s~(x) = s\(y)/ o, or both 
x, y E Q - P = Q - £,, and stQ(x) = stQ(y) > Oo Thus x t y., Hence 
no two elements of equal non-zero (P+Q)-stage are incident. If 
x 6 P + Q, then the (P + Q)-bearers of x are the P~ or Q-bearers of x 
according as x E P or x G-- Q - .9io Hence no elements of P + Q have more 
than two (P+Q,)-bearers. Thus P + Q is a HF process. 
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The following observation was first made by Siebenmann (29, 
proof of Theorem I)o 
If Pisa HF process and ~So P~ then p nP is . 
a HF process for p • 
Proof : Let R = f n Po Clearly R = f o We have 
stR(x) = stp(x) \f x G (' o Hence no two elements of f' of equal 
non-zero R-stage are-incidento We also have x<:.. y(R) =) X< y(P)., 
Thus no element of p has more than two R-bearers. Hence R is a HF 
processe 
The intersection of a family of HF processes is not necessarily a 
HF process, as the following example shows : Define 
P
0 
= [ a
1
,..,o,a
4
3, where a 1, ••• ,a4 are P-isolated 
points, 
p 1 = p 0 v { ai oa1-l-(i mod 4}' i = 1, oe °'.4]' where 
aioa1+(i mod 4)are lines incident in P1 only with 
Clearly P and Q are HF 
processes. However (P (\ Q)0 = ,. and (P n Q) 1 = P1o Thus 
elements of (P (\ Q)-stage one are incident. Therefore p n Q is not 
a HF process. 
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Although the intersection of HF processes is not necessarily BF, 
we do have 
Proposition 1o5.8 : Let {P(i); i~ I~ be a family of HF 
processes for which P(iJ.,. ;DJ" and P
0
(i) =- P
0
(j) for any i,jG I .. 
Let the extension processes R and Q be defined by 
R = n 
n 'D (i) 
... ' i EI n "ef n c £T, 
Q
2 
= R , \;/ n E N, 
n n 
Then Q is a HF process and Q
0 
= R
0 
= P
0
(i) '\;/ i €I .. 
Proof z Let n E N and x G Rn+
1 
- Rno There is a j tE. I for which 
x<S- P (j) - P (j)o Since x is not incident with any elements of the 
n+1 n 
same P(j)_stage and has at most two P(j)_bearers, x is incident with at 
most two elements of Pni~). Hence x is incident with at most two 
elements of Rn+1' for each xE Rn+1-Rn and ne No It follows that 
elements of Q2n+1-Q2n (respo Q2n+2-Q.2n+1) are incident with at most two 
elements of Q
2
n (resp. Q2n+1), for each n EN.. Hence, elements of Q, have 
at most two Q-bearers. From the definition of Q, elements of e~ual 
non-zero Q-stage are either all points or all lines. Thus no two of 
them are incident. Hence Q is a HF process~ Because P (i) = P (j) 0 0 
for each i,j 6 I, we have Q.
0 
.. R
0 
= ('\ P (i) = P (j) \/ j 6 Io 
i EI O O 
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We now give a method of obtaining a new HF process R from a given 
HF process P by changing the sets of isolated and HF elements. Let P 
be a HF process, k a positive integer, and Va set of P-HF and 
P-isolated elements, each of P-stage ~ ko Suppose that 
A: V-7 Pk_1 maps points and lines of V into the points and lines 
respectively of Pk_
1 
such that v).. ·is not incident with the P-bearer 
of v (if it exists), for each v ~ V. Define v7 ={Vo VA ; v G V) and 
define the extension process R by 
R = n 
For Pj k, V, /\. and W defined as above, we denote R by r(k,V~ A ,W)(P)o 
P~oposition 1.5.9 : If R = r (k, V, .A ,W) (P), then 
(a) v <'.. VoV )\(P) and VoV A <'. v(R) \j v G- V; 
(b) except for the relations of (a), P and R have the s~me 
bearer relation9 
(c) R is a HF process and R0 = P0, R m P~ 
(d) the sets of R-isolated and R-HF ~laments are I-V and 
(H-V) u (V (\I) U W respectively, where I and H are the 
(e) 
sets of P-isolated and P-HF elements respectively; 
if G is a collineation group of P for which P G ~ P 
n n 
\f n E: N and WG = W, then R G = R °\j n (- N. 
n n 
Proof : During the proof, we make observ~tions (i), (ii), etco, 
to which we refer la.ter in t)le proof. 
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( a) Let v~ V. Either v~ Vov.A(P), VoVA <:. v(P), or 
siip(v) = siip(v.v>} = 0 (by 1.5a1(a))o The last two are not possible, 
because v). is not incident with the P-bearer of v, and s~ ( v) 2 k > Oo 
Hence v <( v,,v:A (P), as required. It now follows that 
(i) stp(v.A) <:"k.::;; s~(v)<:::.·s~(vovA) \J vt:; V. 
From (i), we have 
(ii) VoV~ is P-free with P-bearers v and v). for all ve--v. 
Hence VoV ./\ = v' .. vv_.:\ implies v = v', so the mapping of V on·~o W given 
by v -7 Vo v)... is a bijection. Furthermore, because elements of W are 
P-free (by (ii)) and elements of V are either P-HF or P-isolated, we 
have 
(iii) v (\ Vl = ~ 0 
For eachvE;V, ~e have vci"Pk_1 (as s\(v) ~k), andvfjW (by (iii)). 
Thus stR(v.v )..) = k < stR(v)o Hence VoVA < v(R) as required. 
(b) From the definition of R, we have 
(iv) x.:.:: y (R)&/x<'.: y(P) \I x </: w, y<frw. 
We now show 
( v) there are no incidences between elements of Vl. 
Suppose, on the contrary, that there exist v,v' G V for which v.v A I v' .v'~ • 
Then one of VoV .A or v'.v';\ is a P-bearer of the other, because 
We may assume VoV). <:: v 9 .v'.A (P)., By (ii), 
either v. v .A = v 1 , or v o v .A = v' .;\ o Neither is possible, because 
Vr\W= rp and s~(v'A)~k<.s~(v.v.A) (by (i))., Thus (v) is 
prove do 
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From (i), (ii) and (v), it follows that 
(vi) v.v). is incident in ~ only with v}. 9 and stR( v ,,\ )< k = stR( VoV A) 
Suppose that x E: R and v G V. We have the equivalences 
(vii) 
(viii) 
x ~ VoV .A (R)~~:x: == v;\ @x f v and x <'. v.,v ~ (P) (by (ii)); 
VoVA <. x(P)~vovA Ix and x =/= v, x =f.: v).. (by (ii) 
and 1.5.1(a)), 
<(=j>vovA< x(R) and x f v (by ( vi)) o 
From (iv), (vii) and (viii)j it follows that the bearer relation of 
Rand P is the same,_e:x:cept .for the relations of (a)o 
(c) Clearly R = P and R0 = P0 • Elements of R of equal non-zero 
R~stage either have equal non~zero P~stage, or are both in W. In 
neither case are they incident (by ( v)). Thus it remains to shov1 tha.t 
any x e R has at most two R-bearers. If' x #VU W then the P- and 
R-bearers of x coincide (by (b)), so x has at most two P-bearers. 
Suppose now that x<S V. Then x has at most one P-bearer. From (a) 
and (b), x.x). is the only R-bearer of x which is not a P-bearer. 
Thus :x: has at most two R-bearers. Finally, suppose x ~ Vl. Then 
x = yovA for some v ~ V, sex has at most one R-bearer (by ( vi)) o 
Hence every element of R has at most two R-bearers. R is therefore 
a HF process. 
(d) Let I' be the set of R-isolated elementso Each v (~ V has vov,A 
as an R-bearer (by (a)), ~nd elements VoV A of W have v,.A as an 
R-bee.rer (by ( vi)) o Thus I' f\ (VU W) = cJ o Elements not in 
VU W are R-isolated exactly when they are P-isolated (by (b)). 
Hence I' = I - V V W "" I - V (as elements of W are P-free, by (ii))., 
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Let H1 be the set of R-HF elementso By ( vi), each VeV A E W 
is R-HF with R-bearer v ,\ o Hence VT £ H'. By (a) and (b), the 
R-bearers of each v ~ V a.re v.v). and the P-bearer of v (if it exists). 
Thus v G V is R-HF exactly when v is P-isolated. Therefore Vr\ H~ = 
V n Io By (b), elements not in VU W are R-HF exactly when they are 
P-HF (i.eo in H-V)o Hence H9 = (H-V) U (V n I)\.) W. 
(e) is an immediate consequence of the definition of R. 
Examole Let P be a HF process and ,fa line of P0• Let V be 
the oot of P-HF lines having P-bearer not incident w1th .f ~ Define 
A: V7Po by v)\ =l for each v ~v. Let w ''"{ vo.f ; VG vj e 
Then R = f1 (1,Vj.>..JW)(P) is defined. From 1.5.9(d), the R-HF elements 
are WV (V r\ I) V (H - V) o Because W has only points and V (\, I = rJ , 
all R-HF lines axe contained in H-V; ioeo they are P-HF. By 1o5o9(b), 
the R- and P-bearers of these R-HF lines are the same. All P-HB' 
lines in H-V have P-bearer incident with_f o Thus we have obtained a 
new HF process R for P from P0 such that all R-HF lines have R-bearer 
incident with J o 
Proposition 1o~10 : Suppose R = r (k, V, }. ,W)(P) and that there are 
(' 
only finitely many P-HF elements of P-l_ength/ ko If V consists 
entirely of such elements, then R has strictly fewer HF elements of 
length > k than Po 
Let I and H be the sets of P-isolated and P-HF elements 
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respectively. Because V has no P-isolated elements, V n I = r.j 0 
Thusj by 1o5o9(d), the set of R-HF elements is (H-V)LJ W. It therefore 
suffices to show 
(i) f R(x) s .f p(x) V x ~ H - V 
(ii) J R(voVA) ~ k L.. fp(v) \f- v c;_ V. 
Vie first show (ii)o By assumption, kL .f p(v) 'd v ~ V.. By 
1 o5o4, we have 1 R( VoV)..) cS. stR(VoV ,A) \-J V ~ V" But stR( VoV ~) = k 
\J v G V (by the definition of R)o Hence ,{_R(VoVA) <;S s·!;R(vov)\) = 
k.C:::: ..f p(v) \j- v t;. v'i and (ii) is provedo 
on the contrary si that there is a y G R for which 
Choose such a y of minimal R-stage. If y has no R-bearer, t~en i~ has 
no P-bearer (by 1o5o9(a) and (b))o This implies _,f'R(y) = fp(y) = o, 
contradicting (iii)o Thus y has an R-bearer. Let u be an R-bearer 
of y of maxirJal R-length. Then .f R(y) = fR(u) + 1 (by 1.5.4)0 
By the minimality of stR(y); RR(u) ~ 1 p(u)o If u is also a P-bearer 
of y, then 1 R(y) ~ J R(u) + 1 ~ fp(u) + 1 ~ ) p(y) (by 1 o5o4), 
" 
contradicting (iii)~ Thus u is an R-bearer of y but not a P-bearero 
By 1 o5o9(a) and (b), y ..., v and u = v.v A for some v ~ V. Hence 
f R(u) L k (by (ii)) o This implies fR(y) = J R(u) + 1 {:;; k + 1. 
Because y ~- V, f p(y) ~ k + 1 (as all elements of V have P-length > k) ... 
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Hence JR(y) L k + 1 ~ f p(y)~ again contradicting (iii)o Hence 
R R(x) ~ R p(:x:) \f x GR and (i) is proved. 
Our next proposition contains, in a general form, some technical 
results of previous authors about HF processes and free completions. 
Some of these are proved as corollariese 
If p' is a subconfigura tion of a conf'igura tion \'.> , then p 9 is 
closed in f if, for any x, y E p' for which xoy G f , we have 
x.y r=:p'. 
Proposition 1.5c11 : Suppose that P is a HF process for a plane and 
f' is a subconfigll ..ration of P satisfying 
(i) P(x) ~ f \j x G- p 
(ii) ~ ("\ P0 is closed in P0 o 
Then [ (-' J p is freely generated by p and 
(a) the p - and P-bearers of each x E [ pJ-p - (° 
coincide ; 
(b) P(x) ~ [\J"P Y :x: e [p]p ; 
(c) if Q = [f ]p (\ P, then Q is a HF process and 
Q(x) = P(x) 'r/ x E- [p] p ; 
(d) if R = [ f ]-p V P1 then R is a HF process and the 
R- and P-bearers of each x GR - R
0 
coincide ; 
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(e) if P0 £ p , then Q, + R is defined, satisfies Q + R "' P0 , 
Q + R = P , and is s·i.milar to Po 
Proof a Each element of [l J-p -p ha.s at least two ~ - bearers and 
at most two P-bearers. Thus to show that p freely generates 
[l]P, it suffices (by 1o4o1) to show (a).and that no two elements 
of e~ual p-stage are incidento 
We first show (a). Suppose that :x: ~ [ f ]-p - f o 
We consider two cases. 
(1) siip(x) > 0 : Suppose tha-t -l;l.1.e P- and p-bea1•e1•s of :x: are not 
the same. We may assume st t> (x) is minimal wi tb respect to this 
property. Because x has at least two t>-bearers and at most two 
P-bearers, it has a f -bearer y which is not a P-bearero Because 
neither y < x(P) nor stp(x) = o, we have :x: <:,. y(P) (by 1.5.1 (a)) o If 
y~ p , then x E P(y) ,5 p (by (i)) ~ contra.dieting :x: G [ f] p - fa 
Hence y E- [ f J p - p ., By ;he minirnali ty of st p (x) , the P- and 
('-bearers of y coincide. Because x <_ y(P), this implies tha·I; x is a 
f-bearer of y, a contradiction. Hence the p- and P-bearers of each 
such x coincide. 
(2) 
Suppose x is of minimal r. -stage with respect to this property. Let 
:x: have e-bea.rers y and z. If both y, z f;; f (\PO' then x = YoZ ~ f n PO 
(since \ n P 
0 
is closed in P 0), a contradiction. Hence one of y,z~fnP0 ., 
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Suppose y rt- f n P 0 o By the minimality of at p (x), we have 
Thus x <. y( P) • By 
case (1), the P- and f -bearers of y coincide. This implies x is a 
p-bearer of y, a contradictiono Hence no such x can exist. This 
completes both case (2) and the proof of (a)o 
\ 
We next show that elements of equal non-zero f> -stage are not 
incident. Suppose that x,y ~ r pJ p ' st p(x) = st p (y) > o, and 
x I yo Then x is not a p-bearer of y, and vice-versa, and x,y </=- f' o 
By (a), x is not a P-bearer of y, and vice-versa. Hence s~(x) = 
s1>(y) = 0 (by 1.5Q 1 (a) )o This implies both x,y G Lp ]-p (\ p 0 - f nP 00 
But this set is empty (by case (2) of the previous :paragraph). 
Hence no two ele~i:ints of equal non-zero p-stage are incident. This 
completes the proof that [l] P = F( \ ). 
We prove (b) by induction on st f (x). If st f'(x) = o, then x E p 
. and P(x) '5_ f ~ [ f J p (by (ii)) o Assume now that st f (x) = n > o, 
and that P(y) .s rf ]-p for_ all y (:. L(: J p of p-stage< n. If x has 
f-bearers u and v, then P(u) '.:: ffJP and P(v) £ frJ p" By (a), 
u and v are also the P-bearers of x. Thus P(x) = ~ x j U P(u) U P( v) ~ lr ]po 
By induction, (b) is prov,ed. 
(c) is an immediate consequence of 1.5.7 and (b). 
We now show (d)o For n > 0, R - R 1 C P - P 1 o n n--n n-
Hence no t\•10 elements of eq~al non-zero R-stage are incident. To show 
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that R is a HF process, it 'novr suffices to prove that the R- and P-bearers 
of each x E R - R0 coincide. Suppose that there exist x,yf::. R - R0 
such 
that x.::..:: y(P) and y< x(R)o There is an m for which x € P and y 4-- P • m m 
Thus x ~Rm= Pm V [ f'] p , which implies yG Rm (since y < x(R)) .. 
Because yq:: Pm' we have y6 [f-]p o Thus P(y) ~ f(]p , by (b)o 
Hence x E P(y) C f l Jp .f R
0
, contradicting x € R - R
0
o Thus no such 
x,y exist, and (d) is provedo 
Finally, suppose P
0 
C po Then Q = [p]-p 
[\ Jp • Hence Q = R
0
, and Q, + R is definedo 
and R = ro]- UP = o ~r P o 
We have .Q + R = [f ]-p 1'\ P0 = 
P
0
, and Q + R = R = P. By (c), P(:x:) = Q,(:x:) V :x: £ { f J p ; so ·the P- and 
Q-bearers of each x~ Q coincide. By (d), the R- and P-bearers of 
each x E R - R
0 
coincide. Thus Q, + R is similar to P, and (e) is 
prove do 
Corollary 1o5o12 ~ Let P be a HF process for a plane. If X is a 
set of elements of P and ~ = P
0 
U ( U P(x)), then (i) and (ii) of 
. xfX ) 
1o5o11 are satisfied. Hence [\]P = F((°),and (a) to (e) of 1 .. 5011 are 
satisfied. If X contains all the P-isolated and P-HF elements, then 
I' 
Proof : We have f n P0 = P0 , which is closed in P0 • 
If y ~ f , then either y ((;-- P0 , which implies P(y) -= r yl S.. f , or yf;- P(x) 
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for some x EX, which implies P(y) ~ P(x) ::_ p (by 1o5o1(c))o Thus (i) 
and (ii) of 105$11 are sa~isfied. Hence [f]p ~ F((°) and (a) to 
(e) of 1o5~11 are satisfied. If X contains the P-isolated and P-HF 
elements, then P
0 
U X generates P (by 1o5o1(d))o Hence F generates 
Corollary 1o5!.ll (Siebenmann ( 29, lemma 2)) : If P is any HF process 
P-isolated and P-HF elements, then P ~ F(P )o n 
If P contains all the 
n 
Proof : Let ()::: P and apply 1o5o11 to obtaii:l [ P ;;J_ = F(P ·) o If 
, n . p n 
P contains all the P-isolated and P-HF elements, then P generates P -
n n 
Corollary 1o5o14. (Hall ( 10,~theorem4o3)); If p is a subconfiguration 
of a configuration f' 1 and (' is closed in p 1 , then f freely generates 
[\ JF( f,) o If f is a proper subconfigura tion of f', then F( l) is 
a proper subplane of F( f ,~) o 
Proof : Let P = { F n ( f 1 ) ; n E- N J • 
equals F( p) and the P- and p-bearers of each x E F( (-') coincideo 
Thus, if x e F( f) - f' then x has P-bearers, so x t f I 0 Hence 
f I ('I F( p ) = p and r a - p s F( f I) - F( f) 0 Thus F( f ) is proper 
when (' is propero 
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Corolla~: Suppose that P is a standard HF process for a 
plane and that P
0 
has only P-isolated elements. Then [P(v)] p = F(P(v)) 
for each vie P. If R::: [P(v)j p nP, then R is also a standard HF 
process and 1R(x) = /p(x) v x e Ro 
Proof t Let p= P(v)o By 1 .. 5.11, [fJ-p = F(p)o 
By 1 .. s~11(c), Risa HF process for whichR(x) = P(x) Vx<e-[f-/P., 
Hence JR(x) = f p(x) V x G- R o We also have stR(x) = s~(x) V x ~ R 
(by the definition of R), and s~(x) = ip(x.) V-x ~ R (as P is standard)., 
Therefore stR(x) = PR(x) V x ~ R , and R is standard. 
Let P be any HF process (not necessarily indexed by the non-
nega tive integers)~ If there are i P-isolated elements not inf and, 
h P-HF elements, define the~ of P to be 2i +h. We denote it by 
r(P). Our next two results are elementary. 
Let P and~Q be similar HF processes, not necessarily 
indexed by the non-negative integers. If l = Sl and P = Q, then 
r(P) = r(Q)o 
-If P and Q are HF processes for which P = .9i , then 
r(P+Q) = r(P) + r(Q). 
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If P is a HF process for which P - P
0 
is finite, 
then 
•••• (i) 
where f(P
0
,P') is the number of point-line pairs (p, f) for which p I/ 
and at least one of p, J E P - P
0
• 
Proof : The proof is by induction on IP - P 
0 
( o 
then f(P0,P) c-o and-r(P)_= D, satisfying (i). 
Suppose now that JP' - P
0 
/ = j >O, and that (i) is true for HF 
processes Q satisfying ! Q - Q
0 
I <::::'.: j o Because P - P0 is finite and 
... 
non-empty, there exists an x ~ P of maximal P-stage ;> Oo By 1o5o7, P 1 
is a HF process, where P' = (P -{ :x: ]) n Po \'le have P 
0
' = P 
0 
and 
F "" P - ~ :x: }o Thus \ Fr - P 0 1 I = j - 1, so 
r(P 11 ) = 2(j-1) - f(P0
1 ,P.) o ... (ii). 
Let x be incident with k elements of Po We have 
-Because x has maximal P-stage, it is incident in P only with its 
P-bearers. Thus k = o, 1 or 2, according as :x: is P-isolated, P-HF 
or P-freeo From the definition of P 11 , and because x has maximal 
P-stage, the P-isolated (resp. P-F.F) elements in 'P-1 :x:J are exactly 
the P'-isolated (P'-HF) elementso Thus 
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0 if x is P-free, 
~ if x is P-HF, 
2 if x is P-isolated, 
= r(P 1 ) + (2-k) 
= 2 ( j-1 ) - f ( P 
0 
s , F) + 2 - k (by (ii) ) 
= 2j + f(P0,P) (by (iii)) 
Hence (i) has been proved, by induction. 
It follows from the above lemma. that the ~ank of a HF process P 
-for which P - P
0 
is finite depends only on P
0 
and Po We use this 
observation in the proof of 
If P and Q, are HF processes for which 
P
0 
= Q
0 
and P = Q , then r(P.) = r(Q,) .. 
lJ:'oof : We assume first that P is a plane, and prove the proposition 
for that caseo We may assume r(P) <'. r(Q). Let X be the set of 
' -
~ ' 
P-isolated and P-BF elements not in P0, and Y be the set of Q-isolated 
and Q-HF elements not in Q0o 
Suppose first that both r(P) and r(Q) are finite. Then X and Y 
are finite. Define 7( = ( \.__) P(:x:) ) IJ P 
0 
and P 1 = rr f\ P, Q • = rr t1 Q .. 
xEXUY 
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Then pw and Q' are HF processes (by 1o5o7) and P
0 
= P
0
1 = Q
0
1 , 
P' = Q 1 =i n: o :Because X U Y is finite 
and all P-socles are finite (by 1o5o1(b)), 7r - P
0 
is finite. 
Therefore P' - P0
1 and Qt - Q
0
1 are finite, and r(Pv) = r(Q'°) 
(by 1o5o18)o We have P(:x:) ~ 7[ V.x en:' so P(x)::: P'(x) v x G7T 0 
Thus elements of 7t are P-isola ted or P-HF exactly when they are 
P'-isolated or P'-HF respectivelyo :Because X ~ rt' , this implies 
r(P) = r(P')a For x, yr;;-rr, we have x.C y(Q, 1 ).:::) :x:..::::: y(Q,)., Thus 
Q-isolated elements in ~ are Q,''-isolated9 and Q-HF elements in 7{ are 
either Q,:'-HF or Q 1-isola ted. Since Y £ -n-, this implies r(Q, 1 ) ). r(Q)., 
Hence r(Q') ~ r(Q) > r(P) = r(P 1 )o " Because r(P') = r(Q'), we have 
r(P) = r(Q)., 
Suppose now that r(Q) is infinite. Then Y is infinite, J Y I= r(Q), 
and { X / ~ jY { o :Define f = U P(x) and ('' = .r U Q(y))0 Q.0o 
· x? X \Yf=- P 
Because all P- and Q-socles are finite, we have X is f,ini te~-;;> f is 
finite'(;~ l__J Q(y) is finite, and if X is infinite, then 
y<;·p 
Ix I= If\= I\__) Q(y)/ G By 1 .. 5012, [p•]Q = F(e'), 
I YGP 
and the f'- and Q-bearers of each x c:::::F( f') - p' coincide. Thus 
elements of F( r') - f' I are Q-free. But p 0 <....) x E pt~ so f' I generates 
~ 
P (by 1o5o1(d))o Thus F( f.')= P = Q, and all elements of Q - p 0 are 
Q-free. 'rherefo:re Y C. f' o Furthermore, Y (\ Q
0 
= cf , so Y ~ Lj Q(y)o 
y(;..p 
Since Y is infinite, lJ Q(y) is infinite. Thus X is infinite and 
y~"f 
/ X / = I y Yf' Q(y) / ~ /Y / o The ref ore / X / = / Y \ , which implies 
r(P) = r(Q.)o 
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Vie have now proved the proposition for the case P is a plane. 
Suppose P is not a plane. Let F be the free completion process for 
F(P) from Po Then P + F is a plane, P + F ~ ~+ F, and P + F = Q + Fo 
Hence r(P+F) = r(Q+F). By 1o5o17~ this implies r(P) = r(Q)o 
The above theorem is proved under the assumption that P and Q are 
indexed by the non-negative integers. 
the theorem is true without this asswnption$ 
106 Free Rank Planes 
A configuration p' is confined if it is finite and each element 
of p' is incident with at least three other elements of p 1 o The 
union of finitely many confined configurations is also confined. For 
any configuration (' , the ~ of f , denoted by re ( f), is the- union 
of all confined subconfigurations of(° o Our first result is a 
generalization of Theorem 4.8 of ( 10). 
Lemma 1.6e1 : If P is any HF process and p' any confined 
subconfiguration of P, then f' S P0 • Hence K(P) ~ P0• For ar.y 
configuration f , K (F( p )) = K' ( p ) o 
Proof : Suppose f 1 <j:. P0 o As f' is finite, there is an x G- p' 
of maximal P-stage > Oo There are at least three elements of p 1 
incident with x, all of P-stage ~ s~(x). But x is not incident with 
any element of eq_ual P-stage and has at most two P-bearers. Tb.is 
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contradiction implies Thus the first assertion is proved. 
The last two assertions follow immediately from the firsto 
Lem.'lla. 1. 6. 2 : If o<.: f ---""> r' is an isomorphism or duality of 
configurations, then K ( f )o<. = K( p'). In particular, K" ( p )o<. = 
K ( p) for any automorphism o( off o 
Proqf: The result follows from the observation that7 is a 
confined subconfiguration of p if and only if ?o< is a confined 
subconfiguratj.on of (° •., 
• 
By 1o6o1s if we wish to construct a configuration using a HF process~ 
we can at best construct it from its coreo A configuration f 
has free rank if there is a HF process for ~ from \(' ( p). The 
free rank (or just ~) of _p is the rank of any HF process for f from 
/( ( p). :By 1o5~19, the free rank of f is well defined. A plane which 
has free ranlc is called a fre~ rank ulane. Trivially, any plane equal 
to its core has free rankc In the next proposition, we prove some 
elementary and well known results about free rank planes. Part (a) 
was first :proved by Schleiermacher and Strambach ( 28 , theorem 1 (ii)) o 
They proved that (a) holds in any plane., 
Prouosi tion 1o6 o,.;i : If f is a coru-:'igura tion having free rank, then 
F(f) is a free rank plane having the same core and rank asp o 
is a free rank plane with core fC' and rank r, then 
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(a) [ic] = F(I(') ; 
7( 
(b) if Pisa ID, process for-rt from r.:.-, then R = F(r.)u P 
· is a HF process for 7t from F( K), and r(R) = r ; 
(c) if trf k:: and -rr is non-degenerate, then 71 - K is 
infinite. 
Proof : B"<J 10601, K(F(f )) = IC'( p). Let Q be a HF process 
for f from t( ( p) and F be the free completion process for F( f ) 
from e o Then Q + F is a HF process for F( f' ) from K (F( p)) ~ so 
F(f) has free rank. Because there are no F-isolated or F-HF elements 
outside f', we have r(F) = O. Hen~e F( f) has rank r(Q+F) = 
r(Q,) + r(F) = r(Q)si which is the rank off o 
(a) Let P be a HF process for 1r from K o Then 
lKJu = [P0J rr = F(P0 ) (by 1o5o13). 
(b) We have K1\P0 = K and P(x) = ~ x)S K: V-x ~ V(o 
Hence (i) and (ii) of 1o5e11 are satisfied (with f = ic). Let 
S = F(K) (l P and R = F(K)VPo By 1o5o11, Rand Sare HF processes 
and the K-, P- and S-bearers of each element of F( K: ) - K coincide. 
Thus each element of F( K")-K has two S-bearers, which implies r(S) = Oo 
By 1.5o11(e), P is similar to S + R, andl = S + R, P = S +Ro Thus 
' (' 
r = r(P) = r(S+R) = r(S) + r(R) = r(R)o 
(c) Let P be a HF process for '71 from Ko If 7t -JC is 
finite, then there is an x EI( of maximal P-stage > o, and· x is 
incident only with its P-bearers; i.e. with at most two elements of 7Y • 
This contradicts 1.1.1. Hence 1f - K: is infinite. 
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Our next theorem shows that our definition of rank coincides 
with the usual definition (see for example ( 12, page 220)) 0 
Theorem 106.,4: If p is a configuration f01.• which E1- k:(p) 
is finite, then p has free rank. Its rank is 2 [ p- K ( p) I - f( rdp) 9 f), 
where f( K. ( f), p) is the number of incident point-line pairs (p, ~) for 
which p I .f and at least one of p, f E;- p - K( ~ )., 
Proof : If f = k ( p), then f has free r?-nk 0 and the theorem holds. 
Assume f - K ( p ). :f- ~ o We first show there exists on x ~ (-.., - K( p) 
incident with~ 2 elements of p . Suppose, on the contrary, that 
eFt.ch element of p - K ( p) is incident with ? 3 elements of p o For 
each y~ p - K ( e)' define a configuration Py as follows : 
choose three elemants z (y) z (y) z (y) of o incident with y 
1 ' 2 ' 3 l- 0 
If i~.(1,2,3)and zi(y)r;;. K (e), choose a confined configura.t~on pi(y) 
containing z.(y). 
J. 
If zi (y)t=:- f'- K ( f'), let r (y) = { z.(y)/ .. 
'i J. J 
Define F v = D f.. (y) • 
" i=1 J. 
Then ( f"" K( ~ )) U( ~ p ). is a 
,.. y G p - K( f' ) y 
confined conf iguartion containing f - K ( p), a contradiction. Hence 
there is an x €- p - K ( f) incident with L 2 elements of f' o _ 
Suppose I f- k( p ) j ~= n. Let f = (=> n and choose an xn ~ p - K ( f) 
incident with :;S- 2 elements of p o Define o = p - Ix~ o \ n-1 l n 1 n J Then 
K( fn_
1
) = K( Pn). If n)1, then by the argument of the previous 
paragraph, there is an xn_
1 
~ r n-
1 
- K ( f' n-1) incident Vii th only two 
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elements of fn_1• Define o = P ) x } \ n-2 I n-1 - ~ n-1 ° Continuing 
in this way, we define x 2,oo.,x and n- O Pn-2' 0., 9' f'o· We have 
The extension process P .. { t .i ; 0 ~ i ~ n 3 is 
a HF process for f from K( e )., Th.us p has free rank. By 1o5o18, 
its rank is r(P) = 2 jP' - P0 I- f(P0,P') = 2 { f- K(f5) f - f(K(p), p). 
A question which naturally arises is : do all planes have free 
rank? This question was answered in the negative by Kopejkina (17 ), 
who proved that the union of a strictly increasing chain of non-
degenerate free rank planes, each having rank 8 and empty core, is not 
a free rar.k plane. Such a chain exists. We give a generalisation 
of Kopejkina's res~lt in Chapter 4o 
A free plan~ is a free rank plane with empty core. Free planes 
were first defined by Hall and they were the first free rank planes to 
be studied., The definition of a free plane as the union of a HF 
process from 'f is due to Sieb~nmann ( 29 )o We prove some elementary 
and well known results about free planes in the following proposition. 
Parts (a) and (e) were first proved by Kopejkina ( 17) and Hall (10 ) 
respectivelyo Our proof for (a) is due to Sie benma.nn ( 2 9 ) • 
r 
Proposition 1.6~ : (a) Subplanes of free planes are free. 
(b) Degenerate planes are free. 
(c) A degenerate plana is finite if and only if it has finite rank. 
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(d) A subplane of rank r 0 of ·a finite degenerate plane of rank 
r 
1 
is proper if, and only if, 1"0 < r 1• 
(e) A non-degene1"ate free plane has rank > 8. 
Proof' : (a) Let 1(
0 
be a subplane of a free plane 71. 
If P is a HF process for '1l from ~ , then T 
0 
f"'I P is a HF process 
for 11-0 from ~ (by 1.50 7). Hence 1Y0 is free. 
(b) 9 (c) and (d) are trivially proved using 1.1.2. 
(e) This is shown by an inspection of possible types of HF 
processes P with r( P) < 7 and P0 = tj o One shows that F(P) is 
degenerate in each case. This suffices, because F(P) = P for a 
plane. We omit the inspection of cases because the result is well 
known (see for ex~mple (10, Theorem 4011)). 
We note that any plane having non-empty core is not free and 
hence is non-degenerate. 
We now work towards proving our main theorem of this section, 
I 
which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for two non-degenerate 
free ran.~ planes to be isomorphic. 
Proposition 106.6 : Let 7"1"' be a free rank plane and rr0 be a 
proper non-degenerate subplane of Tl such that there exists a HF process 
Then, for any line / of 1ZQ' there is a HF 
process Q for r from 1lQ for which there a.re no Q-isolated elementsf 
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and all Q-HF elements· are points with Q-bearer f ., 
Proof : We define EF processes R,s,T,Q such that R
0 
= s
0 
= T
0 
= Q
0 
= 7<
0
, 
R=S=T::Q='7l', and 
(i) R has no isolated elements, 
(ii) S has no isolated elements and no EF lines, 
(iii) T has no isolated elements, no HF points having 
T-bearer other than .J , and no HF lines having 
T-bearer incident with f , 
(iv) Q has the required property. 
R is obtained from P, S from R, etc. using 1 o5<>9o For this proof, 
we refer to 1o5•9(a), (b) etc. simply as (a), (b) etc~ 
Let VP be the set of P-isolated elements. P0 has no isolated 
elements as it is a non-degenerate plane. 
Choose a points and a line t pf f'0o Define )..1 VP -7 P 0 by 
x ~ = s if x is a point and x ,A 1 = t if x is a line. As elements of 
VP have no P-bearers, xA
1 
is not incident with the P-bearer of x for 
any x e- Vpo Define WR = r { XoX )\1 ; x ~VP J . Then R = f7 ( 1, VP~ -\ ,WR)(P) 
is defined and R = P = 'lr, R0 = P0 = 1L0 (by (c) ). By (d), the set of 
of R-isolated elements is VP - VP = f o Thus (i) is satisfiedo 
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We now define s. Choose distinct lines m and n of 'ff o for 
which m j:. {1 , n .:t- ..f'l and m.n t J .. Such lines exist as -n-
0 
is a 
non-degenerate plane. Let VR be the set of R-HF lines. Because 
each x ~ VR has an R-bearer, stR(x) > 1 for all x E VRo Define 
x A.2 = ~' if the R-bearer of x is ~ot incident with .(l , 
m, if the R-bearer of x is incident with / and 
is not f om, 
n, if the R-bearer of x is .fom. 
Then :x: A2 is not incident with the R-bearer of x V x E VR" Define 
By (c), 
s = R = rr and S .... R = '1c o 
0 0 0 
By (d), S has no isolated elements 
(as R has none) and S has HF elements (~-VR)v w8, where~ is the set 
of R-HF elements. w8 has only points and, by the definition of VRs 
~-VR has only points. Thus S has no HF lines, and (ii) is satisfiedo 
We now define T. Choose distinct non-collinear points p,q,r of n-
0
, 
none incident with / o Such points exist as n-
0 
is a non-degenerate 
~ 
plane. Let v
8 
be the set of S-HF points not having .f as S-bearere 
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x'A .. 
I 3 p, if the S-bearer of x is not incident witt p, 
q, if the S-bearer of x is incident with p and is 
not poq, 
r, if the S-bearer of x is p.q. 
Define WT= {xox}-3 ; x~ Vs) a~d T == r(1,v8, ~'WT)(S)o 
By ( c) , T = S = '7r and T = S = TC o By ( d) , T has no isolated 0 0 0 
elements and. he. s HF elements (H
5
-v 8) U WT' where H8 is the set of 
S-HF pointse To show that T satisfies (iii)~ we need to show that the 
points of H8-v8 have T-bearer .,f , and the lines of WT have T-pearer 
not incident with ,,f o By the definition of v8, points of H8-v8 have 
S-bearer .,f o Hence they have T-bearer ~ (by(°b)). Because 
rp~q,r) ~ T
0 
et!d. each line of WT is incident with one of these points, 
each line of WT has p,q or r as T-bearer. None of p,CJ, er r is 
incident with 1 o Hence (iii) is satisfied. 
Finally, we define Q. Let VT be the set of T-HF lines. Define 
\: VT~T0 byx,A.4 =f ·V xE-VTo Because T satisfies (iii), 
x )\.
4 
is not incident with the T-bearer of x. Define WQ = { XoX .A 
4
; x E VT) 
By (d), Q has no isolated elements and has HF elements (~-VT)(.) WQ' 
where HT is the set of T-HF elements. All elements of Hir-VT and UQ are 
points. It remains to show they have Q-bearer Jo All T-HF points 
have T--bearer ~ (by (iii)), so the points of Hrr-VT have T-bearer ,f o 
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By ( b) , they al so have Q,-bearer f o All points in W'l1 are incident 
with -f. e Qo' so they too have Q-bea.rer ,f 0 
elements are points with Q-bearer .f • 
Hence all Q.-EF' 
The following corollary is a generalization of lemma 11 .. 10 of ( 12·). 
Let -rr be a free rank plane with rank r and 
non-empty core K o For any line ..f. E F( K: ) , TC is the free completion 
of a configuration ~ consisting of F( K) and r other points, each 
incident with f and no other line of f . 
Proof : Because F( IC) has non-empty core K , it is non--degenera te. 
By 1o6o3(b), there is a HF process Q, for 7l from F(I(") with r(Q) = r .. 
By 10606, we may assume ~hat Q has no isolated elements, and all Q-HF 
elements are points with Q-bearer f' o Let X be the set of Q-HF pointso 
Because r(Q) = r, we have.IX I= r. Let (> = F( K ) U Xo 
Furthermore, Q(z) ~ f V z <; p 
1e5o'11, 7r=[f];r=F(f)o 
Then 
[fJi't'=/t (by 1e5o1(d))o and 
\' (\ Q
0 
= Q
0
o Hence, by 
The above corollary is the main tool in proving our isomorphism 
{' 
theorem for non-degenerate free rank planes for the case when the core 
is non-empty. We now prove a series of lemmas leading to a.n 
ana.lagous result for free plane@~ 
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Lemma 1.6.8 ; Suppose that ..{_ p
1
,.,. o, f n ~ is a set of configurations 
for which f i+1 = f'i U { xi~, where xi is incident with exactly 
two elements of f 1, i = 1, ••• ,n-1. 
Proof : We need only show F( f' 
1
) = F( f 
2
) o There exists a HF 
process P for l!,(f 2) from f 1 defined by P0 = 1? 1, P1 = f 1 u{_ :x:1) = p 2, 
Then P = F( e2)o Every element of P - p 1 is 
P-free. Hence the standard HF process P' similar to P is the free 
completion process from p
1 
(by 105 .. 5) o Thus F( (=> 
1
) = pi = P = F( f 2) o 
Let ~ be a degenerate plane a~d. x$p be incident 
with at most one element of £? • If' F( f V { x] ) is non-degenerate , 
then there exists a HF process P for F( f u .[ x)) from ~ having at 
least four isolated points or four isolated lines. 
Proof : Because F( \ v { x l) is non-degenerate, ~ is non-empty and 
contains a point and a line. Hence, by 1o1o2, f has a point panda 
line ~ for which all lines (resp. points), except possibly R (resp p), 
are incident with p (respo f ) o 
We assume first that x is a point and x is incident with exactly 
one line y of po Because F( f u{ x)) is non-degenerate, we have 
y j ,f • In addition, p has at least three points q,r,s (possibly 
including p) incident with 1 and three lines m,n,o (possibly including 
y or incident \'Ii th Po We consider two cases. These correspond 
to Figs. (a) and (b) below. 
(a) p I .f s We may assume n = y, o =P and s = po Let 
p' = p u{ x, Xoq, (xoq)o~o By 10608, F( pv) = F( f v~ x))o 
Define po = cf ' p1 = { x,r,p,mo(Xo~)]' p2 = p1 u{ f ,xoq], 
P = F 3( p 
1
), n > 3. 
n n- \ -
We may assume n = y' q = no f'' r = mo f 9 s = Oo f . 
m 
o=:R~~~~~----~ ."'f .::.s- CV' r 0 
Fig. (a) Figa (b) 
Hence the required HF process P exists in both cases. 
Suppose now that x is a point incident with no line off> o 
Define a configuration Po by fo = f u [ Xol?} if p I .R , a~d 
Po= ~ u{x.p,(xap). ,(} if p z J 0 Then Po is a degenerate 
plane, x is incident with one line of p0 , and F( f 0 lJ \ x]). c: F( f \J ~ x ]) 
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From the previous paragraph, there is a h"'F process P for 
F( f 0 u ~ :x: 1) from f with at least four isolated points. 
Finally, if x is a line, one uses the dual of the above arguments 
to obtain a HF process P for F( p u { :x: l) from f having at least four 
isolated lines. 
For any non-degenerate free plane rr' , there 
exists a HF process for 1t"'' from f ha.ving at least four isolated 
points or four isolated linese 
Proof : Let 7r' have rank r'. To prove the lemma, it suffices to 
show that for any non-degenerate free plane 7L of rank r f. r', there 
exists a HF process for 7l from f having at least four isolated points 
or four isolated lines. We prove this by induction on r. Assume first 
that Tl has rank r <... r' and that, for any non-degenerate free plane 
1't
0 
of rank< r, there exists a HF process for n-0 from f with the 
required property. 
two cases. 
r is in.finite ~ 
u P(y)o 
Yt;'(_ 
Let P be a'HF :process for 1L from f o We consider 
-' 
Let l be a four-point of 17:: and define 
By 1 .. 5.12, [fo]rr ... F( p0 )o F( f0 ) is 
non-degenerate because it contains { e Because all P-socles are 
finite, so is Hence p
0 
has finite free rank r
0 
(by 10604)0 
Thus F( p
0
) is a non-degenerate free plane of rank r 0 < r (by 1 .. 6 .. 3). 
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Hence there is a HF process R for F( f 0 ) from .:f having at least 
four isolated points or four isolated lines. Let Q = F( f 
0
) v Po 
Then Q is a HF process ~or~ from F( fo) (by 1o5o11(d))o Hence 
' R + Q, is a HF process for 7r from f having the req_uired property" 
(2) r is finite : In this case, there are only finitely many 
P-HF and P-isolated elements. Choose one, x, of maximal P-stage. 
Let Y be the set of P-isolated and P-HF elements other than x, 
together with the P-bearer of x(if x is P-HF)o Define f; = ~y}?(y)o 
By 1o5o12, we have 
(i) [ f 
1
.j_iT = F( f1 ), the f'1- and P-bearers of each 
elem8r.t of F( f 
1 
)- f
1 
coincide, and P(z) £ F( f 1) 
V z <; F( r1 )o 
Because the ~1-and P-bearers of each x ~ F( f 1) - f 1 coincide, 
Because xc/=. Y, and by the maximality of s\(x)j we have x~fio 
Therefore 
Now F( f
1
) u { :x: J contains Y u~ x J; ie. all P-isolated and P-HF 
elements. Hence [F( \ 1) u zx: J]l't = 7L (by 1o5e1(d))o Because Y 
contains tbe P-bearer of x (if it exists), P(x) ~ \ 1 \..JZ:x:1.:; F( f\) u r x} 
Therefore P(z) £ F( \ 1) lJ Z xl \f z E F( ~ 1) U ~:x: ~ (using the third 
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statement of (i))o By 1o5o11, this implies 
We now consider two subcasese 
(a) F( f'
1
) is non-degenerate : 
By 1o5o11, Q and Rare HF processes, Q + R is 
similar ·to P, Q + R =· P 
0 
~ cji , and Q + R = P = 11 o Therefore 
r = r(P) = r(Q+R) = r(Q) + r(R)o Because x is P-isolated or P-HF, 
x is (Q+R)-isolated or (Q,+R) -HFo Since x r/:. F( f 1) = Q (by (ii)) t 
x is R-isolated or R-HF. Therefore r (R) > Oo Hence r(Q) = 
r - r(R) < ro Thus F( f 1) is a free plane of rank r(Q).:::::' ro 
Because F( ('1) is non-degeneratej there is a F.F process S for F( f 1) 
from tf having at least four isolated points or four isolated lines 
(by the induction assumption)o Hence S + R is a HF process for 7T 
having the required property. 
(b) F( f 1) is degenerate : Because x '1=. F( f 1) (by (ii)), x is 
incident with at most one element of F( f
1
) o By (iii), 
ll= F(F( f 
1
) v (x') )., Hence, by 10609, a HF process exists for 17:' 
having the required properties. 
It now only remains to prove that when 1( is a non-degenerate 
free plane of rank 8 (the minimum possible rank, by 1.6.5(e)), there 
exists a HF process for Tr from rj having the required property. 
I 
Let P be a HF process for 11f'rom l · Define f1 as in ~ase (2) 
above. Then F( f 1) is a free ple,ne of rank <. 8 (this is shown in 
subcase (a) above)o Hence F( p
1
) is degenerate. By the argument 
of subcase (b) above, a HF process for 1Tfrom y) exists which bas the 
required property. 
Lemma 1.6 .. 11 Any two non-degenerate free planes of rank 8 are 
isomorphic. 
Since any two four-points are isomorphic, so are their 
free completions (by 1.4.2)0 Hence it suffices to show that any 
free plane '7'r: of rank 8 is the free completion of a f our-pointo Let 
P be a HF process for -ri:- from f o Let '>z be 'the set of P-isola ted cOi(' 
..,P~il-.~ elements. By 106010, we may assume t contains a four-point 
or a four-line. But because '7l has rank 8, "'( j& a four-point or 
four-line, and there are no P-HF elements. Thus {7 J,lr= 7r (by 1.5 .. 1(a.)). 
Because P(x) = p ~ ?Z \;) x (;1(, we have '7(= [£Jn-= F(/ )(by 1o5o11)c 
If ·77 is a four-point, there is nothing further to prove. Suppose .. ? 
is a four-line rd th lines a, b, c and a.. Then ·~ is a HF process for 7r , 
where Q.
0 
= [a .. b, b.c, c.d, doa J, Q1 = Q0 u7 ~ Q.2 = F1( ?), 
By 1o5o13, ir= F(Q0); ie. '77::' is the free 
completion of a four pointo 
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We now prove a result for free planes analagous to 10607• 
Any non-degenerate free plane 7r of rank r has a 
non-degenerate subplane 7r
0 
of rank 8 such that, for any line ,( of 
~' 1l is the free completion of a configuration consisting of rr0 and 
a set Xf of r - 8 points, each incident with ~and no other line of 
Proof i Let P be a HF process for 17: from ~ o By 106010, we may 
assume that the set of P-isolated elements contains a four-point or 
four-line l o Because P(x) = ~ ~. '2_ \J x G J{ , we have [~ ]rr= F( z) 
Let ,,,.,.._.
0 
= F( {). Then 1tQ is a non-degenerate 
subplane of 1Y oi' ral'lk 8. Let Q = ff"O n P and R = llQ U Po :Sy 1e5c 11, 
Q, and Rare HF processes, Q. + R is similar to P, §l_ + R = rj> = P
0
, and 
Q+R=P=lro We have r = r(P) = r(Q+R) = r(Q) + r(R)o Since 
Q
0 
= ~ and Q = nc,, we have r(Q) = 8. Therefore r(R) = r - Bo 
Choose any line J of n-
0 
..... By 1.6.6, we may 
assume that R has no isolated elements and that all R-HF elements are 
points with R-bearer jJ o Let x1 be the set of R-HF points. 
Because r(R) = r - 8, we have / X,1 { = r - 8. Let f = ·rro u X.f o 
:FUrthermore, R( z) C p V z E- P , and - ' 
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We now state and prove our isomorphism theorem for non-degenerate 
free rank planes. The theorem is well known (see, for example~ ( 12, 
chapter XI)) o It was first proved by Hall (10) for free planes of 
finite ranko 
Theorem 1.6.1:2 : Two non-degenerate free rank planes are isomorphic 
if, and only if, their cores are isomorphic and they have the same ranko 
Proof s Suppose first that two free rank planes n- and n 1 are 
isomorphic. Let o<.. : rr -/ 7T 1 be an isomorphism. By 1.6.2, 
Let P be a ffi'i' process for 7t from K. (71)0 
Define the BF process P 1 by P. 1 = P.o<., i = 0,1,o•• 
' J. J. 
0 rrhen x is 
P-isolated (respo P-HF) if and only if xo<'. is pv_isolated (resp. P'-EF)o 
Therefore r(P) = r(P v), and 7r and 'fr' have the same rank. 
Conversely, assume -rr:- and rr' are free rank planes for which 
K(-rr) ii' K ('11 1 ) and both rr- and rr' have ra.nk r. We consider two cases. 
( 1) K ( Tf ) l t _ : Since K (rt-) ~ K. ( tr'), we have F( K. ( rr) ) ~ F( K ( TI 1 )) 
Let o( : F( K( 11) )7 F( IC ( rr')) be an isomorphismo Choose 
a line J of F( K: ( rr-)) o :By 1o60 7, r::- = F( 1o), where p consists of 
F(K ( n-)) together with r points [ xi ; i ~ i ~ r J incident only wi tb. 
.f 0 Also by 1.6.7, rr' = F( p'), where p1 consists of F(r-:::(-n-')) and 
r points { xi 1 ; 1 <. i ~ r) incident only with J rl.. • Extend o<. to an 
isomorphism of f onto f' by defining xi o( "' X. I' 1 ~ i ~ r. 
J. 
o<. extends to an isomorphism of rr onto 77: 1 • 
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(2) K" (re) = $_ : One shows that 7T ~ 7r 9 in the same way as 
case (1)j using 1.6.11 and 1.6.12 instead of 106070 
Because of the above theorem, we refer to ~ non-degenerate free 
rank plane having a given core (' and rank r. When r is finite, we 
denote it by 7l K o 
r Thus 7TJC can be regarded as a representative r 
from the non-degenerate free rank planes having core isomorphic to K: 
and finite rank r. We denote '((rp by Tl o Because non-degenerate 
r r 
free planes have rank > 8, we use the notation 'TC_ only when r ~ 8., 
r 
We denote the non-degenerate free rank plane having core I(' and 
countably infinite rank by " 7( NQ (or 1SV, if K = {> ) o 
0 
Theorem 1.6.14 : For any non-empty configuration K' equal to its 
core, -rr" exists for all non-negative integers r. 
r 
all non-negative integers r 2 Bo 
71 exists for r 
Proof : Suppose first that IC is a non-empty configuration equal 
" 
to its core. Choose a line / of I(. The free completion of Ku x, 
where X is a set of r points incident only with ...f , is a free rank 
plane having core K: and rank r (by 1.6.4 and 106.3). Thus 
exists for all non-negative integers r. For r ?B, let (-'be a 
configuration having a line .-f , two points not incident with .f, and 
r - 6 points incident with .f o Then F( f') is a non-degenerate free 
plane of rank r. Hence 7(' exists for all integers r 2 Bo_ r 
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1.7 Some Prouerties of Free Rank Planes 
In this section we prove a nurrilier of properties of free rank 
planes which are used in later chapters. Many of these a.re 
generalizations of well-known properties of free planes. 
We first consider the subplanes of free rank planes. We have 
shown, in 1.6e5(a), that subpla..'1es of free ple..nes ara free. Vle now 
generalize this to 
Theorem 1.1.1 : Subplanes of a free rank plane '7T which contain 
K(-n-) are free rank planes with core l((n-). Subplanes of rr having 
empty intersection with I( (71'"') are free planes. 
Proof : Let P be a HF process for ?'( from K ( 7T) o For any 
subplane Tt I of 7r' we have K ( 71 1 ) ~ rr' f'\ K (;r) 0 Suppose first 
that 7(1 contains R (rt)~ Then IC ( TT ' ) = IC ( 1T ) ' and Tt I n p is a 
HF process for -n-5 from K:· ( n-1 ) (by 1.5. 7) o Hence 1r 1 is a free rank 
plane with core K ( 7f"') o Suppose now that rr' ft K"( 7r) = f o Then 
IC ( tr') ;:: </ and 7f' YI P is a HF process for n-' from f o Hence 7r' 
is free. 
We note that, in general, subplanes of free ranl{ planes are not 
necessarily free rank planes. It is possible~ for example, for a free 
rank plane rr to have a suoplane Tt 1 for which rr s .E- K ( rr ) and rr-' does 
not have free rank. 
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We now consider subplanes of free planes generated by four-points 
or four-lines. Our nex:t result was proved by Dembowski ( 5 !I theorem 
1o1) for any non-degenerate plane having empty coreo Our proof is that 
of Dembowskio 
Theorem 1o7o2 : If '? is a four-point or four-line of a free plane 
7r , then [ 'Z.J n- is freely generated by ( o 
Proof 
..0 
Consider the generation process ( (.) for [ l..] TC from ?'J o 
1 i=O ( 
Each { i is a finite configuration with empty core o 
free rank r
1 
= 2 /-'Z '
1
/ - fi, where fi is the number of incidences is 
fi• Because each element of 7i+1 - {i is il";,cident with at least 
two elements of ( i+1, we have fi+1 ~ fi + 2 lli+1 - ( 1 f • 
Equality holds if, and only if, each element of 7i+1 - f i is incident 
with exactly tvrn elements of { i +1 
ri+1 = 2 / 12 i+1 I - f1+1 
Hence 
= 2 11 i / - (fi+1-2 I 11+1- ~i I ) 
~ 2 /~i J - fi (equality holding if, and only ifj 
°Ji+1 = F1(f)) 
::::: r. • 
J. 
0() 
(r.) is a decreasing sequence of integers, and ri+1 1 i=O 
Hence 
= r. 
J. 
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By 1e6.3, ?( "i(i) is a free plane of rank ri o Because >z i 
contains ?z ' F( ?Zi) is non-degenerate. Therefore ri > s_ Yi c N 
<-0 
(by 10605(e))o Thus (r.) is bounded below by 8, which inrplies 
1 i=O 
But '>[ = 7 0 has ran.'lc 8 o Hence r 0 = 8 and. 
Therefore li = Fi ( () V i €::No Hence [icJ ~is 
freely generated by { o 
We next prove a technical result useful in chapter 2. 
Proposition 1o7o3 : If P is a HF process fcir a free plane TI , and 
{ is a four-point or four-line of 7l, then 4(x) ~ st 
2 
(x) + m 
\Ix E [7Jrr' where m ::o max { J1p(y); YG 7]0 
Proof : We proceed by induction on st 7( (x). st "'Z (:x:) = o, then 
:x: C ~ and 4(:x:) ~ m (by the definition of m) o Suppose now that 
st L (x) == n > 0 and that /p(u) :=;. stp(u) + m for all u E- f .. z J,-z- of 
By 1o7o2, [-7 ]ft:=: F(7 )o Thus x has exactly two 
(-bearers y and Z• Both y and z have lower 1-stage than x, and, 
thus 
By the induction assumption, we have 
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(ii) fp(y) ~ m + st? (y), .t;Cz) .f m + st? (z). 
We consider two cases i 
(a) y and z are the P-bearers of x : Ey 1o5o4, we have 
f p(x) = max f tlp(y), {p(z) 3 + 1 
.:S, max { m + st
7 
(y), m + st~ (z) J + 1 (by (ii)) 
.S (m+st 'Z(x) - 1) + 1 (by (i)) 
= m + st
7
(x)o 
,o 
(b) At least one of y,zs say y~ is not a P-bearer of x : 
By 1o5o1(a), eith~r x is a P-bearer of y or s~(x) = s11>(y) ; Oo 
In either case, 
fp(x) .C.: fp(y) ~ st 7/y) + m (by (ii)) 
S: ,Dl--~(x) + m (by (i))o 
In both cases (a) a.nd (b), we have .f'p(x) !f st { (x) + m.. By 
induction, the proposition has been proved. 
If o( is a collineation of a plane?r, then the subconf'iguration 
of rr with elements { x (;- 77:" ; x o< = x] is a subplane of TI' o It is 
called the sub2lane of fixed element~ of D( o We denote i~ by 
rc(1, o<). 
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A Bae.r subplan~ r<
0 
of n. plane n-" is a proper subplane of It for 
which every element of rr- rr
0 
is incident vii th an element of ~ 
(note tha. t, for any subplane rr' of rt- , every element of n:-- l'C 1 is 
incident TI i th at r.lo s t one element of rr' ) o Subplanes of fixed 
elements of collineations of order 2 are Baer subplanes. 
We first prove the well knovm 
J.enm1a 1. 1.A ; Suppose '7C' is a non-degenerate plane for which 
1t-:/- re ( n-), and« is a collineation of rr:-· fixing K( n:-) elementwise. 
If rr( 1, ol) is a Baer subplane of ff 3 then rt( 1, o<) is non-degenerate. 
Proof : :Because K" ( n-) is fixed elementl'lise by o! , we have 
Thus rr ( 1 , o( ) has core K ( "7() o If K ( 1'1-) is 
non-empty, then 1t ( 1 , ()( ) is not free and hence :i.s non-degenerate (by 
Thus we assume K ( rr) = ~· ; ie. n-- is free. 
Suppose rr( 1, o<.) is degenerate. By 1.102, and because rr(1,c<) 
is e Baer subplane, 1f" ( 1, .x) contains a point p, a line ,(, all points 
of 1L incident with ,,f, and e..11" lines of -rr- incident with po Choose 
lines x,y and z incident with p, none equal to f o Choose points 
a,b,c such that a I x, b I y, c I z, none of a, b, c are incident 
with J , and a, b, c are not collinear. Because x, y, z are incident 
with p, they a.re in n-( 1, O<). Hence a o< I x, b !:>( I y, c o<. I z. 
Because a, b, care not incident with",{, they are not in n-(1,c<)o 
Hence a o< f a, b C>(' -=f- b and cc.< =I- c. Let d-= (aob)o J, e = (boc)o /, 
Then d, e J f €-- 7T ( 1, i>C ) , as they are incident with .f o 
Since d 1 a., b, we have d I (ao b)o<. Similarly e I (b.c) o<. and f I (a.c)o< o 
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Define a subconfiguration p of T1' by 
f = { p, f ,x,y~z,z, b,c,ao<. , 
be-A ,clX. ,d,e,f,a.b,b.c,c.a, 
f is illustrated opposite. 
Clearly f is a confined 
configuration. This contradicts our assu.~~tion that 1Y is free. 
In our next result we generalize to free rank planes a result 
first proved by Lippi( 19) for free planes. 
due to Row (23, proof of theorem 2). 
The proof given here is 
Theorem 1o7e5 Let TT be a non-degenerate free rank plane for which 
fl-:p K ( 7r) o Any non-degenerate Baer subplane of rt containing K ( 'ft') 
has core K ( Tl) and i·ank: ( n- / o 
Proof Let 1(0 be a Baer subplane of 'Tt containing K ( rr-) o Then 
no has core I\ ( fl) and has free rank (by 10701). It remains to sho~ 
that it has rank t n- f o Let P be a HF process for "it" from k ( n--)" 
Then Q, = rr
0
n Pisa IiF process for n-
0 
from K(n:-) (by 1.5.,7)0 We 
need to show there are { Tt:" / elements of 17"
0 
which are Q-isolated or 
Q-HF. 
Choose a point p and a line J for "lhich p t ./ and both p, f $ 11"'0 U K(rr; 
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Both p and f are incident with only one element of 7l 
0 
and they both 
have at most tv10 P-bearers. Thus there are at most six lines x I p 
for which any of x <'.:p(P), x .. .f~f(P), x ~1£0 or xo£~7?:"0 e 
Hence there are /re-/ lines x I p for which p <::::: x (P), f <:::: x. f (P), 
x <!/= n:-
0 
and Xo 1 </: 7L0 o For each such x~ either x. ,,f,:::::: x(P) or 
Thus either :x: is P-free with bearers xo.f and p, or 
x~ f is P-free with bearers x and / o Thus each pair (x,xo f) 
contains a P-free element not in n--0 and having P-bearers not in IY"'0o 
There are / Tt / such pairs. Thus there is a set X of /rt { elements 
which contains only lines incident with p and points incident with ./J 
and for which each x G- X is not in -1"1) and is P-free with P-bearers 
not in "1rQo 
Each x ex is incident with some A (x) G 1"t'Qt because Tt:--0 is 
a Baer subplane. Because each x 6 X is P-free with P-bearers not in 
7r
0
, A (x) is not a P-bearer of x. Therefore x .C.. A (x) (P) V :x: t?. Xo 
Because each )._ (x) has a P-ben.rer not in n:-0 , it is either Q,-HF or 
Q-isolated. Because the lines of X are concurrent and the points 
collinear, the mapping A: X ----7n-0 is one-to-one. Hence 
rA (x) ; x G- x 3 has /rt' I elements. Thus there are / rr ( Q-HF or 
Q-isolated elements. Hence 71"
0 
has rank i 1't'· / o 
Let 1t' be a non-degenerate free rank plane for which 7L"f- K( rr)., 
Then all non-degenerate Baer subplanes which contain t<: ( fL) have core 
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K ( 1L) and the same rank / rr- /· o We there.f'ore have 
Corollary 1o7o6 : Any two non-degenerate Baer subplanes of a free 
rank plane 7r which contain K (n-) are isomorphic. 
We next prove a result which ensures that 1(_K: has infinitely 
r 
many distinct Baer subplanes when rr; f: K o The proof uses a 
variation of a method due to Row ( 2 3 ~, theorem 1). 
Proposition io7o1 : Suppose that It: if:- K: o If a is any point 
of rr< 
r 
and x and y are lines of 7CK. incident with a, then 7I K 
r r 
has a non-degenerate Baer subplane containing a and x, but not Yo 
Proof : Choose points b and c distinct from a which are 
incident with x, and lines z
1 
and z
2 
distinct from x and incident 
with c. Let L = {~, b, c,x,z1 ,z2 } o Let P be a HF process for 
from K: o Choose an m st1ch that Pm contains L v [ y 3 and 
-4il,.~-----u-----11\<:----·X 
c lir! ~},, 'J' all P-isolated and P-HF elements (this is possible, as r is 
finite). By 1o5o13, 
We obtain the required Baer subplane as the union of an 
extension process B ::; [Bi ; i G N], where Bi is a subccnfiguration 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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B. - B. 
1 
C F.(p) -F. 
1
(p). 
1 1- - 1 \ 1- \ I 
ep.ch element of F i-1 ( f) is incident with an 
element of B. o 
1 
Define B 
1 
to consist of elements of T.J together with all lines 
of F 
1 
( f) incident with q and all points of F 1 ( f) incident with x. 
Note that y $ B
1
, because y l Co 
Clearly (a) and (b) are satisfied when i = 1. We show (c)o Let 
u ~ Fo( \) = f. If u is a point, then either UoC E- r J or u.o €: F1(p)-p ~ 
In either case uoc e-B
1 
and u I u.c. If u is a line, then 
u I u.x E :S 
1 
(similarly) e Thus (c) is true when i = 1. 
Assume that B. has been defined and satisfies (a) 1 (b) and (c) 1 
for 0 < i ~ n. In particula1·, if z G- F ( p) and z is not incident n , 
with any element of ::S, then z (;;: F ( P) - F 1(p) (by (c))o n n \ n- ~ 
Bn+
1 
consist of eleriients of Bn' together vii th 
(i) 
(ii) 
elements of F (f)-F(\) n+1 . n incident with t\vo 
elements of B 
n 
elements Ze )~ (z), wnere z r; F n ( f _) - F n-1 ( () is 
not incident with any element of B , and A ( z) ~ L n 
Let 
is ciJ.osen such that z. ~z) E Fn+ 1 (~) - Fn(~ )., 
The choice of .\(z) is possible, because z is incident 
in F n ( f ) only with its two p-bearers, and L contains 
three collinear points and three concurrent lines. 
Using the induction assumption and the definition of B , it is 
n+1 
easily verified that (a), (b) and (c) are satisfied with i = n + 1. 
By induction, Bi is defined \j i 2 0 such that (a), (b) and (c) are 
satisfied when i 2 1 a 
o0 
Define T( = \) 
i=O 
B. o 
J. 
Then -rr is a subplane of Jr; , 
because Bi is closed in Fi ( f) 'r/ i ~ l'T (by (a)). By (b), we have 
1lf\ F.( o) =B. V i ~ N. 
l. \ J. 
Hence 1T (\ p = B
0
, which implies both 
x, a (-re and y f;rr. By (c), 1£ is a Baer subplane. We ensure that 
1't' is non-degenerate by choosing A (z) ~~.(a, b J for at least one z 
(see (ii) above). 
Corollary 1o7o8 : If K :f. n:" , then 11 K: has a non-degenerate 
r r 
free Baer subpla.ne 7l for which 1T n K == t o 
Proof : We use the notation develo~ed in the above proposition 
and its proof. Choose a, b, c, x, z
1 
and z
2 
to be not incident with 
any element of K:. a Then B0 f\ K = r o Because K ~ P0 S p, we have 
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Hence rr" has a Baer subplane 
- I'. 
Tr for which fU1 K: = f . By 1o7o1, 7r is free. 
We note that the 3aer subplane constructed in the proof of 1~7o7 
does not contain K. when K' =f.- rJ o 
certain ajx and y, and for r 21, 
It is possible to show that for 
1rlC has a Baer subplane containing r 
K:.., a and x, but not y. The construction for this subplane is similar 
to the construction used in the proof of 1o7o7• 
A finite non-empty configuration f is almost-confined if it 
has an element x incident with exactly two elements of f , and every 
other element is incident 'With at least three elements of f ,. . 
element x is the vertex of p o 
The 
_!!ernma 1o7a..9 (Dembowski ( 5 , lemma 3 .. 3)) : If P is a ID? process 
and p an almost-confined configuration of P with vertex x, then 
~ S P0 UP(x) .. 
Proof : Suppose p 4· P
0 
U P(x)o As p is finite, there is a 
y G- p of ma.,'1:imal P-stage with respect to the prope1•ty y ~ P 0 u P(x) o 
Because x e P(x), y f x. Thus y is incident with at least three 
elements of p o As y bas at most two P-bearers, there is a z E-f 
for which z I y and z is not a P-bearer of Y• Because y </:P0 , y is a 
P-bearer of z (by 1.5.1(a))o Thus y b- P(z) o By the maximality of 
siip(y), z E-P(x). 
a contradiction. 
But y E:P(z) and z 6 P(x) imply y 6-P(x) (by 1.5.1(0)), 
llence f ~ P 0 l) P(x). 
The followin,J p:::-oposi tirm and its corol1ary demonntrate tho.t 
when 'ff; i ~, It'; also possesses properties proved by Dembowski 
( 5 , section 3o3) for non-degenerate planes having empty core 
(including non-degenerate free planes)o 
Prouosition 1ote10 : ~ -Suppose TT *f.- K o Then, for any integer r 
m, 7r~ has an almost-confined configuration f for which \ f J > m 
and f f\ K = -~ o _ ~thermore, p can be c?osen to have either a 
point or line as vertex. 
Proo~ : n< has a non-degenerate free subpla.ne 1r for r 
which · rrn K = p. 7l has a non-degenerate (free) subplane of rank: 8 
(by 1.6.12)0 Thus 7{K contains a non-degenerate free subplane rt 1 r 
of rank 8 for which 7(' 1 f\ K: == /5 o It therefore suffices to prove the 
theorem for K::. = f and r = 8. Vie prove 
(a) 1la has an almost-confined configuration 
(b) if f is any almost-confined configuration of -tt8 
and f has as vertex the point (respo line) x, then 
1r 8 has an almost-confined configuration p 1 having a 
line (resp. point) as vertex and satisfyine J p' J = / f / + 1. 
Clearly (a) and (b) suffice for the proof of the theorem. 
We have 718 = F( 7), where {_=~a, b,c,d 3 is a four point. 
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Define e = (a.b).(c.d), f = (a.c).(bod), 
g = (acd).(b.c), h = (eof).(a.d), 
Then f ; [a,b,c,d,a.b,b.c,c.d, 
do a, a. c, b.,d, e 7 f ,g,e .f ,f .g,p~h, l] is 
an almost-confined configuration of 
rr8 with vertex ) 0 Thus (a) is 
proved. 
We next show (b)v Let f.' be any almost-confined configuration 
of rr8 , and x be its vertex. We may assume that x is a point (if x 
is a line, use the dual of the following arg1.;;.ment) o These are two 
lines u and v of (' incident with x. f has a line ..f not incident 
with x. Since f is incident with > 3 point~ of p , there is a 
y "-f' for Ylhich y r.f' y t u, y t Vo Thus x.~r I= p . Define 
\ 
1 = f v{x.y Jo Then p' is an almost-confined configuration with 
vertex x.y, a line, and / ( I= Ip J + 1. Thus (b) is proved~ 
Corollar.v 1070..11 (Dembowsld ( 5 ) h If t:: 1lr 'f- K' , then the full 
automorphism group of nK: has infinitely many orbits 
r 
outside "° o 
co 
Proof It suffices to define a seQuence (x.) of elements of 
1 i=O 
'{[ K - K for which, for any if.. j, there is no automor:;!hism iX'. of 
r 
rr" satisfying x. ol... = x .• 
r J. J 
Let P be a HF process for 7l t:: from Ko 
r 
Define x
0 
to be the vertex of an almost-conf'ined c~nfiguration f'o 
for which f 0 h K = <.(> o Assume x. has been defined for 0:,:;; i <. n. 
J. 
Let x be the vertex of an almost-conf'ined configuration P for n ·n 
By induction;the sequence 
def inedo 
Such a 
(x. )o0 is 
1 i=O 
K 
Assume i :f j and o<.. is an automorphism of 1Cr for which 
= x .• 
J 
We may assume i.::::'. jo rrhen p j oe...-1 is an almost-
confined configu.rntion with vertex x.o 
l. 
Therefo1•e 
:aec!l.use p j n K = 0 and K "-<. = IC ~ we have 
fj 0(-1 (\ ~" = f 0 
IE>j I= lrjo<.-1 I 
Therefore p. o<..-1 C P(x. ). 
I J - l. 
Hence 
~ / P(xi) / , contradicting the definition of 
Thus no such cX existso 
Finally, we consider the cardinality of non-degenerate free 
rank planes. 
Theorem 1o7•13 i Let 7r be a non-degenerate free rank plane having 
core K: and rank ko Provided fl=/-K' ~ we have /rr I = max (k~ I K /, NQ) c 
Proof : Tie have fl = F( p), where (-' is defined as follows : 
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If K = ~ , then f has a li~e )._ , two points not incident with _f , 
and k - 6 points incident with ,,{ o If i('T- rf , then p contains K 
and k other points, each incident with exactly one line of l\o J3y 
2n 
1.4.3( c), l F n ( f) J ::: J f J for each n G- No \'le consider two cases : 
( 1 ) _I K ( , k are finite : 
F (p) is finite \J n ~ N. 
11 l 
This implies f is finite and hence 
,..{) 
Therefore / U Fn( ~0 ) l ~ /foo 
n=O 
Eut fl is infinite (by 1.6.3( c)), so /rr/ z JVa· Hence 
/1l{ = Afo == max(k,, /K , ~)o 
(2) Either / K 1 or k is inf in~ : We have IP(= max(k, Ire/) 
a.nd Hence I ~0 Fn(f) ( ~ max(k, IK I) .. 
Hence I TL I = ma.:x:(k, I K I) = max(k, 1 K" \ ~ Al() o 
"J. > •• 
CHAPTER 2 
FINITE COLLINEATION GROUPS 
In this chapter~ we investigate collins.tion gxoups G of rr; which 
fix K elementwise and for which all G-orbits are finite. All such 
groups are finite (this is one of the first results we obtain). As 
our basic tool, we use the existence, for each G, of a HF process Q for 
trK from K such that each configuaration of Q is invariant w1der G. 
r 
In 2o1, we prove the existence, for each G, of such a HF process Q, 
and we obtain some properties of Q. We also show that there is a 
faithful representation of G as a permutation group of the Q-isolated 
and Q-RF elements. This representation of G is used in 2.2 to 
characterize the n for which there is a collineation of ~K' having 
order n and firing K elementwise. It ~s also used in 2o3 to obtain 
least upper bounds for f G I. For K = ~ , these upper bounds ware 
obtained by All top ( 2 ) for r 1F 9 and Sandler (27) for r := 9. 
In 2o4, we obtain some results concerning the elements of 7f{ 
fixed by G, including some theorems of Lippi (19). Finally, in 2.5, 
we obtain upper bounds for the number of conjugacy classes, within the 
full collineation group of 
I( 
of ft;_. o 
rt'#'\ , of certain finite collineation groups r 
2o1 C-invariant HF Processes 
Suppose f is a configuration and G is a collineation ~oup of p o 
If Q is a HF process for o such that Q G = Q for each n EN, then Q is 
\ n n 
G-invariant. If o<. is a C?llineation of p and Q o(.,. Q for each 
n n 
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n e. N~ then Q j_s «-invariant. 
Theorem 2.1o1 : If G is a collinea tion group of u;" fixing K 
elementwise, and all G-orbits are finite, then there exists a 
G-invariant HF process Q for ~K from K. 
Proof ~ Let P be a HF process for -tt;I\ from I<: o For each 
o(. G G, P( D( ) = [P
11 
o<; o<. G G] is a. HF process for rr: from K. 
For n ~ N, define R = n P ( oc') o Define an extension process 
n o<.£G n 
Q by Q2n = Rn and Q2n+1 = Rn U {points of Rn+1 } , for each n e Ne 
By 1o5e8, Q is a HF process for Q from K. For f'3 E G, 
Q2n P = Rn P = (/;}G p not.) rp = n (P c<f3) = 
""-GG' n 
n p c<. "" Rn = Q,2n' 
d...<C G n 
since G ~ ... G. Thus R = Qry is invariant under G for all n € N. n c...n 
Since the points of Rn+1 are permuted by G, Q2n+i is invariant under G 
for each n e- N. Therefore Q is a G-invariant HF process for Q from K o 
It remains to show Q = rr::/\ o Clearly Q S:. trf' .. 
.Because xG is finite, xG CP for some m. 
- m 
Thus :x:G c P o< for each 
- m 
e;(_ G Go Consequently x e- xG f' n P o< 
o(.~G m 
Q = n::K, and Q is the required G-invarin.nt HF' process for rr:"' from K • 
r r 
Example : For r ~ 8, define a HF process Q, for tr:. as follows: 
r 
Q
0 
= {'a., b, .f], where a and b are Q-isolated points and J 
is a Q-isolated line. 
Q1 = Q0 v { x 1,. •. ,xr-6 J 11 where x1 is a Q-HF point 
with Q-bearer f, 1 ::;, i ~ r - 6. 
Q "" F 
1 
(Q
1
), n > 1. n n-
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Consider the full collineation group G of Q.1 o Clearly G~ s2x Sr-6 
and Q G ·= Q o By 1a4Q4,_ G extends to a collineation group of 
0 0 
F(Q
1
) -= T( for which F (Q
1 
)G = F (Q,
1
) V n > O; ice .. Q ·a = Q 
r n n -· n n 
\I n ~ 1. Hence Q is a G-invariant HF process for re;,. o 
For later use, we combine some elementary properties of 
G-invariant HF processes together in 
Propositio.P 2.1o2 : K" If G is a collineation group of "zt' fixing " r 
elementwise and Q is a G-invariant HF process for -n::rK' then 
(a) stQ(x) = stQ(xo\) for all :x: e-rc_/(, ci.. e Ge 
(b) Q(:x:o<)::.: Q(x)o< ••••••••••e•oeo•o••••••o• 
{c) {(x) := .(~{:x:ix:} •n•eo•••oo .. ce•u•••u 
{d) if Q = K , then R = F( I() U Q is a G-inv~r:a.nt HF process 
0 
for rr,; from F( ;\). 
Suppose that I and H are the sets of Q-isolated. and Q-HF elements 
respectively~ Then 
(e) IG c I and HG = H, 
(f) if Q
0 
= I( or Q
0 
= F( K), then G ~ G( H U I " 
Proof : (a) Let x t-- ~K • If stQ,(x) "' 0 then :x: € Q
0 
and 
thus :x:o<.E-Q
0 
'\jd~G. Thus s\/x:o<.) = 0 = stQ,(x) \foU::Gc 
• 
Suppose now that stQ(x) = n >o. Because Q 1 G = Q 1 and n- n~ 
Q G = Q , we have (Q -Q 
1 
)G = Q - Q, 
1 
o Therefore xG C Q - Q 1 n n nn- n n- ~n n-
and stQ(xoe:) = n = stQ(x) V r:X. EG., 
(b) Suppose :x: e- f(_I\ and o<. t: G. 
r If C = [ x0 ,x1 , o •• ,x 3 is a Q-chain 
of x~ then Co<.. is a Q-chain of XO(, since tX preserves Q-stage and 
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incidence.. Hence Q(:x: o( ) = Q(:x:)o( , by the dei'in.i. tion of a Q-socle .. 
(c) This also follows irrrrnediately from the result that if-c is a 
Q-chain of :x:, then Co< is a Q-chain of x o<. , for any x e- tfi_'f and 
olG G. 
R is a HF process for n;'( from F( K) .. 
Because G fixes f\. elementwise, G fixes F( K) elementwise (by 1.4.4 ) .. 
Therefore F( J\ )G = F( K) ~ and R G = F( K )G U Q G = F( K) U Q = R for 
n n n n 
each n.. Thus R is G-invariant. 
(e) Suppose x.G I (resp. x G-H), stQ(x) = n and°' e: G.. Then x is 
incident ~ith no(one) element of Q o Since Q C( = Q , :x:o(is also 
· 11 n n 
incident with no (one) element of Qn, and we have stQ (:x: o< ) = n., 
Thu.s :x: o< is al so Q-isola ted ( Q-HF) o Hence IG :..; :C and HG = Ho 
(f) By (e), G permutes HU I. Define o-: G --7' Gf ll u I by 
Ql.O'=o(t 0 Clearly er is a surjective group homomorphism~ 
H LJ I 
Suppose o< 1 o-- = o(2 o- o Then ol 1 { = o( I . H UI 2 H UI 
both t\.. and F( I\) eleme11twise, G fixes Q eleruentwise. 
0 
Because c<. { = o\ I 1 Q U H u I 2 Q, V H 
0 0 
(} is therefor~ a.n injectiono 
·group isomorphism, and G -=- G{ • 
H \JI 
Since G fixes 
Hence 
, we have 
UI 
Hence O' is a 
Suppose G is a collineation group of rr:r" fixing I\ elementwise. 
If all G-orbits are finite, then a G-invariant HF process Q for~K 
from K' exists, by 2.1o1. By 2.1c2 (f), G is isomorphic to a 
pernn1tation group of H U I 9 where H and I are the sets of Q-HF and 
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Q-isolated elements respectively. By the definition of rank, 
r=2fil+ He Hence { H U I [ ~ r. We have therefore proved 
Theorem 2.1.3. : If G is a. collineation group of -rr.; fixing I( 
elementwise and all G-orbits are finite, then G is isomorphic to a 
permutation group of a set of at most r elements. 
We note that, for K'-:p. <f , this theorem is proved in ( 12, chapter 
XI), and it has been used by O'Gorman (21) for the study of finite 
collinea tion groups of trrK, where k: t r:f o In this thesis, we use it 
only to prove properties possessed by collineation groups of tr.K for 
r 
all K: • The first of these is 
Corollary 2o 1.4. : Suppose G is a c9llineati01:. group of Trr" 
fixing K elementwise. Then G j_s finite if, an cl only if, every 
G-orbit is finite. 
We note that 2.1.4 does not hold for collineation groups of planes 
having infinite free rank. For examples is freely generated by 
a configuration f having denumerably maey points [1,2, o. e 3 and no 
lines., Define a collineation o<.. of f by (21-i-j) oc = 21+ ( (j+1)mod 2i), 
a collineation of F( f) = 1rKo • 
:By 1.4.4 , 0( extends uniquely to 
It has infinite order, because ot}p 
has inf'ini te order. However, each element of p has a finite 
o<. -orbi to By induction9 one shows that each element of F n ( p) has a 
finite 0(..-orbit, for all n >O. The group G = ~ol. > is the ref ore 
infinite, but all G-orbits are finiteo 
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Although our next theorem is not used later in the chapter, it is 
of interest because it ha.s been the basic tool for the stucy, by all 
previous authors, of the finite collineation g~oups of 1"trK • It was 
first proved by Lj_ppi ( 19) for K = ~ and G cyclic, and has been 
generalized to the form stated here by later authors (All top ( 2 ) , 
!den (14)~ and Hughes and Piper (12, chapter XI))o Our proof for it 
K ~ uses the existence of a G-invariant HF process for 7(,r from '' • One 
can also simply prove the existence of such a G-invariant HF process 
using this theorem. 
Theorem 2. 1 • 5 : If G is a finite collinea tion group of ?C-rK fixing 
K elementwise, then rr:'rK has a subconfiguration f> which freely 
generates 7Crl( and is invariant under Go 
assumed finite and p minimalo 
Furthermore, p - K may be 
Proof : By 2. 1 .. 1, a G-invariant HF process Q foi• t(K from K existse r 
Let H and I be the set of Q-HF and Q-isolated elements respectively. 
Define 0 = I( U{ \_) Q(x)) • 
~o :x:GHLJI 
By = F(P-). ,o For 
of. tE- G, we have (' 
0 
ex:= Po, because Ko<.= K, (H U I) ot.= H U I and 
Q(x)QZ = Q(x~) for x G- H U I (using 2.1.,2(e) and (b) )., Therefore f o 
freely generates rr'" and is G-invariant. r 
Because HU I is finite and all Q-socles are finite (1.5.1(b)), 
fo -1( is finite. Therefore Po satisfies all the requirements of the 
theorem except (possibly) minimality. Since Po -K is finite, there is 
a minimal configuration p such that K £ f .f p 
0 
and p satisfies the 
requirements of the theorem. 
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We now prove some technical results concerning the orbits of 
finite collineation g.roups of ;rK .. 
r 
The following result and its 
proof are due to Dembowski ( 5, lemma 2e2)o 
Lemma 2.1 .,6 : Suppose that G is a finite collineation group of 
tr~ Q is a G-invariant HF process for rtl(' , and u. is a Q-bearer of 
r' r 
v., If ( uG {odd or v is Q-HF, then I uG I divides JvG{., If /uG / is 
even, then lu~I divides {vG{e 
Proof : Suppose u is incident with j elements of vG and v is 
incident with k elements of uG. Because G is transitive on both uG 
and vG, every element of uG is incident with j elements of vG and every 
element of vG is incident with k elements of uG. We may count the 
incidences of the configuration uG l)vG in two ways, obtaining the 
equation j(uG(= k(vGf o Because uiv, both j, k ;:;- 1.. All elements of 
uG have the same Q-stage as u (by 2.1o1(a)) and therefore have lower 
Q-stage than v. Thus k ~ 2, as v has at most two Q-bearerse If v is 
Q-HF, then k = 1. The conclusions of the lemma now followo 
We combine the remaining results concerning orbits together in our 
next propositione Part (a) of this is an elementary result in the 
theory of finite pernmtation groups (see Wielandt (31, theorem 3o2)). 
If G is a collineation group of a configuration~' and x€.-[>, 
then we denote the subgroup <_o( €G; :x: o< = :x:) of G by G:x:o 
Proposition 2.1.1 : Suppose G is a finite collineation group of 7(1( 
r 
and Q is a G-invariant HF process. Then 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
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f xG I . l Gx l = l G I for all x re n; K ' 
if :x: ~ Q,(y) and ( xG ( is divisible by an odd m, then so is [ yG J, 
if G has oq.d order and x E Q(y), then {xG I divides I yG I' 
if u is a Q-bearer of v, then either G c G or v is Q-free and v- u 
its Q-bearers form a G -orbito 
v 
Proof i (a) The G-orbit of x is{:x:o<1,ou,xo<.nj, where 
[oi..
1
, o.,.,, o( n] is a set of left co set representatives for G :x: in Go 
We therefore have IG \ = nf G I = {xG I. l G j., 
X· X 
(b) There exists a Q-chain {x0 ,eoos~n}' ~here x = x0 , y = xn' 
xi I x1+1 and stQ(x1)<:: stQ(x1+1), i = o, ., • .,, n-1. 
f xi GI 
By 201.6, 
either { x1 G l divides lx1+1 G (, or 2 , divides \xi+1 of, 
i=0,1,e • ., 1 :o:-1., Thus, if m divides .f x1 G/, then it divides 
l :x:i +1 G , , 0 £- i ~ n - 1 o 
(xi Gf, i = 0,1,ooo,n-1o 
Since m divides jx
0 
G/, it divides 
Thus m divides /ya/. 
(c) By (a), f:x:G I divides I G I and is thus odd. 
that l:x:G I divides { yG( e 
It now follows from (b) 
(d) Suppose either that the Q-bearers of v do not form a G -orbit, or 
v 
that v is Q.-HF (with Q,-bearer u). We show G !i G e Let oit? G ., 
v u v 
Then vo< =Vo Because u Iv and stQ(u)< stQ(v), we have uo<I v and 
stQ ( u oi..) < stQ, ( v) o Thus u o(. is a Q-bearer of v. Since we are 
assuming that the Q-bearers of v do not form a G -orbit, or that v has 
v 
on1y one Q-bearer u, we have u o<. = u .. ioeo o( (E G o Hence G C G • , u v- u 
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2o2 Finite order Collineations 
s sk 
Throughout this section, we let n = p
1 
1 ••• pk , where 
p , ••• ,pk are distinct primes and s. ~ 1, i = 1,.e.,ko We 
1 J. 
characterize the n for which there is a collineation of tc." 
r 
having order n and fixing k: elementwise. We first prove an 
analagous result for permutations of finite sets. 
Lemma 2 o 2. 1 : There is a permutation of order n of a finite set 
X if, and only if, / X I 2 Z 
i=1 
• 
Proof' : Vle assume first that X has a permutation ~ of order n. 
Let Y = { x E- X ; x ol = xJ and xv = X - Yo It suffices to show that 
k s. 
IX' 11: 2- pi 1 • Let 01,ooe,Om be the oc-orbits contained in X8 • 
i=1 
Then f 0 . / ~ 2 for each j. 
J 
Clearly I 0. I divides n, so we may 
J 
factorize I 0. / as follows : 
J 
K(j) 
r oJ. 1... n-
h=1 
j = i~.,.o,m .. 
rj 
:Because p. h2: 2 for each h, we 
Jh 
may use the inequality a,. b ~ a + b (when 
J! ( j) 
a~ 2, b 2 2) to obtain I 0. I ~ ~-
J h=1 
I X' I ... 
m m 
Z.(0.12 z 
j==1 J j=1 
~(j) 
z. 
h=1 
Therefore 
0 •• (i) 
Because o< has order n, n is the least com.inon multiple of 
Thus for each i ~ { 1,. o. ,k} , 
s. 
s. 
Pi 1 divides 
Therefore J. pi appears in the 
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right side of (i) at least once for ench i f'-{1, ••• ,k} o Thus 
k s. 
! X' I~ z: p. J. " 
i=1 J. 
k s. J. 
l x I> z Pi 
i=1 
Conversely, assume Then there is a set 
f 01'ee0 ~ok] of pairwise disjoint subsets of x such that \ oi I = pi Si. 
Suppose , (i) (i) I 0. =1x
1 
, •• &,x , 
J. l Si 
i = 190••,ko Define a 
p. 
J. 
permutation o( of X by 
n 
xo( = :x, ifxex- u 0.' 
i=1 1' 
if x = x.(i)~ l1 x Si u 0. .. 
1-:.(j med p. ) J i=1 J. 
J. 
Clearly, cX has orcl.er no 
Suppose O{ is a collinea tion of 7l I\ havir~ order n and fixing k: r 
elementwise. By 2.1.2(f), o( is determined by ·=-<I xf where x is the 
set of Q-isolated and Q-HF elements of any o(-invariant HF process Q 
for n:I\ from I\.. We have I X I ,:S r. We therefore expect om• r 
characterization of n to be similar to that of 2.2.1 9 possibly with 
Ix I = r. In fact, our characterization differs from this only 
because of the geometric nature of o<. For example~ when K' =<j>j 
there must exist Q-isolated elements and this implies IX I <. r in this 
case. Furthermore, there may be incidences between the Q-isolated 
and Q-HF elements which must be preserved byo<'. o 
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.Before we prove our characterization theorem, we need 
Lemma 2.2e2 $ Suppose D( is a permutation of order n of a finite 
one of the following is true : 
(1) 
k s. 
1x122 + z:_p. J; 
j=1 J 
If l oi I '?.: 2 for each i9 then 
Suppose (2) is not true. We show (1) holds. 
We may assume I o
1 
I divides ! ,02 (o 
common mu1 tipl e (7-iCM) of {I 0 i / , 
divides I 0 
2 
/ , the LCM of~· I 0 i { , 
Let xv = x - 0 ~ 
1 
o<lx• is a permutation of order n of X'o 
Thus I x I = I 01 I + J x e ( 2. 2 + 
hold so 
The J.east 
Because I o1 / 
Thus 
Hence (1) 
Theorem 2.,2o3 : There is a collineation of trK having order n and 
r 
k ( s. 
fixing k elementwise if, and only if, r L_ e(n) + :Z.. p .. 1 , where 
i=1 1 
e(n) "" 0 if ~ ff and, for r\ ~ rj , 
e(n) = 6 if k = 1 9 p 1 / 5 or k = 1 , p 1 = 5, s 1 > 1 , 
4 otherwise .. 
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Proof : We assume first that C>( is such a collineation of It 1' , 
k s. r 
and we show r 2 e(n) + z pi 1 o 
i=1 
Let Q be an o( -invariant HF process for n- K' from K o Let I 
:r 
and H be the sets of Q-isolated and Q-HF elements respectively. We 
have r = 2 I I I + I H l = I I I + I H V I I o By 2 .. 1.2(f), (H V I)o<'.= RU I 
and o<./nu I is a permutation of order n of HU Io There is an 
s. 
:x:i e H u I such that pi J. divides I :x:i Lot>/, i = 1, 0 0 0 ,ko We note 
that it is possible that x: = x. for i ~ j., 
J. J T 
k 
Let X = U 
i=1 
Then X ex = X and cX' / X has order n. By 2.2e 1, we have 
I* I/ 
We also have 
k 
~ 
i=1 
• ••• (i) 
r=III +!Hurl= III+ jHuI-XI + IXI • 0" 
k s. 
It follows immediately from (i) and (ii) that r ~ Z::. pi 1 " 
i=1 
k B. 
(ii) 
Thus we have proved r > e(n) + 2. pi 1 when K' i cf o 
i=1 
Henceforth, 
we assume K" = ~ • 
s. 
Because / x1<(o<> / z pi 
1 .2: 2 for each i, we may apply 2e2.2. 
Either (1) 
satisfied, 
or (2) of 2.2o2 is satisfied. 
k s. 
i.e. Ix I ~ 2 + 2- p. 1 • 
. 1 J. 1:: 
Suppose first that (1) is 
If k "" 1, then 
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81 . 81 IX {"" I x 1.Cc.<'.> J = P1 ~ 2 + P1 , contradicting ( 1 )o Thus k ~ 2 
and e(n) = 4. From (ii)., we r.a.ave 
k Si 
r z I I I+ !Hu I - Xj + 2 + ~ pi • 
i=1 
k Si 
Thus, to show r;?:. e(n) + ~ pi , we need to show that 
i=1 
l I I + I H V I - X \ 2. 2 o If I I I 2 2, this is so o If I I f = 1 , then the 
one Q-isolated element is fj.xed and is therefore not in X. Hence 
I~ H v I - X and I H V I - xl 2. 1 .. Thus I I I + / H v I - X / > 2, as 
required. 
We now suppose that (1) is not satisfied. 
is satisfied. We consider two cases (A) and (B). 
(A) k2 2: In this case e(n) = 4" From (i) and (ii), we need to 
show JI I + I H V I - X f 2:; 4., This is so if I I I :2. 4o We consider 
cases l I I = 1 , 2 and 3. 
(a) /I l=_J: Let I ={u9 v,wJo If In (HvI - X) is 
non-empty, then ! H i,) I - X I 2 1 and thus I I J + i Hu I - X I > 4. If 
I(\ (H U I - X) is empty, then I S X and thus u,v,w forms an 
ex-orbit. Every element of TC has one of u,v or w in its Q-socle r . . 
and thus /x(o<// is divisible by 3 for each :x: {;-7l'r (by 2.1.7(b))o 
Because X satisfies ( 2), I = X., Since 7( is non-degenerate, there 
r 
are Q-HF elements and these are not in X. Thus {HU I - X J :2 1 
and ( I I + ( H u I - xj ~ 4 o 
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(b) III= 2: Let I =f~,v J. Either both uO( = u and 
v C>( = v, or .(u,v) is an o(-orbit. In the former case I~ HU I - X, 
which implies j H U I - X / / 2 and thus I H U I - x{ + I I\ > 4. If 
.( u,v] is an o\ -orbit, then (u.v )D<'. = u.v. We may redefine Q, making 
u.v Q,-is olated and u and v Q,-HF with bearer u.v. We then have JI I = 1 o 
(c) !II= 1: Let I =~uj., We may assume u is a point. 
Since uo( = u~ u4= X. Thus /HU I - X j z 1. Suppose /HU I - X{±; 2. 
Then there exists at most one element of H ---X which, if it exists, is 
fixed by D( • 
Let U be the set of Q-RF lines with Q-bearer Uc Because Q = 77 
r 
is non-degenerate, there is a Q~HF pointy with Q-bearer x& Uo By 
2o1o6, /x<c<>/divides jY~c<>/. If :x:o<-:f- x, then bothx, yC.X 
(because any element of H ~ X is fixed by D( ) o But I :X:.(ol:> l dividing 
I y .<('~// would then contradict (2) of 2o2o2• Hence Xo<'. = x and x ~ H - Xo 
Let V be the set of Q-HF points with Q-bearer x and let 
V' = U U V -{ x] o Then V2 £ X, s~nce both x, u 6 Hu I - X and 
IH v I - X / ~ 2o Therefore V' contains no elements fixed by 0( o 
However, by an argument similar to that of the previous paragraph, with 
V' replacing U, one shows that V' contains elements fixed by ot. 9 a 
contradiction. Hence / H v I - X ) .> 3 and. I I I + I H U I - X j 2 4 o 
(B) k = 1 : In this case e(n) c 4, 5 or 6. X consists of one 
81 
l)c'.-orbit of p
1 
elements. We must show that II I+ I Hu I - X\ ~ e(n). 
If I I I ,2: 6, this is so. We consider the cases 1 ::;:: { I I ~ 5· 
,--:-, 
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(a) 3 £ ( I { :f:. 5 ~ Since X consists of one C>( -orbit~ and 
I ex = I, either X ,S I or X n I is emptyo If X I\ I is empty, then 
I£ HUI - X and thus /II + I HU I - XI 2 2 I I I :C, 6 ~ e(n)o - Thus we 
assume X ~ I. This implies 3 ~ p
1 
9
1 £ 5o We consider the possible 
values of p
1 
and s
1 
o In each case, we show that either I I I ?'.; e(n) 
or /I-X/ .+ {Ij >e(n),bothofwhichimplylHUI-X/ + [Ij_2e(n)o 
(i) P
1 
= 2, s
1 
= 1 : ! I ~ X I ~ 1, I I I ~ 3 9 /I - X / + I I l Z 4 = e(n); 
(ii) p 
1 
== 2, s 
1 
= 2 : / I I ;? 4 = e ( n) 
(iii) p
1 
= 5, s
1 
= 1 : I I I 2: 5 "" e(n) 
(iv) p 1 = 3 ~ s 1 = 1 : If / I f ~ 4 , then I I - X I ::? 1 and. 
I I I + I I - X I 2 5 = e ( lJ) o If I I ( = 3, then 
H is non-empty because 1l' 5.s non-degenerate. 
l.' 
Let y E H.. Then y .<'o1. ') ~ H, and x e Q(y) for 
some x € I, so 3 .,. /x<:'d) f divides I y < .;,(> / 
(by 2o1o7(b))o Hence I H / 2: { y..(~>/ 2 3o 
' 
Since X ~I, we have HE. HU I - Xo Thus 
I Hu I - X/ 2- 3 and I I I +I H uI - X j z 6 = e(n) .. 
(b) I I L=;_g : Let I = { ujv) .- Suppose first that u and v 
are fixed by o<. o Then I ~ H v I - Xo It is clear that because 'TC is r 
non-degenerate~ there are at least two other elements of H not in X. 
Therefore I Hu I - x I ~ 4 and I H l) I - x I + I I r::: 6 2 e(n)o If 
{ u,v J forms an o<. -orbit, then we may redefine Q.~ making u.,v 
Q-isolated and u,v Q-HF with bearer UeV• We then have I I I= 1. 
(c) I I I = 1 : Let I = f u]. Since u is fixed by o< , 
u G H lJ I - X., Thus I H L) I - X j ~ 1 o We must show ( H - X / > 2, 3 or 4, 
depending on p
1 
and s
1
o An inspection of the few possible cases 
shows that this is so, because 7L is non-degenerate. 
r 
This completes cases (A) and (B), and hence we have shown 
k Si 
r > e(n) + :f. :p. 
i=1 ]. 
k s. 
Conversely, assume r ~ e(n) + z=_ pi 1 • 
. i=1 
We show there is a 
collinea tion of n" fixing k: elementwise and having order no We 
r 
consider cases (A) to (D). In each, we define a configuration p 
freely genera ting 1r" (this can be verified using 1. 6 c 4 and. 1~6. 3). 
r 
We then 'define a collineation <X of p having order n and fixing K' 
elementwise. By 1o4Q4,o< extends to the required collineation of 
k s. 
In each case, we let t = r - e(n) - :£. :p. 1 o 
and a 
Since 
set X of 
k 
r > .z_ 
i=1 
(by 2. 2 .. 1). 
i=1 ]. 
In this case e(n) = Oo Define f to consist of !("' 
" r points, each incident wj_ th one line ..{'. of I\" • 
s. ~ 
p. 1 , there is a permutation o<.' of X having order n 
1 
Define the collineation v< of r by :x: oi.. = .:x: for :x: € K' , 
and :x: o< = :x: oc & for :x: E- X. 
(B) I\:=: z5 9 k 2. 2 : In this case e(n) = 4. Define p to consist of 
(a) two points :x: and y, 
(b) k sets of lines L( 1)s•o•tL(k) which are pairwise disjoint and 
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(i) r p (i) l(i) 1 and 
L =CA.1 'o'"'ll Si j 
pi 
(c) if t > O, a set of lines L = { ~'ou' ft5 o 
We define the lines of L( 1) to be incident only with x 7 and all other 
lines of f to be incident only with Yo Define rX by :x: o( = x, 
i. (i{x 
(i) s. 
yrY... = y, "" J Bi ' j = 1,ou,p, 1 i = 1, 0." ,k, ' J 1+(j m©d pi ) 1 
and if t > o, 
(C) I( = cj; , k = 1, p 1 ~ 3 s We have e(n) ~ 4 or 5 as p 1 = 2 or 3. 
Suppose first that p
1 
= 2 and s
1 
= 1 (ioe. n=2)., Define p to have four 
points .:x:
1
, x 2 , x3 
and x4, and if r> 8, r - 8 liries / 1,ooe' /'r--8' 
where / 1 is incident with x 1 
only. Define x 2:X = x3 ~ xyx "" x 2, 
and all other elements of p to be fixed by cX. ., Suppose now that 
Define F to have 
(a) a point ±1 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) if t ) O, t lines ~ 1 ,uo' ~· incident with x. 
Define C>( by x DC'. = x, y o( = y ( ) , z ll(= z ( s1) i 1+ i mod p
1 
i 1+ i mod p
1 
, 
and if t > o, 
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·We have e(n) = 5 if p1 = 5 and s 1 = 1, 
and e(n) c 6 othe1~vise. 
s 
Furthermore r Ze(n) + p
1 
1 2;:5 + 5 = 100 
Suppose now that either r > 10 or p
1 
')>- 5 or s
1 
> 1 o 
have 
(a) two points x and y, 
(b) two lines u and v incident with x, 
(c) incident with y, 
Define p to 
~ 
(d) if t > o, t lines incidant with Y• 
Define C>( by :x: o<. = x, y f)( = y, = u, v rx .., v, /.ol. = j s 1 ' 1 1+(i med p 1 ) 
This completes the proof of th~orem 2.2o3o 
2o3 Maximal Finite Collineation Gro@s_ 
Our first and main aim in this section is to give a least upper 
bound for f G J , where G is a collinea tion group of 7( K' fixing K 
r . 
elementwise and having finite orbits. It follows from 2.1.3 that 
/ G / ~ rl o However, r! is not always the least possible upper bound. 
For r > 8, define a sequence of numbers mr by IDa = 4!, m10 = 5~ , and 
mr = 2 [(r-6)~_] otherwise. 'Ne prove 
Theorem 2.3.1 : 
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If G is a collinea tion group of 7T. K fixing I'('" 
r 
elementwise and having finite orbits, then I G I :;: < r ! , if ;:; :/=- rj 
L mr,if K~c/> 
These numbers are the least upper bounds for I GJ .. 
• 
• 
The proof of 2o3o1 is given later, after some preliminary lemmas. 
The numbers m , r > 8, were first obtained by All top ( 2 ) for r ::/= 9 and 
r 
by Sandler (27) for r = 9. For their proof that I G I L m when 
- r 
K = cp, both these authors used 2.1.5, together with an extensive 
case analysis of possible minimal finite configurations p for which 
f G = (' and '"il = F( f' ) o r The number of cases we have to consider 
is much smaller. 
Our first len:ma shows that the upper boundc of 2.3.1 are best 
possible. 
Lemma 2.3.2 z If l\'f A... , then there is a collineation group of 1T ~ I r 
fixing K elementwise and having order r! ~ For each r > 8, there is a 
collineation group of ~ of order m • r r 
Suppose f'irst that 'Kf f • Choose a line 1 of k o Then 
. 7t K" = F( >\ v X) 7 where X is a set of r points incident with J.. and no r 
other line of I'( o There is a collineation group G of K:u X which 
f'i.xes K: elementwise and such that G/x is the full permutation group of 
X. Because ( X / == r, we have I G I= r! o By 1°4°4 7 G extends to a 
collineation group of 7L 1' of order r! 
r 
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Suppose now that ~ = cp o · For r? 8 and rt 8, 10, the 
example given after the proof of 2.1.1 is a collineatj_on group of 77:' 
r 
isomorphic to s2 x sr-6' which has order 2 [(r-6)!] = mra Suppose 
r = 8 or r = 10. Then 1Yr = F( f ) , where p has ~ points and no 
lines. The full permutation group of these points has order (~)1 = mr 
and is a collineation group of(> o By 1.4.4 s this extends to a 
collineation group of 1"i: of order m • r r 
Lemma 2.3.3 : If a and bare positive integers, then a: bl ~ (a+b-1)!~ 
If, in addition, a~ 2 and b ,:2 2, then a! b! =-. 2 ~a+b-2)!] • 
Proof By induction on b for a fixed arbitrary a. 
Lernma-2.3.4 If n1 ,o·o~11c are positive integers, then 
k k 
(i) IT n.! L (z: n. -k+,1) l • 
i=1 1 - i=1 1 
If, in addition~ ni 2:, 2 for each i, and k,2: 2, then 
(ii) 
k 
1T 
i=1 
n. ! 
1 " 
Proof s By induction on k, using the inequalities in 2.3o3~ 
Lenm1a 2~: Suppose G is a permutationgrou~ of a finite set X. If 
n 
(X.) is a sei.; of pairwise disjoint subsets of X such that 
J. i=1 
X. G=X., 
J. 2 
Pro.Q..~ : 
n n 
and U X. = X, 
i=1 J. 
then / G J L }I I G { X I o 
1=1 i 
The map o- : G ~ G /x x G { X x • o .. x Gj X defined by 
1 2 n 
() ( o<) = ( o< /x yo e •, r.:< J X ) 9 o< E G, is clearly a group monomorphism. 
1 n 
If G is a permutation group of a set X, then a G-orbit 
xG is trivial or non-trivial according as I :xG / = 1 or l xG I > 1 
respectivelyo 
Suppose G is a permutation group of a finite set X 
and there are j trivial and k non-trivial G-orbi ts, where k > 1 e 
Then 
[
( IXI- j)~, ifk= 1~ 
2 [ ( I x I - j - k) iJ , 
Proof : Let the G-orbits in X be 0
1
,_ooe'Oj+k' where Joi~) 1 for 
1 ~ i :f. k and, if j ) o, l Oi I = 1 for 1 + k £. i ~ j + ko We have 
k+j j+k 
u 0 .,. Xo By 2 .. 3.5, I G l ~ rr I G/ 0 1 .. 
i=1 i 1=1 i 
0
1 
G = Oi for each i and 
Because G/o 
i 
is a subgroup of the full permutation group of O., we 
1 
have I G I 0. ! <::: I O i I l 
J. 
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j+k , ~J Hence \G I~ Tl(IO. j 
i.::1 J. 
k 
= TI(l o. I ~)' since I 0 i I "' 1 for any 1_ + k;:; i :f j + k. i=1 J. 
< f { o 1 I ~ , if k = 1 , 
2 ["<.~10.1 -kJ1] ifk2,2,by2.3.4(ii). 
i=1 J. 
k 
This is the required inequality, because z /o. I = 
i=1 J. 
Ix 1- j. 
Suppose that G is a finite collineation group of re!\ 
r 
fixing I( elementwise, Q is a G-invariant HF process for -yyf.: f'rem 1'. , and 
r 
I and H are the se·ts of Q.-isolated and Q,-HF elements :respectivelye 
If H
1 
is a G-orbit of Q-EF elements, then the sut B of Q-bearers of 
elements of H1 also forms a G-orbit, and each element of B is 
incident with the same number b ~ 1 of elements of H1o 
addition, B SB U I, then 
/G/~ IB/! (b!)IBllI-BI! !-H-n1vBl1 0 
If, in 
Proof : We first show that B is a G-orbit. J.Jet x and y be 
elements of B. We show -that :x: oc = y- for some IX €3 Go By the 
definition of B, x and y are Q.-bearers of some u and v respectively in 
H
1
• As H
1 
is a G-orbi t, there is an oi. e G such that u I)( = v. Since 
Q is G-invariant, x being a Q-bearer of u implies :x:c:( is a Q,-bea.rer of 
uO( = v. Thus both XC>( and y are Q-bearers of v. As v is Q-HF, it 
has only one Q-bearer. Thus :x: ()( = y, as req_uired. 
) 
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Suppose :x: G Bo Let .:x: be incident wi t.b. b elemen·ts of H
1
• 
Then x rx: is also incident with b elements of H
1 
for each ~ E- G, 
since H
1 
is a G-orbit. As B is a G-orbit~ B "' xG. Hence each 
element of B is incident with the same number b of elements of H
1
o 
Finally, we prove the inequality. 
We have IG = I, HG = E, H
1
G = H
1 
and BG = B. Consequently 
(H
1 
\.J B)G = H
1 
L.) Bs (I - B)G = I ~ -B and (H - H
1 
\..J B)G = H - H
1 
\..J Bo 
I G l ~ I Gfrr u BI • lG/r - B I .. I G/H - n v :a \ 
1 1 
I I - B I 1 I H - H1 v B I ! • • e (i) 
Now G/ H U B is a subgroup of the full collineai;j 011 gi•oup of H
1 
V B, 
1 
a configuration in which elements of B and H
1 
aTe all points and all 
lines respectively, or the dual, such that each element of H1 is 
incident with ono element of B and each element of B is incident with 
b elements of H
1
o T'ne full collineation group of this configuration 
is isomorphic to SBX T, where SB is, the full permutation group of B 
and T = Sb X Sb o., o X Sb (I B I times), where S
0 
is the symmetric 
group on B letterse Hence ( G l H V B I ~ I SB \ o ( I Sb l ) IB I = 
1 ' 
( B I t (b!) I B 1 o Substituting in (i), we obtaj_n the required 
inequality. 
Proof of 2o3e1 : It follows from 2.3.2 that the upper bounds 
given are best possibleo It remains to show that they are upper 
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bounds. It follows from 2o 1 o3 that \ G l .;;, r! Thus v;e only need 
show that I G \ :;;;_ mr when k = ifJ • Since 1 ~ mr for each r > 8, we 
assume G is non-trivialo 
Let Q be a G-invariant HF process for 7l from ~ with sets of 
r 
isolated and HF elements I and H respectivelyc Since G ~ G!HUI 
(by 2.,1.2(f)), we show that !GJHvrj:;; mr" Let there be j trivial 
and. k non-trivial G--orbi ts in HU Io Because G is non-trivialf k?: 1. 
From 2 .. 3.6~ 
c:::. { ( I H \.) I I - j ) ! if k == 1 ' 
2[(1Hu I\ -j-k)!] ifk>2o 
By the definition of rank, ( H v I ( = r - I I I o Hence~ using these 
inequalities, we obtain f G { ~ 2 [ (r-6) ! ] ~ rri- if either 
(a) I I I + j +k > 6 andk>2 
or (b) {I I + j ~6 and k = 1. 
" 
If {I / > 6, then either (a) or (b) holds. We consider the 
cases 1 =.trl ~ 5o 
(1) r r 1 = 5 : If k 2 2, then (a) holds. If k = 1 and j 2 1 
then (b) holds. Thus we assume k = 1 and j = Oe This implies that 
there are no Q-HF elements, and one G-orbit of 5 Q-isolated elements., 
Thecrefore r = 10 and / G/H u I / = / G/r I ~ f I / ! = 51 = m10• 
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(2) I I I = 4_t If k > 2, 'then (a) is sa-t;isfied. Thus we 
assume k = 1. If j > 2, then (b) holds. Hence we assume j~ 1. 
Thus the four Q-isolated elements form a G-orbit and there is at most 
one Q-HF element which, if it exists~ is fixed by G. Hence r = 8 or 
r = 9. If r = 8~ then there is no Q-HF element and [G/ f~ 
H \..JI 
Suppose now that r = 9. There is one Q-HF element x, and 
{ xG { = 1. Let x have Q-bearer Uo By 2.1 .6, I uG / divides / :x.G 1 
and thus I uG I = 1. We have [ G( II U I ( = ( GI I/ o Suppose first 
that G/I = s~, the full permutation group of I8 Then G has an element 
ol of order 3 and there is an o<.-orbi t 0 ~ I such that I 0 / = 3. 
Because /uG { = 1, u ~I. Hence u has at least two elements of I 
in its Q-socle, ai; least one of which is in O. By 2o1o7(b), I 0 f = 3 
divides I u <_oc>/,. But I u<o<">f ~ juG I = 1, a contradiction. Thus 
it is not possible for G(I = Sio Hence GII is a proper subgroup of 
6r, and / G/ I (properly divides I SI I = 240 Therefore / G ( = ( GI I I~ 
12 = ~o ' 
(3) I I / = J. : Because r = 2 I I I + { H / > 8, we have 
/ H / 2 2o Suppose first that k == 1. Then either H or I is fixed 
elementwise by G, since HG g H, IG ~ I and H U I contains only one 
non-trivial G-orbit. If I is fixed elementwise, or if H is fixed 
elementwise and /HI ,'2 3, then j 2: 3 and (b) holds. 'i"he only other 
possibility is ·the.t H is fixed elementwise and I H j "' 2. In this case 
GfHuI"'GfI, r=2jI I+ jH I =8, and we have IG/= /Glr} ~ 
(rl&_.,.3!~niso 
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Suppose now that k "'? 2.. °If j + k~ 3, then (a) is satisfied. 
Hence we assume k = 2 and j = O. It follows that I and H are the 
two non-trivial G-orbits in HU Io As I is 
a G-orbit? I consists entirely of points or entirely of lines, and 
Y = [x
1 
.. :x:2 , x2o:x:3, :x:~.,x 1 j is also a G-orbi t. Because H is a 
G-orbit, the set B of Q-bearers of H forms a G-orbit, by 2o3•7• 
There is an element of H which has a Q-bearer in I or Y. Therefore 
B = I, or B = Y. We may assume B = I (if B were Y, then we could 
redefine Q, making elements of Y_Q-isolated ~nd elements of IQ-free)~ 
Each element of H is incident with exactly one element of I and, by 
2o3.7, each element of I is incident with the same number b 2 1 of 
elements of H. Therefore I H / .,. 3b = r - 21 I I = r - 60 
r-6 ) 2o3o7 (with H1 = H, B = I and b = ~ , we have 
(4) I I I = 2 : 
<: m 
- r 
(by 2~3o4(i)) 
Let I = { u,v} o' Suppose first that G fixes 
both u and v. Then j 2 2o If k~ 2, then (a) is satisfied. 
Assume k = 1, iee• there is only one non-trivial G-orbit of Q-HF 
elements. In order for Q to be non-degenerate, it is clear that 
there exist at least two Q-HF elements fixed by G. Thus j }. 4 and 
(b) is satisfiedo Suppose now that G does not fix u and v. 
Then I forms a G-orbit and u and v are either both points or both 
lines. We redefine Q, ma.king UoV isolated and u and v hyperfree 
with Q-bearer u.v. We then have only one Q-isolated elemento 
( 5) I I I = 1 ~ 
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Let I = { u·3 o Then u is fixed by G. Thus 
j 2 1o Suppose first that k = 1, iae• there is only one non-trivial 
. 
G-orbit of Q-HF elements. An inspection of the few possible cases 
shows that, in order for Q to be non-degenerate, there are at least 
- four Q-EF elements fixed by G. Thus j 2 5 and (b) is satisfied. 
Suppose now that k > 2. If j + k~ 5 then (a) is satisfied, 
so we assume j + k :::; 4. Since j ~ 1 , we have k = 2 or k = 3o In 
either case j~ 2, and thus there is at most one Q-HF element fixed 
by G. Consequently, we have either 
(i) there exist non-trivial G-orbits H
1 
and H
2 
o~ Q-HF elements 
such that elements of H
1 
have u as Q-bearer, and there is an element 
of n
2 
having an element of H
1 
as Q-bearer, or 
(ii) Q may be redefined such that (i) is satisfied. 
We therefore assume that (i) is satisfied. By 2o3o7 5 the Q-bearers 
of H2 form a G-orbit B. 
Since there is an element in H~ with 
~ 
Q-bearer in H , we have B = H
1
• Each element of H
1 
is incident with 
. 1 
the same number b .2 1 of elements of H
2
, and 
IHI 
(iii) I G ( ~ I H1 I 1 (b!) 1 I H - H1 u H2 I x I I I ! • 
Let h = I H
1 
I • As each element of H
2 
is incident with one element 
of' H
1 51 
we have / H
2 
( = b / H
1 
/ .,. bho We also have l I I = 1 , 
I H I "" r - 2 and I H 
1 
I = h 2, 2 o Substituting these in (iii) 
we obtain 
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(iv) /G / ~ hJ (b~)h (;_2-h-bh)g, h 2 2. 
Suppose first that r - 2 - h - bh 2' 2. Then from (iv) 
/ G / ~ 2 [(r-4-h) !J (using 2.3.4(ii) if b > 2~ 
and the second inequality of 2.3.3. if b = 1)o 
Since h ~ 2 we have ! G I ;::, 2 [(r-6)!] -S mr in this case. Assume 
now that r - 2 - h - bh 5: 1. 'l'hen from (iv), we have 
~ { h~ , if b = 1 ' 
2 [(hb-1)1] if b ~ 2 (by 2.3.4(ii)) . ! (r-2:z ) 1 b 1 = 2 • ' "" ' 
2 [ (1"'-3-:x:-h) l J ' b ~ 2, 
where x = r - 2 - h -bh. It is easily shown that (r-2-x ) , 2 o <: m - r 
for x ::: 1 o Thus I G J -f mr if b = 1 • If b ~ 2 and x + h > 3, 
then I G If 2 [(r-6)1] .f. m o . r The'only other possibility is that 
b2 2 and x + h!S- 2o T"nis implies x = 0 end h = 2, since 
h = / H
1 
I > 2o Hence 0 = x = r - 2 - 2b - 2 and b = r-;4 • 
. 2 
·Substituting in (iv), we have /G /-S 2 [(r;4)D .. One shows 
that 2 [<r;4 >~J 2 .::;:, mr by inspection for r = 8, 9 and 10, and by 
induction for r ) 100 
This completes the proof of 2o3•1o 
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In section 2.,5, 11e show that when K :f" rJ 9 all maximal finite 
collineation groups of n:K fixing k elementwise are conjugate. 
r. 
This is not true when K = cj> o In fact, maximal finite c6llineation 
groups of 7L do not even have the same order. r For example, 
'1L11 = F( f ) , where p has two points x and y, three lines incident 
with x but not y, and four lines incident with y and not x. The full 
collineation group G~ of p has order (3~)(4!) = 144. 
I 
G1 extends to a collineation group of 711 1 of order 144. 
Assume G
1 
is not maximal. Then G
1 
is a proper subgroup of a finite collineation 
group G of 1L11 a T'nus I G1 I divides I G \ properlyo Hence 
\ G \ > 2 )'. 144 = 288., But from 2o3.1, I G I ~ 2o5! = 240, a 
contradiction. Tb.us G
1 
is maximal but does not have order m11 = 240. 
By 2.3 .. 2~ ~ 1 has a collineation group of order 2400 Thus IllP...:x:imal 
finite collineation groups of 7C do not have tha same order. 
r 
By the above example, maximal finite collineation groups of 1L 
r 
are not necessarily isomorphic. Iden (16 ) has shown that, for 
r ~ 20, there are at least p(r-19) isomorphism classes of such groups, 
where p(r-19) is the number of unrestricted partitions of the integer 
r - 190 Because p(k) tends asymptotically to -~ exp (-rrf1f), 
4k[3 v 3 . . 
the number of isomorphism classes of maximal finite collineation groups 
of 7( increases rapidly with r. 
r 
We note that, by 2.1 p3, any finite collineation group of 1T is a 
r 
subBToup of S , the symmetric group of degree r. 
r 
Thus the number of 
isomorphism classes of such subgroups (including wE..ximal ones) is 
at most the number of isomorphism classes of subgroups of S 9 
r 
2o4 Subplanes of Fixed Elements 
If (>( (respoG) is a collineation (colHneation group) of a 
plane JL, then the set of elements of 7L fixed by o<: (resp.G) forms 
a subplane of 77: , denoted ~y n.- ( 1, o<.) (resp,,. tr( 1 sG)) .. In this 
section, we consider two questions. Given a finite collineation 
group G of 1c'K fixing K: elementwise, what is the nature of 
r 
K' 'Ttr (1,G)? Secondly, which subplanes of TC.K are nK ( 1 ,G) for r r 
some such G? 
Lippi (18,19) has shown that if£:<. is a collineation of 
s prime power order p, where s> o, then 
IC of 
r 
(a) if p f 2, then T( ( 1, o<) is a possibly degenerate free plane of 
r 
' ·finite rank rv, where r'=:.r(mod p) 
(b) if p = 2, then 7l ( 1 , o<. ) -=:: 1l. 
r Ar: 
- 0 
0 
These resultst in a more general form, as well as others, are proved in 
this section. 
Theorem 2o4W. i If G is a non-trivial finite collineation group of 
rr." fixing K;. elementwise, then 7r,:;- ( 1,G) is a free rank plane having 
r r 
core I\ and rank r 
1
, where either 
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Tt I\ ( 1 , G) is non-degenera. te j or 
r 
(2) 0 .::5-. r 
1 
5, r - 3 and ~K ( t,G) is possibly degenerate. 
Before proving 2.4.1, we prove a series of lem.TJlas, some of which 
are needed in the proofs of later theorems. 
Lenuna 2o4.2 : If cX is a collinea tion of a non-·degenera te free rank 
plane rt: fixing K"( rr) elem~nt-wise and having-order 2, then 1l(1,o<) is 
a non-degenerate free rank plane having core K ( Tr) and rank /rr/ o 
Proof: TC (1~cx:) contains K"(7C), since o<. fixes K (rr) elementwise. 
It is the ref ore a free rank plane (by 1. 7 o 1 ) and has core re ( n: ) " 
If :x: G 7C - TC ( 1,<><. ) then :X:ox,>( is fixed by c< , since o( has order 
two, and :x: I :x: .:x:\i( ., Thus ft; ( 1 , o<. ) is a Baer subplane of 7r' o The 
result now follows from 1o 7o 4 and "i o 7 .5 o 
Lemma 2.,4.J : If G is a finite collinea tion group of ·7( k:: fixing K 
r 
elementvdse C?:lld having ord.er 2j, where j > o, then ·rc;rK ( 1,G) is a 
non-degenerate free rank plane having core Jc and rank / 7( k: / " 
r 
Proof t We proceed by induction on j. If j = 1 ~ th~n G = { 1, o<.], 
where o( has order two o Thus 'TC ~ ( 1 , G) = 7L K ( 1 , o<. ) , and the 
r r 
result follows from 2e4o2• Suppose tha.t the lemma has been proved 
for 1 ~ n < j and that / G I = 2j., Then G has a normal subgroup G
0 
of order 2j-1 (see, for example, (11 ))., Defina 7l= rr" (1,G ). 
r o 
By the induction assumption, 7( is a free rank plane having core K 
and rank { rr;' / o Clearly 
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If TL K. ( 1 , G) = 7l , 
r 
then we are finished. Suppose 7[: ( 1,G) i 77::,. From the 
normality of G in Gt it follows that -rrG = 7C (because x. G 77: , 
0 
cX <2- G =) (x c< )G = (xG )o!. 
0 0 
Hence 
K 
7lr (1,G) = rr(1,G/rr ) .. Let fJ> be a. coset representative for G
0 
in G. Then G = G \.J ~ G and (3 2 € G .. 
0 0 0 
This implies that 
G/7C = {1, r /7r j and that PI re has order 2 .. Hence 
'TC K: (1,G) =11:(1, p/Tl ), and it follows from 2"4.2 that rrK (1,G) r r 
has core K" and rank I -rr I • 
Q 
induction, the lemma. is true for all jo 
We note that 2.4.3 was first proved by Lippi (19) for the case 
of G cyclic and I( =" c:J • Our proof for 2o4o3 is based upon that of 
Lippi, except that we prove directly in 1.7o5 that a non-degenerate 
Baer subpla.ne of 1[; containing K: has rank / -rr rK / (Lippi proved 
' that a maximal proper non-degenerate subplane of 7t' is not finitely 
r 
generated and used a result of Baer (3 ) that Baer subplanes are 
maximal)o 
We now consider finite collineation groups G for which I G J is 
divisible by an odd number. 
Suppose that G is a finite collineation group of 
7r :fixing K elementwise such that I G / is divisible by an odd number> 1. 
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Let C be the set of odd order s'ubgroups of G and 'TC' = n 77"(1,P)o 
P6 C r 
Then 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
1[1 G = rt' ; 
if :x: (; 7C K: - yr;' ' r then /xG/ ~ 3 ; 
if Q is a G-invariant HF process for -rck , then 
r 
Q(x) E d for each x G tr 1 ; 
(d) 7r' is a free rank subplane of 7l having core Kand 
rank r', where 0 _:: r~r - 3 ; 
(e) if G' = G / then 1[ K' ( 1 , G) = 1L' ( 1 s G' ) and n:' ' r 
/GR ( = 2\ for some i ~ o .. 
Proof ~ (a) It suffices to show that :x: ~ff', o< ~ G and 
~ G- U P imply xo<.15 = :X:o<..o 
PG-C 
Because ~ hRs odd order, so has 
-1 -1 u o<'. {3 .X o Thus D( B ex:. e P • 
\- PG C 
Th . . 1· _/ -1 is imp ies x ""-~ °' = x, 
i o e o :x: v\ (3 = :x: o< , as required. 
(b) Suppose x ~ rrK - rl • Then there is a P ~ C of 
r ' 
odd order > 3 for IVhich t xP I > 1. 
Hence ( Y..P{ > 3, ancl / xG/ > /xPj ~ 3 .. 
By 2~ 1 .. 7(a), I xP / divides ( P !• 
(c) k It suffices to show that Q(x) S 1l ( 1,P) for each 
r 
P £ C and .each x G '!CK ( 1,P).. Let u E- Q(x). 
r 
By 2o1o7(c), I uP / 
divides / xP (, because P has odd order. Because \ xP / = 1, we have 
\ uP l = 1. Hence u E '\:K ( 1,P). Thus Q(x) :S- 7tr" ( 1,P), as 
requiredo 
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(d) rr' is a subplane of T{,:: , because the intersection 
r 
of any set of subplanes is a subplane. Since K is fixed elementwise 
by G, K'G (l:IC (1,P) for each P ~Co 
!' 
Thus Kf. re' and rr' has 
core k: o By 1o7~1 7 TC' has free rank. It remains to show that 
its rank r 1 satisfies 0 ::_ rv f; r - 3o 
Let Q be a G-invariant HF process for rcl< from K., T'.a.e 
r 
extension process S = 1t' n Q is a HF process for re:' from k:. (by 1.50 7 ) .. 
By (c), s(x) = Q(x) for all x ~«'• Thus every S isolated (resp. S-HF) 
element is also Q-isolated (Q-HF)o Thus r 9 ~ r. Because i G J is 
I 
divisible by an odd prime, there is a non-trivial P 6 C (for example, 
a Sylow subgroup)e Since Q is P-invariant, there is at least one 
non-trivial P-orbit xP of Q-isolated and Q,-HF eJements (by 2o1e2(f))o 
Because I xP I divides / P(, we have I xP / > 3. Because 7t'""' G ==;c' 9 we 
have xPn~ = ~ o Hence there are at least thr~e Q-isolated or 
Q-BF elements which are not S-isolated or S-HFc Therefore r 11 :::, r - 3e 
(e) Because 1(; (1,G);; Jrrl'( (1~P) for each PG- c, we have 
It 
remains to show that / G' / = 2i for some i 2 Oo If DI( ~ G? then o( 
. 2j 
·has order 2Jm for some odd m and integer j ~ O., Thus ~ has odd ,_ 
j 2j 
order m and o(
2 
GP for soma PG C. Hence 7L' ~ 7l" (1,P) ~rrr"(1, o\. ), 
. r 
h . h . l" 
2 j f 11 v w ic imp ies x ex'. = :x: or a :x: <:- n::' o Therefore t>t!' {TL' has order 
dividing 2j, j.oe. oc( n' has order a power of two~ This is true for 
each °"" e Go Hence G9 = G J re' is a 2-group and IG 9 I = 2i for some 
i > Oo 
(by 1o7o1). 
satisfied. 
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Because G fixes ((' elementwise, ne have 
Hence re: K ( 1 , G) has core K. and free rank 
r 
It remains to show that either (1) or (2) is 
If I G / == 2j for any j > O, then ( 1) is satisfied. 
Thus we assume / G ( is divisible by an odd number > 1. We use the 
notation and results of 2e4•4• In particular, tr~ (1,G) =7rR(1,G')y 
where j G8 { = 2i for some i > Oo We consider three cases 
(i) I G' I = 1 ~ In this case rr"(1,G) = n'(1jG') =rr'., 
r 
By 2e4e4(d), (2) is satisfied. 
(ii) (Ge / > 1, '17' is degenerat~ : By 1 ~6.5 , n-' is a free 
plane and is finite, as it has rank~ r - 3 (by 204.4(a)). 
7(1 (1~G 1 ) is a proper subplane of 1r', it has rank r 1, where 
0 ::_ r
1 
,c_ r - 3 (by 1.6.5(d))o Thus (2) is satisfied. 
:Because 
(iii) J.£L > 1,_ _ 1t 1 is non-d~erate 1 By 2.4.4(a), 
Since I G' / = 21 , i / 0, n 9 ( 1 , G 1 ) has rank J -rz::. { 
and is non-degenerate, by 2&4o3o Because both rand r' are finite, 
Hence 
has rank j-zr~ [,and (i) is satisfied. 
This completes the proof of 2o4o1. 
We note that 2.4.1 is not a best possible result. For example, 
there are no free planes of rank one~ so 7r ( 1, G) does not have rank · 
r 
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one for any G., By an inspection of cases one can also show, for 
example; that -rt; 
3 
( 1 ~G) does not have rank 0 for any finite 
collineation group G of 1l 13" We show later that 2o4o1 is a best 
possible result for r\ :f. cp and r > 2, and that it is also very close 
to best possible when K" = f and r is sufficiently large. 
We next prove a lemma which is needed late!', when we characterize 
non-degenerate subplanes of iCK; which have finite rank and are 
r 
7rl( ( 1,G) for some finite collinetition group G fixing r( elementwise. 
r 
.Lem.!Jla 2 • 4 " 5.....!. Suppose G is a non-trivial finite collineation group 
of n:K. fixing IC elementwise and that ;cK.- ( 1 9G) has finite rank and r r 
is non-degenerate. If Q is a G-invariant IW pr·ocess for 7(r" , 
then Q(x) E. rrr" ( 1,G) for each x G-- TC~ ( 1 ,G)Q 
Proof : :By 2o4o3, / G I -=f 2j for any j > Oo Hence l G I is 
divisible by an odd number ) 1. We use tee notation of 2o4o4o 
If I G' / > 1 s then it follows from cases (ii) and (iii) of the proof 
of 2o4o1 that 11:K:. (1~G) is either degenerate or has infinite rar.i.k, 
r 
which is not so~ Hence I G' 
now follows from 2o4.4(c)o 
m 1 and 7LK ( 1,G} = re' o r The result 
.,..,.1' (1 .,G) for Our next theorem gives more information about '~ , r 
particular )G I o 
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Theorem 20402...J. Suppose that G is a finite collineaUon group of 
1(K 
r 
(a) 
(b) 
fixing I(" elementwi'.3e, and that rr. ~ ( 1, G) has rank 
r 
If I G I = 
If I G , ... 
2j, j > O, then r 
1 
= / n; / . 
8
1 
8
k P1 .. e e Pk , where pi is an odd prime > 1 and 
r-r "" 1 
k 
~ 
i=1 
t. P. • 
J. J. 
Proof : J3y 2o4o3 we need only prove (b) o We use the notation and 
results of 2o4•4o Because G is an odd order subgroup of itself, we 
have rr:" ( 1,G) = {('. 
r 
Let Q, be a G-invarian·~ HF process for 1LK: r 
from K:, and I and H be the sets of Q-isolated and Q~HF elements 
respectively. By 1.5. 7, the extension procei=;s S = re K ( 1,G) n Q is 
I' 
a HF process for ?r~ ( 1, G) from I(" o Let S have isolated elements I 8 
and HF elements H8 ~ Because Q(x) ~ re"' ( 1,G) for each x tE ilk: ( 1,G) r r 
(by 2o4o4( c)), S(x) = Q(x) for each x G. rr i ( 1 ~G) o Thus H8 S; H and 
I 5 f I 9 and , 
r - r 1 = ( 2 ! I I + I H ! ) - ( 2 j I 8 I + I H8 I ) 
••••..••• (i) 
(H-H )G = H - H and (I-I )G ~ I - I o . s s s s The sets I - I 8 and H - ~ 
may therefore be partitioned into G-orbits, each of cardinality / 1 and 
dividing I G ( (by 2o 1o7(a)) o Thus there exist non-negative inte~rs 
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k 
:£ t. P. 
1=1 J. 1 
o•••e•ee(ii)u 
The result now follows from (i) and (ii)o 
Corollary 2o4o7 (Linpi ( 19 l). : If D<.. is a collinea tion of Tr 
r 
having order p s, where p is a prime and s > 0, then 
(a) if p = 2, then nr( 1 11 t>Z) '"if 1l;\( 
. . - . 0 
. 
' 
(b) if p j 2, then 7Lr(1fo<) is a (possibly degenerate) free pl~ne 
of rank r
1
, where r
1 
=: r (mod ·p). 
We next give a necessary and sufficient condition for 
rr"(1,G) to have infinite rank (ioeo for (t)of 2o4o1 to be satisfied.)o 
r 
Theorem 2 .. 4,,8 : Let G be a finite collineation group of 
fixing K. elementwise .. Then 7l r.: ( 1 , G) has infinite rank if, and r 
'-
only.if, there are infinitely many G-orbits of cardinality t\~og 
Proof ~ Let x = f x Err: ; I xG I= 2} 0 Assume first that x is 
infiniteo If i G / = 2j, some j > o, then ~·K (1,G) has infinite 
rank (by 2o4o3) o Thus we assume { G / is divisible by an odd number 
)1o We use the notation and results of 2o4o4o By 2o4o4(b), 
Thus rr:' is infinite and G 1 = G-f 
/ft! 
is non-trivial. By 
Since ?t"' is infinite but has 
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finite rank r' (by 2o4e4(d)), ·711 is non-degenerate (by 1.6.5(0))0 
Hence tt'(1,G')has infinite rank {71''/, by 2.4.3. Since 
1£1('( 1 , G) == rr' ( 1 , G' ) , 7t. k:. ( 1 , G) has infinite rank& 
r r 
Conversely, assume T{k; (1,G) has infinite renk. 
r Let Q be a 
G-invariant HF process for 7rlC from /(. 
r The extension process 
S = rf" ( 1,G) f\ Q is a HF process for rr_K:. ( 1,G) from k:. (by 1.,507) o r r 
Because n::- ( 1,G) has infinite rank, there are infinitely many S-isolated 
or S-HF elements •. Ey 2.1.7(d), either the Q-bearers of an xE:-7r~ (1,G) 
are also in re" ( 1,G), or they form a. G-orbi t of two elements 
r 
(because G = G). x Thus if :x: is S-isolated or S-HF, then either x is 
also Q-isolated or Q-BF, or x is Q-free and the Q-bearers of x form a 
G-orbit of two elementso There are infinitely many S-HF or 
S-isolated elements, but only finitely many Q-HF or Q-isolated elements. 
Thus there are infinitely many :x: G n"- ( 1,G) for which the Q-bearers 
r 
of .x. .f tiL'lll o. G--uL·bl t of two eleiatin ~s. Thus there are inrinitely many 
G-orbits of cardinality two. 
We note that 2.4.8 is not true for planes having infinite free 
ranko For example, define as the' ,configuration f a line f , three 
points x
1 
,x
2 
and x
3 
not incident with f , and a denumerable set of 
points {y 
1
,y 2 ~ o o o J, each. incident with J o Clearly f has rank ~ o 
Therefore F( f ) = 1l)..fr. 
0 
Let G =Lo<.), where o(. is the collinea.tion 
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of p defined 'by /._ r.X. = £ Q x
1
,,,Z = x( \ 
1 ' i+11modY 
Yj+1 <X = yj, for each j =· O(mod2)e By 1o4o4, G extends to a 
collinea tion group of order 6 of ft'I / for which F n ( f )G = F n ( f) 
'V 0 . 
for each n t;:-No Therefore F "" { F n ( f) J n ~ N] is a G-invariant HF 
process for ~){_., 
0 
Every element of 7C"d -f has one of :x:
1
, x
2 
or 
/Vo 
x
3 
in its F-socle., Since 3 = I :x:
1 
G ( "" [ x1,x2 ,x'3] 9 I :x:G / is 
divisible by 3 for each x. G- 7( /(
0 
- f (by 2 .. 1. 7(b) )o 
However, there are infinitely many points 
:x: incident with J for Y1hich / xG I= 2. Thus 2.4.8 is not true for 
finite collineation groups of ~. 
0 
We now consider the second of the questions mentioned in the 
introduction to this section. Firstly, we characterize non-degenerate 
· subplanes of ?LrK which have finite rank, core K , and are rt:;: ( 1 , G) 
for some G., 
' 
Theorem 2.,4.9 : Suppose 7l is a non-degenerate subplane of 7l~ r 
containing JC and having finite rank r
1
., Then TC= rr:K: (1,G) for . r 
some non-trivial finite collineation g.roup G of TC"" if, and only if, 
r 
both 0 .C: r ~ r - 3 and there is a BF process P for ff" from n: o 
- 1 - r 
Proof : Firstly, suppose 7r = 7t" ( 1, G) for some non-trivial r 
finite collineation ~roup G. Then G fixes K:' elementwise, since 
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Hence 0 ~ r ~ r - 3, by 2o4c1o 
- 1- Let Q be a G-invariant 
HF process for IT K from K" o 
r By 2.4.5, Q(x) :=re for each x~rt: ., 
We have Q = f\ ~ 7l o 
0 
Hence (i) and (ii) of 1.5.11 are satisfied 
(withf =77:)0 By 1., 5., 11 ( d), the extension process P = 7t:- U Q is 
a HF process for rcK from Jr' • Note that since -n::-G =7L and Q is 
r 
G-invariant, so is Po 
Conversely, assume that QL.. r L. r - 3 and that there is a HF 
- 1 "."'" 
process p for re" from 'll., 
r 
Choose a line 1 of 7C. By 1 .. 6.6, 
there is a HF :process Q for rrK from 71::' such that all Q-HF elements 
r 
are points with Q~bearer ,f, and there are no Q-isolated elements. 
Because K ~ 7( , thz.re is a HF process R for 7C from K with r 
1 
= r(R) 9 
Then R + Q is a HF process for TLK from K , and r = r(R+Q) = r(R) + r(Q) = r 
Thus r(Q) = r - r
1 
and there are k = r - r
1 
Q-HF points 
TCK- = F(Q, ). 
r 1 
Define a 
collineation group G of Q
1 
by xG = f x] for each x e: 7l: , and 
G I { 7 = sk, the synunetric group on k letters. By 1.4.4 ' G 
X1 'OOOt~ j 
extends to a finite collineation group of n;K" for which F (Q
1 
)G = F (Q
1
), r n n 
We now show that re" ( 1,G) = 1L o By definition, 7C S re-"' (1,G). r r 
Suppose there is an x E iT K ( 1,G) -Tr ., Because k = r - r
1 
~ 3, no 
r 
element of [ x 1 '" •• ,:x:k) is fixed by G. Thus x € tr" - Q10 The HF r 
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:process F == { F n (Q
1
) ; n €. N] is G-invariant and x has :x:i in its 
Since k > 3, there are distinct 
h,j E-[1,.o.,k], each distinct from io Because G ( f . --. -::: Sk' 
:x:1 , o .. o ,.xkJ 
there is an o<. ~ G such that 0 = .( :x:. ,:x:. ,x.. 1 is an c(._ -orbit. 
J_ J .K:. 
By 2o1o7(b), 
I 0 I = 3 divides { x<o<>{ o Hence I xG / Z J x<o<. >/ ~ 3 > 1, contradicting 
Thus no such x exists, and 'f[K ( 1, G) = 7( o 
r 
It follows from the proof of 2.4.9 that the HF process P for 
ftk: from -;rK ( 1,G) may be assumed G-invariant. 
r r 
We now use 2 .. 4.9 to show that 2.4.1 is the best possible result 
when K :p tf and r ~ 2; i.,e .. ·for each r
1 
satisfying (1) or (2) of 
2.4 .. 1, there is finite collineation group G of rr_K: such that . r 
-<¥ K ( 1 G) has ra.nk r and core IC • '~r ' 1 Suppose first that r satisfies 1 
By 2.3.2, there is a collineation group of 
'7l:
1
<::. having order r1 and fixing K elementwiseo 
r 
Since r ~ 2, this has 
a subgroup G of order 2j, some j > 0 (for example 7 the 2-Sylow subgroup) .. 
Suppose now that r
1 
satisfies (2), i.ee 0 ~ r 1 :S. r - 3u exists. 
Let 7L= 7CK 
r1 
• By 2.4.9, to show the existence of a finite G 
satisfying 7L = t[K ( 1,G), it suffices to find a HF process P for IT,;;; 
r r 
from '1l:. Define P 
0 
= 1l, P 
1 
= 7CU X, where X is a set of r - r 
1 
P-HF 
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lines with bearers in /'( :r and ·p n = F n-1 (P 1 ), n > 1. Then 
r(P) = r - r
1
o Let R be a HF process for 7C' from t:;: o Then 
r(R) = r ~ 
1 
R+P = P , 1.ttE = R and r(R+P) = r(R) + r(P) = r., Hence 
P = R+P = K: rr: , and P is the required HF process. 
r 
Thus 2o4o1 is the 
best possible result for K-f-: rf and. r ,2:: 2. 
Vie now consider subplanes of rrK: which have rank I TC"' " \ and r r 
co1~e K" and which are rrK ( 1,G) for some finite Go r No satisfactory 
characterization of these subplanes has been obtained. However, we do 
have 
Theorem 2.4~10 : For each r > 8, ,..,...,. has a non-degenerate Baer .,,,;) -,,1"1 
subplane which is not TC ( 1,G) for any finite collineation group of 
r 
71r (in particular, for any collineation of order 2). 
Before proving this theorem, we note that such a subplane has 
rank (-rc-r J , by 1 o 7. 5 Q 
Proof : Choose an almost-confined configuration o of 7f:' with 
I r 
vertex point a and bearer lines x and y. By 1 • 7 o 7 , there is a Baer 
subplane 'it of Tlr containing a and x, but not y., 
for some finite collinea tion group G of tr o 
r 
Let Q be a G-invariant 
HF process for 1rr from ~ o, Since a <2 Tl ( 1,G),, either the 
r 
Q-bearers of a form a G-orbit, or they are both in U ( 1,G) 
r 
(by 2.1o7(d), 
since G a G). 
a 
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By 1o7•9, ihe Q-bearers of a are x and Yo Thus 
Neither is possible, 
because x e 7r ' y 4- re 0 This contradiction implies /r-"~7t'(1,G) for 
r 
any finite collineation group G of 'Tlr• 
The above theorem is proved only for free planes 9 because the Baer 
subplane constructed in the proof of 1o7•7 does not necessarily contain 
K" when K'f ~ o However, it is possible to show that for 1' -::p ~ , 
r > 1 and certain a, x and y, iC 7Lr has a Baer subplane containing Jc- , 
a and x, but not y (see note after f.7$8). 
extend the above theorem to provided r ;:;: 1, 
Hence~ it is possible to 
TCK has a Baer subplane 
r 
Tr having core I(" cuch that tr t rr" ( 1,G) for any finite G. r 
not prove this, because the above theorem suffices to provide an 
example of such a subplane. 
Finally, we consider degenerate subplanes of rr" which are 
r 
We do 
rr" ( 1,G) for some finite collineation group G fixing IC elementwise. 
r 
Note that since I'( is fixed elementwise, we have K" ;;;;. 
If I\ 1- <f , then K contains a four point and thus cannot be 
contained in a degenerate plane. We therefore assume K' = cf o 
If D( is a collineation of a finite non-degenerate plane Tl, then 
7r ( 1, e><') contains equally many points and lines, even though 7r ( 1, c<) 
may be degenerate (see ( 4, theorem 4e1e2)). This is not true if 
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is a coll inea tion of n and IC ( 1 , o< ) is deB'enera te. 
r r This was 
first observed by Lippi ( 19), who gave an example of a collineation 
of n-
9 
with two fixed lines and one fixed point. In fact, there is 
not much relationship between the numbers of fixed lines and fixed 
points of o< , provided 7r' ( 1f0( ) is degenerate and r sufficiently 
r 
large. This is shown by 
1Q.eorem 2o4o11 : If m and n are integers for which m z 3, n ~ 3 
and r ~ m + n + 7, then there is a collinea tion o<. of 'TC with m 
r 
fixed points and n fixed lineso 
Proof : Define a_ co~iguration p to 
have points u
1
,o ... ,um and w1,a ... ,wt' lines v1, ••• ,vn and incidence.s 
Let t ·= r - m - n - 1. 
Define a collinea tion o< of \ as fallows : 
lines v ,ooo,v are fixed by o<. o 
1 n If t is odd, define wio< = wi+(i mod t)' 
1 'f. i ::; to If t is even~ let t == t
1 
,:t- t
2
, where t
1 
and t
2 
are odd and 
t
1
, t 2 > 3. Such a t 1 and t 2 exist, because t = r - m - n - 1 2 60 
Define wi o<. = wi+(i mod t1)'1 ~ i ::_ t1, and wt1+i ~ = wt1+1+(i mod t2)~ 
Thus if \V = { w 1 , o • o , wt J , then J w .:::: o< > j is odd and > 2 
for each w ~ \Va 
By 1.4. 4 , ()( extends uniquely to a collinea tion of F( p ) = 7Tr 
for which F = [ F n ( f ) ; n r;. N j is an --c.X -invariant HF process. 
If U = { u
1
, o o o ,um) and V = [ v 1,. o o ,v n) , then every element :x: of 
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T[ - U U V has a w G W in its F-socle. 
r Since I W<ti.'. '.> I is odd, 
lw<ol> I divides lx<,,(>J (by 2.1.7(b)), and hence 
Thus :x: .f.. Jr ( 1,u) for all x 6 rt: - - U V Vo 
r r 
Hence 7( ( 1, o() = UV V, ioe. it contains m points and n lines., 
r 
From the above theorem and its proof, it follows that for each 
1j't' has a degenerate subplane of rank r 
By a similar method, one can 
show that for any r ~ 11 and r
1 
satisfying 2 ~ r
1 
:;;; r - 3, TC r 
has such a subplane. Thus 2e4o1 is almost a best possible result for 
free planes .. 
3.,5 Conjugacy classe.Jl 
In this section we study the conjugacy, within the full 
collinea tion group of 1(~ , of finite collineation groups of -nK 
r r 
fixing 1' elementwise o Unless state!l otherwise, "conjugacy" will 
mean 11 conjugacy within the full collineation group 11 o 
We first give some necessary conditions for the conjugacy of two 
such groups. Define two HF processes P and Q to be isomor•phic if 
P = Q and there is a collinea tion ~ of P for which P n ·y- = Q ' n 
An alternative definition is that Pm~ and, for each n e N, 
there is an isomorphism 1u i P ~ Q for which 'rn n n 
'\! m ~no If p is a configuration, G a collineation group of f' , 
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and X a set of integers, denote the subconfiguration { x ~ t° ; j xG / f;· x) 
of f by f (X,G)o For n fS N~ write p(fn],G) as p(n,G) 0 
If G and G' are conjugate finite collineation groups 
of 7(K fixing K elementwise, then 
r 
(2) 
(3) there exist isomorphic HF processes Q and Q' for 
which are G- and G'-invariant respectively. 
'it'K: from I(" 
r 
Proof ~ The map o-: G-?G' defined by 
<:r ( o< ) = ·ij-1 o< 1.f , o{ €- G, is a group isomorphism., Hence ( 1). 
Therefore rr;(x,G) Y :: 1l';(X,G') for each X" No Hence (2). 
Finally, if Q is a G-invariant HF process, then Q' ={Qny; n G NJ 
is a G9-invariant HF process isomorphic to Qo Hence (3)o 
We now give an example of two finite collineation groups G and G' 
of 'ft"'~4 for which (1) and (3) of 2o5o1 are satisfied, and 
7r'
34
(1,G) ~ 77)
4
(1,G 8 ), but G and G8 are not conjugate. From this 
example, it would seem that conditions which are both necessary and 
sufficient for conjugacy may be difficult to obtaino 
Define a HF process Q for 1T'
34 
by 
Q
0 
= ~-·aj b] , where a, b are Q-isolated lines, 
with Q-bearer a, and 19,oo.,30 are Q-HF points with 
Q-bearer b, 
Q = F 1 (Q~), n) 2o n n- 1 -
Define collinea tions o<. and !.)(. w of Q
1 
as follows : 
a= ao( = ao<', b = b<><. = bt>(. 1 , 
(j+i)tX' = j + 1 +(i mod 3), i = 1,2,3, j = 99 12,15,18, 
( 9-l·i) ex 1 = 9 + 1 + ( i mod 9 ) , i = 1 , o. • , 9 , 
(j+i)~' = j + 1 + (i mod 3), i = 1,2~3, j = 18,21,24,27. 
By 1. 4 o4 , ot and cX.. 1 extend uniquely to collinea tions of 7S
4 
for 
which Q is both ex - and oc1-invariant. Define G =<C.<><"> end 
G' = .(ol 1) o Because both D< and ex' 'have order 9, 2o5e1(1) is 
satisfied. Because Q is both G- and G'-invariant, 2&5.1(3) is 
satisfiedo For each x ~- ff
34 
-fa,b,aob}, we have i6 Q(x) for at 
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least one iE {1~u .. ,30] o By 2.1o7(c), l:i.GI divides jxG/ and 
I iG 9 I divides j xG' I o Since both I iGj, / iGc I > 1, both I xGI, (xG' l >1., 
Hence '7l34(1,G) = 7S4(1,G 1 ) = fa,b,aob] o Furthermore,_G/x and 
G'lx are conjugate as permutation groups of X, the set of Q-HF and 
Q-isolated elements. However, all these are not sufficient for the 
conjugacy of G and G1 ., Let Y = {1,3] o We show 'Tt)
4
(Y,G) f= 7l
34
(Y,G')., 
If :x: E rr34-{ a,b~a .. bJ' it follows from 2.1 .. ?(c) that l:x:G I= 3 if and 
only if I iG I = 3 for every i E- Q(x) n {1, 0. 0 ,3o] ' an.d that f .xG 1 , = 3 
if and only if I iG' I = 3 for every i ~ Q(x) n {1, 0 0. ,30 3 0 Hence 
7l34 (Y,G) is the subplane of '1l'34 
freely generated by 
[ a,b~i; 10 £. i,:::: 21}, and -n;
4
(Y,Gg) ={a, b9.a.b, 19, ••• , 
/, 
Thus ?L)
4
(Y,G) 'f:- 1£)
4
(Y,G'). By 2.5 .. 1(2), G 8.LJ.d_ G1 are not 
conjugate. 
It is not kn.o~nwhether (1 ), (2) and (3) of 2o5o1 are together 
sufficient for the conjugacy of G and Gv. 
·, 
We now work towards obtaining upper bou..~ds for the number of 
conjugacy classes of finite collineation groups of '1( K' which fix k; 
r 
elementwise. O\U' best results are for certain groups G for which 
1l K: ( 1 , G) is non-degenerate. 
r 
based on 
.Proposition 2o5.2 : Let G be 
fixing K elementwise. Suppose 
Our investigation of these groups is 
a finite collineation group of 7(r~ 
that 1t'" ( 1,G) has a non-degenerate 
l' 
subplane n
0 
for which there is a G-invariant HF process P for -rr.;'. 
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from 11
0
• Then, for any line ·j of '710 , there is a G-invariant HF 
process Q for 1r; from rr0 for which 
(a) there are no Q-isolated elements, and 
(b) all Q-HF elements are points with Q-bearer .f o 
Proof : :By 1.6~6 , there is a Q satisfying (a) and (b). We 
show that the Q. constructed in the proof of 1.6.6 is G-invariant, if 
P is. For this, we use 1•5c9(f). We use the notation of the 
proof of 1.6.,60 
We first show if P is G-invariant, then so is R. 
it suffices to show WRG =WR. Because VP is the set of P-isolated 
elements, we have VPG =VP (by 2.1.2(e)). It ~emains to prove that 
for each :x: e VP and at. e G, we have (:x:.x .A1) D<. = .:x: v( o (:x: °' ) >-.1 E- WR o 
Because :x: A1 e ·rro f; f(rK ( 1 ~G)' we have (x >-1) o< = x A 10 If x is 
a point (res~o line), then xii( is also,a point (line) of VP and 
s = x\ = (xo<)~.1 (respo t = :x:/\1 = (xf<').A.1). Hence 
(:x:IX') ~ = :x:,\1 = (x;\1)o(o This implies (:x:.x;\1)c<= (xp<..).,(:x: ~)o< = 
· (x()() o (x IX)~ E WR~ as required. 
Similarly, one uses 1.5.9(f) and the definitions of SjT and Q to 
show that s,T and Q are G-invariant. 
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Suppose that ·a is a finite collineation group 
of 1(K. fixing K elernentwise and Q is a (',-invariant HF process 
r 
for re" .. r Then the (uniq_ue) standard HF process similar to Q is 
also G-invariante 
Proof : By 2o1o2(f), RQ(xr.X.) .;. J1Q,(:x:) Vo<.£ G, :x: ~ rr; 0 
Thus the BF process Q 9 defined by Q9n .-.:: {:x: e 7(~ ; ,fQ(:x:) ~ n] is 
G-invariant. 
We are now able to prove three hice theorems about the finite 
coll:i.nea tion gro'.lpS Of rr; when Y(' :f:. f> o The first result is 
proved in ( 12 , ci.IB.p·ter XI) o 
Suppose K" 4 <j> and G is a finite collinea Uon group 
of 7(1\ fL11.:ing K" elementwise. 
r 
Then, for any line / of F( /\ ) , 
there is a set { x
1 
, ••• ,xr 3 of points incident with J and a G-invarian-1; 
HF process Q for 7(1\ given by 
r 
Q.
1 
= F( I( ) U {_ :x:
1
, o. o ,xr} , where :x:i is a Q-HF point with 
Q-·bearer { , 
Q. = F 1 ( Q1 ) , n > 1 o n n-
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Prc..Qf : Because G fixes K elementwise, G fixes F( K) 
Thus F( K ) is a non-degenerate elementwise (by 1o4o4)& 
subplane of rtK (1,G). 
r By 2.1.2(d), there is a. G-invariant HF 
process Q for ff;:::: from F( K) o 
r :By 2.5.2~ we may Qssume there are 
no Q-isola ted elements and that all Q-HF elements are points vri th 
Q-bearer ~ o We may also assume Q is standard (by 2.503). 
Q satisfies the requirements of the theorem (by 1o5•5)o 
Hence 
Theorem 2e5o.2 : If K =1- cf , then the number of conjugacy classes 
of finite collineation gi,oups of 7(~ which fix }'( elementwise and 
have order m is at most the number of conjugacy classes of subgroups 
of order mof Sr' the symmetric group of degree r. 
Proof i Choose a line ,{ of F( I(), and define a HF process P by 
P 
0 
= F( I( ) , P 
1 
= F( K") U X, where X is a set of r P-HF points with 
P-bearer J , and Pi = F i~i (P 1) \;Ii > 1 o Let G be any finite 
oollineation group of 1(K fixing K 'elementwise and having order m. . r 
Then there is a G-invariant HF process for 7(K from F( I\) as given in 
r 
There is an isomorphism 1f of Q
1 
onto P 
1 
fixing F( K ) 
elementwise~ this extends to an isomorphism of F(Q.1) 
onto F(P
1
) (ioeo to a collineation of TC~ ) for which Q11( =Pi 
Define G9 = Then P is G9-invariant. Thus 
the number of conjugacy classes of such G eQuals the number of 
conjugacy classes of finite collineation groups G' fixing K elementwisa, 
having order m, and for which P is G'-invariant. Thus, to prove the 
theorem, it suffices to show that for any two such G
1
1 and G
2
1 , the 
conjugacy of G1'/x and G28 lx with respect to a permutation 1/- of X 
Then 1f extends to a collineation of P 
1 
fixing F( K:) elementwise and 
satisfying G2 e( p = r:f} (G1 '/p ) 1f 0 
1 1 
Hence 11 by 1 o4o4, Y extends 
to a collineation of F(P 
1 
)_ = JL'rK'_ for which _G2 v = ir-
1 G
1
1 2f .. Thus 
G 
1 
~ and G 
2 
1 are co1ijuga te. 
The following theorem is also proved in ( 12, chapter XI)o 
Theorem 2.506 : If K j rf, then all maximal finite collinea tion 
groups of 1(i<: fixing K elementwise have order rl , and they are all 
r 
conjugate. 
' Proof : By 2o5e5~ we only need to prove that· any such group G has 
order rg • There is a G-invariant HF process Q for ·7(K: from F( K") as r 
given in 2o5e4" Define a finite collineation group ~ , ~ Go Of Q1 to f 4.... C:-( >' _-,~ 
G
0 
extends to a collineation of rrrK' fixing K" elementwise, having order 
r! t and for which G ~ G0 o By the maximality of G, we have G = G0 • 
Thus ( G I =I G0 / = rl • 
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By 2.501(2), it is meaningful to investigate the conjugacy 
classes of finite collineation groups G of rr'K:' for which nK (1,G) 
i• r 
has core K: and finite rank r 
1
, and is non-degenerate ( i o e. 7l ~' ( 1 , G) '.'.::' 
{(K)o From 2.4.9 and the note after its proof, we may also use 
r1 
2.5.2 to investigate the conjugacy of these groupse We prove 
Theorem 2.5.7 : Suppose G is a finite collineation group of 
for which tr K:' ( 1 ;G) :;:- 1C" o 
r r 1 
, , 
Then, for any line J of n:i\ (1,G), 
r 
there is a set [ x
1 
~ o •• ,x
1
.._r 3 of points incident with f and a 
1 
G-invariant HF process Q for ffi\ given by 
r 
Proof : By 2.4.9 and the note after 2o4o9~ there is a G-invariant HF 
process Q for n" from 1l" ( 1 ~G). 
r r 
The rank of Q is r-r1, since if 
, ,.,.,.,K ( ) ..-- ( ) R is a HF process for /lr 1,G from '' ~ we have r = r R+Q = 
r(R) +r(Q) ~ r1 + r(Q). By 2.5.2, we may assmne that all Q-HF elements 
are points with Q-bearer /(' and that there are no Q-isolated elements. 
l3y 2o5o3, we may assume Q is standard. Thus Q is the required HF 
process (by 1o5o5)o 
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_Tii.eorem 2.,508 : The number·of conjugacy classes of finite 
collineation g:roups G of T(K having order rn and for which 
r 
is at most the number of conjugacy classes of 
. subgroups of order m of Sr-r , the symmetric group of degree r - r; .. 
1 
Proof : Choose a line .P of '!(K and. define a HF process P by 
r1 
P = f[Jc , P = 'f(k.. u X where X is a set of r - r P-HF points with 
0 r 1 1 r 1 ' 1 
P-bearer .f. 1 , and Pi~ 1 = Fi_1(P1) °'\/ i/ 1o Let G be a collineation 
group of order m of n" for which 7[ k. ( 1,G) --:::. rrK" o Let 
r r r
1 
1L & 1(1' ( 1,G) -7 T{K be an isomorphism. There is a G--invariant HF 
I r r 1 
process Q as given in 2.50 7, with / = 1.' 2f -1 (note that the line ,f 
of 2 .. 5"' 7 may be a'!1y line of 7(: ( 1,G)). Thus y- extends to a.n 
isomorphism of Q
1 
onto P
1
o By 1. 4. 2 , it extends to isomorphism of 
(i.e., to a collineation of ref:: ) for which 
r 
Define G1 = -1 zt-· G 1f-o Then G' fixes rrK 
r1 
elementwise and P is G1-invariant. Thus the number of conjugacy 
classes of such groups G is at most the number of conjugacy classes 
of collineation gToups Gs having order m, fixing 'Tl" elementwise and for 
r1 
which P is G'-invariant~ The proqf of the theorem is now completed in 
an identical manner to that of 205.5, with 11 7fc 11 replacing "F( I'( ) "., 
r1 
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_Theorem 2 o 5 .,2 All finite collineation groups G of IC rr' ' r 
" " maximal with respect to the property ft'_ ( 1 ~G) := 1Y , have order r r 1 
(r-r 1 )~ 5 and they are all conjugate. 
Proof By 2.508, we only need to show that any such gToup G has 
order (r-r 
1
) ! . There is a G-invariant HF process Q as given in 2.5.7. 
Define a finite collinea tion group G
0 
of Q
1 
to ~ix ~K ( 1 , G) element-
wise and satisfy G/ -:::s o/r - r-r 
\. :x:1 ' .. e. ,xr-r ~ 1 
0 By 
G0 extends to a collineation group of 71.i' fixing -rr" (1~G) r 1' 
elementwise, having order (:r-r 
1
) ! :; and for which GS G0 .. We have 
Hence 1Y ~ ( 1 , G) = rr K ( 1 , G
0
) • 
r r 
By the maximality of G, G ~ G0 o 
We now consider conjugacy classes of finite collineation groups 
of 7r for which 7f (1,G) is either degenerate or has irrfinite rank; 
r r 
ioeo those groups for which we cannot apply 2e5o2• We obtain an 
upper bound for the number of conjugacy classes'of these groups~ 
It is evident from our methods that this is far from being a least 
upper bound. 
Suppose k is a non-negative integer. A HF process P is 
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k-ste.nr1A.rg_ if P is si;andn.rd, all P-HF elements have P-length ~ k 7 
and P
0 
b.8.s only P-isolate~ elements. The last condition ensures 
that P is similar to a HF process from f, i.e. that P is a f1•ee 
plane. If Q is a~'J.Y HF process for ?(r from )25 , then the standard 
HF process similar to Q is k-standard, for some k. If P is a 
k-standard HF process and Q is any HF process isomorphic to P~ then 
Q is k-standard. Furthermore, if P has t isolated elements, then 
so has Q. Thus isomorphism is an SQUivalence relation on 
k-standard HF processes for ?( with t isolated elements. 
r 
Denote 
the number of isomorphism classes of such HF processes by f (k,t). r 
Let Ck be the set of finite collineation g~oups of ~ for 
which there exists a k-standard G-invariant HF p~ocess. 
and G' is conjugate to G, then G' e Ck (this follows ~rom 2.5.1 (3) )o 
Proposition 2.5~ : The number of conjugacy classes of 
collineation groups of 1r contained in Ck is at most r , 
[~] 
::z 
t=1 
d t f (k,t), where d t is the number of subgroups of S t' r- r r- r-
the symmetric group of degree r --to · 
Proof : For 1 f. t ~ [~], choose a set ~ (k,t) of representatives r 
from the isomorphism classes of k-standard HF processes for 1r with 
r 
t isolated elements. Then I£' (k,t) I = f (k,t). r r 
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Suppose Q; G:: E. (k~ t) o 
r Let ~
1 have isolated elements I' and 
HF elements H'o Let G0 pe a finite collineation group of -;rr for 
which Q' is G~-invariant. Hence the 
number of such groups Gi is at most d\H'l) I'I = dr-t • 
Then there is a k-standard G-invariant HF process 
Q for ~ o r Suppose Q has t isolated elements. Then there is a 
Q'~, E'r(k,t) which is isomorphic to Q and a collineation y..- of 7(r 
for which Q 9 n = Qn 1t, \f n E No Define G8 = Then Q1 is 
G'-invariant. Thus, for each G~ Ck' there is a G1 b= Ck which is 
' conjugate to G and for which Q' is G 1 -invariant~ for some 
[~] 
Q'~ l.) f: (k,t)~ Hence the number of conjugacy classes of 
t=1 r 
GJ 
collineation groups contained in Ck is at most ~1 d:r-t {~r(k,t){ , 1"" 
which equals 
[~J 
z. d ' f (k, t) 0 
r-li r i=1 
\ 
From the above proposition, we must find an integer k such 
r 
that, for any finite collineation group G of rC' ~ there is a :r 
_ k -standard G-invariant HF process~ 
r 
for f (k,t) when k > 1. 
r 
We first obtain an upper bound 
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Proposijiol}_2o5o11 : 
. k-1 fr(k,t)'~ (t+1)21'-2t+k(r-t)(r-2t) 2 ~ k) 1o 
Proof Suppose (hi )~,,. 1 j_s a sequence of integers for which 
k 
:z_ h. = r - 2to 
J. 
We fj_rst determine an 
i=1 
upper bound B for the number of isomorphism classes of k-standard HF 
processes with t isolated elements and h. HF elements of length i, 
J. 
i = 1,.e.,k. 
Let P be such a HF process and I P. I == n. , o -£. i.;. k - 1 • 
J. J. 
obtain an upper bound for n.o By 1.565, ,we have 
:i. 
We 
Pi= F/Pi_1) U [P-HF elements of length i], i = 1,2, ••• 
0 •• (i) 
From this and 1.4.3(0) , n . ..C. n~ 21 +h., i = 1, ••• ,k-10 J. - J.- J. Since P0 
has only P-isolated elements, n
0 
== t. We show by induction that 
i 21 
( t + 5 h.) ' i = 1,. u ,k-1. 
j==1 J \ 
n. <::. 
J. -
ue(ii) 
For i = 1, n <. n2 + h < (n +h )2 = (t+h
1
)
2
o 
1 - 0 1 - 0 1 
Suppose now that 
n. 1 < (t + J.- - for some i.> 2c Then 
Thus, by induction, (ii) is true. From (ii), we obtain 
•• (iii) 
We note that (iii) is also true for i = Oo 
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Vl e nov1 determine B. Let P0 have m isolated points and t - m 
isolated lines. There are t + 1 possibilities for m, so there are 
t + 1 isomorphism classes for the configuration P
0
o Define 
w = t + 1. 
0 
For each i > 1. we now determine an up-ner bound w. for 
- , _.l;' J. 
the number of possible isomorphism classes of P. ~ for a given isomornhism J., • ~ 
class of P. ~· Because w. is independent of the isomorphism class of 
J.- I J. 
oO 
P. 
1
, we may let B z: TI w. 0 
i- i=O 1 
Suppose i ~ 1 and the isomorphism 
class of P. 
1 
is given. 
J.-
hence the isomorphism class of P. is uniquely determined. 
J. 
Let w. = 1 
1 
for i > k .. Suppose now that 1 ~ i ~ ko It follows from (i) that 
the isomorphism class of P. depends upon the choice of bearers in 
1 
h. 
Pi-i for the hi HF elements of length i. There are at most I Pi_1 / 
1 
k-1 
ways of choosing the bearers. Because / P i-1 / ~ (r-t) 2 (from (iii)), 
2k-1 h. 
we let w. :: (r-t) · 1 , 1 ~ i <'.'.:: ko We therefore have 
J. 
k 
~ k ~-1 h k-1( )' 
-,I w. = (t+1) 7/(r-t) i=\t+1)(r-t) 2- r--2t, 
l. i=O i=1 
because 
.::::::. h 2 t 0 .:::.-- . = r -
i=1 1 
k 
The upper bound E is independent of the particular sequence (h1 ) • i=1 
Hence fr(k,t) 5. B.Vl, where W is the number of ways of choosing such a 
sequence. 
HF elements. 
We need to show W ~ 2r-2t+k. r If t = 2 , then there are no 
This implies h. = O, i = 1~o••,k and W = 1::;, 2k = 2r-2t+k. 
1 
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Suppose now that t<.. r/2o Le't T 1 
and. T 2 be the pov;er sets of 
{ 1, o •• ,k ) and {1, c ... ,r-2t J respectivelyc Let H be the set of 
under consideration. 
k 
sequences (h.) 
J. i=-1 
bycrfCh. )k J L' 1 i=1 
is one-to-one. 
required. 
= ({ i ; h. i of' r~ h. 
l. ) (1=1 J 
Hence W =- { H J ~ } T 
1 
J o I T2 J = 
Clearly 0--
2
k ,.,r-2t 
o<:: ' a.s 
We note that the inequalities used_in the proof of 2e5o11 are 
quite crude. One ca.n obtain a better upper bound for f (k,t) than r 
that of 2.5~11 by using more precise ineQualiti~s. However, the 
proof and the eventual upper bound obtained beco!lle so complicated tb.a:t 
it is not worthw:hile. 
We now work towards obtaining an integer k such that, for any 
r 
finite collineation group G of 'IT ~ a k -standard G-inva1•iant HF r r 
process exists. 
Suppose that G is a finite collineation group 
of 1( and that k is an integer with .the following property : for each 
r 
standard G-invariant HF process Q for ~ such that Q0 has only 
isolated eJements, and for each Q-HF point (resp. line) v of Q-length 
> k~ there is a point (line) fQ(v) of ~ such that 
(a) 
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(b) fQ(v) is not incident with the Q-bearer of v; 
Then there exists a k-standard G-invariant BF process for 1l o 
r 
Proof' : Let Q be a standard G-invariant HF process for Tr such 
r 
that Q0 has only isolated elementso Such a Q exists, as we may take 
it to be the standard HF process similar to a G-invariant HF process 
for 1L r from f o If there are no Q-HF elements of Q-length > k, 
then Q is k-standard there is nothing to prove. Suppose now that 
there is a Q-HF element v of Q-le1;gth > ko Let {' .:x
1 
so o. s c.< n1 be 
a set of co set :representatives for Gv in Go Lat V = vG = { vol i; 1_si~n} 
Define A i V -7' U by ( v t><.'. • ) ,A = fQ( v) o( •• 
l. J. 
For each i, we have stQ(fQ(v) o<.i) = stQ(f'Q,(v)) = fQ(fQ(v))~ k (by (a)), 
fQ.( v) o<.. is not a Q,-bearer of v ot. (by (b))., Thus we may define 
J. J. 
QV"" r(k,V,).~W), where W ={(v~i)o(fQ(v)o(i) 1.::..i.::_n] o By 1e5o9(c), 
Q' is a HF process for 1'(r satisfying Q0
8 = Q
0
o 
We now show that Q' is G-invariant. By 1.5.9(e), it suffices 
to show WG = Wo We show that x ~ W and v<. E G imply xo<.. e Wo 
Then vo(. .r:i... == VO(,, for some j. 
J. J 
Tb.us 
o(io(o(j-1 ~ Gvo By (c), this implies fQ(v)oti o<.D(j-1 = fQ(v) ; ioeo 
and 
fQ(v)~ 1 o( = fQ(v)o(jo Hence :x:c<= (vo<iv<}orQ(v)o<. 1«) = vo<jofQ(v)i:x:j e-Wo 
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Thus WG = W, and Qv is G-invariant. Let Q" be the standard HF 
process similar to Q1 o By 2o5o3, Q11 is also G-invarianto 
' 
Because JQ(v) > k and V = vG, all elements of V have Q-length 
> k (by 2 .. 1 .. 2(c) )o Thus 9 by 1ci5o10 .IQ' has fewer HF elements of 
length ) k than Q., Hence Q11 has fewer HF elements of length> k than 
Q. Because Q
0 
1 = Q,
0
, both Q,
0 
9 and Q
0
11 have only isolated elements. • 
If Q,11 has no HF elements of length)k, then it is k-standard, and 
there is nothing further to proveo If there are Q"-HF elements of 
length >k, then we repeat the above argument to obtain a standard 
G-invariant HF process Q,111 such that Q
0
111 has only isolated elements 
and Q11 '· has fewer HF elements of length > k than Q, 11 .. Because there 
are only finitely many Q,~HF elements of length > k 9 the req_uired HF 
process is obtained after finitely many stepso 
If P is any HF process, x E P and JZP(x) > 9, 
then P(x) contains a four-point and fo~-line. 
Proof : It suffices to prove the le:oma for the case I Cx) "" 9, p 
'I 
because if f. (x) ) 9, then P(x) has an element y of P-length 9, and 
p 
P(y) £ P(x)o We may assume that x is a line. There is a P-chain 
C = ~x0,x 1 9000,x9j for which Xi:U:i+1' and /p(x1 )=i,i = 0 1 19 ooGj8, 
We show that C contains a four-point and a four-line. 
line so 
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collinear. Similarly x
2
,x
4 
and x6 are not collinear and x0 ,x2,x6,x8 are 
not collinear. Hence there is a four-point con·tained in { x
0
,x2 , o •• ',Xg J . 
Similarly, { x1 ,x3
, o c. ,x
9
) contains a four-lineo 
Lemma 2. 5.14 : Suppose G is a collineation group of order 2j of a 
non-deg-enera te free plane 1T o For any G-invariant HF process Q for ' 
'?C, there is a four-point l ,::7f (1$G) for which each element of~ 
has Q,-length .C.. 9 + 6j o 
Proof : Wo proceed by induction on jo Suppose j = O. Then 
Choose an element x of Q-length 9o 11hen Q(x) contains 
a four-point ·~ (by 2.5013) o 
and l E 1'< ( 1 ~ G) (trivially). 
Each element of ~ has Q.-leng-th ..;: 9 
Assume that the lemma is true for j satisfying O~ j.c:( n and that 
G has order 2no n-1 Then G has a normal subgroup G' of order 2 .• Let~ 
be a coset representative for G' in Ge Then G :: G v v G w ~ o Let 
\ 
uv ::: 1r ( 1 , G 1 ) • If x €: 7f: 8 , then either .x t; f't:' ( 1 , G) or 
xG = { x,xfi'} S: ~ o Thus ·Jr9G = ·rr1 and G j ;rs .,, (1, f3' { 7l w3 , where 
~ f'l ) "",) 2 = 1 o Let Q be any G-invariant HF process for 1r o 
Then Q is also G'-invaria.nt. By the induction assumption~ there is 
a four-point "7' ~ n:w such that /Q,(x) ·~ 9 + 6(n-1) for each :x: ~ t 1 o 
We now consider two cases. In each, we obtain a four-point 
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( 1) There is an {x,y JC "l w for which { x~ ,yf2 ,x,y] i.s a 
four·-point : Let f = {xf' ,y(3 ,x,y) o Then f c 7_( 9 o By 1o7o2. 
[(]7(= [F _1c~ = F(f)o Because fQ(xf) = fQ(x)-f. 3 + 6n and 
RQ(y~) = JQ(y) .C 3 -.'- 6n, it follows from 1.7o3 that 
f Q(z) £. stf (z) + 3 + 6n \f ~ G F( f) ••• (i) 
Because 
has order two (by 1 .. 4.4)0 Let ( = {a, b, c,e} ,where 
Then 7 .S F( f) £ trv and 
each point of ·7 is fixed by f and has ~ - stage C:. 6. From (i) 
f. ,/z)<. 9 + 6n \'- z ~7 o Because G I 1t"v = {1, 0 /7l'•3 and C 
is fixed elementwise by(~ ~ we have l ~ ?t( 1,G)o 
(2) No such Z. x,y J c "( 1 exists s Either '7 a is fixed elementwise 
by ~ , in which case we let ~ = '7. v, or there is an { x,y,z ~ c ~ 1 
for which x,yf;.7r'(1,G) anc1 {x,y,z,zp] is a fom.• point. In this case 
{ x,y,z,zp j freely generates a subplane of 7l' (by 1.7.,2), and we 
let '[ = {d,x,y,fJ, where a= (xoy)o(z.zf ), b = (zox)o(yoz(3)~ 
C = (zoy).(XoZI? ), d = (zoz~ )o(boc), e = (aob)o(XoZ(3 )9 f = (z.z~ )o(9o0(3 ),, 
By the same argument as case (1), '{ satisfies our requirementso 
:By induction, the lemma is true for all j. 
We note that 2.5o14 is true with 11fo1.ll'-point" replaced by 11four-line 11 
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(by the dual argument and the duals of 1. 7. 2 and 1o7. 3 ) 0 
For each r ~ B, let jr = max [j j divides r!] 
a.lld k = 10 + 6 j • 
r r 
Proposition 2o5.15 g For any finite collineation group G of n-;.~ 
there exists a k -standard G-invariant HF process for 'Tl:' e 
r r 
Proof i By 2~5.12 9 it suffices to show that_,for any standard 
G-invariant HF process Q for "?'(" such that Q
0 
has only isolated 
r 
elements, and any Q-HF point (line) y of Q-length > k , there is a 
r 
point (line) fQ(v) satisf-~ing 2.5.12 (a),(b) and (c) (with k = kr)o 
We assume v is a ~cinto For the case v is a line, the dual of the 
following argumentj and the dual of 2o5o14, are used. 
We first show that Q( v )Gv = Q( v) and \ Gv j Q( v) J = 2\ for 
' -
some j ') Oo Choose any e;,(. ~ G o 
v 
By 2.1.2(b), Q(v)o.e = Q(vol) = Q(v)o 
Thus Q(v)G = Q(v). 
v 
s Let ex:.. have order 2 m, for some odd m and 
integer s ~ O. Then 2$ D( has order m. By 2o1o7(c), 
s 
\ x <oe 2 ) J divides \ v <o<' 28) I for each x G Q(v)o Because 
2
8 
( 2
8 
l v(<X > = 1, we have x o<.. = x V x €: Q( v) o Thus 
order a power of two, for each o< E G o v Thus G v [ Q( v) i-s a 2-group and 
has order 2j, for some j 2 Oo We note that j ~ j , since 2j divides 
r 
f Gv r and I G~ I divides r! (by 2.1 o3)o 
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Let 1( = [Q( v )j 7l • By 105.15, re' = li'(Q( v)) o Because 
r 
Q(v)G = Q(v) and v = 2j, some j 9 we ha.ve '7t' G = 7T and v 
f G { I = 2j (by 1.404). v rr By 1.5.15 , the extension process 
R = rr n Q is a standard HF process for -rt' for which 
Because rG r:.7( and Q is G -invariant, v v 
R is (G { )-invariant. 1r is non-degenerate, because 
v 7( 
fQ(v)') k >10, and thus Q(v) contains a four-point (by 2.5.13)0 By r :;.--
2o5o 14, there is a four-point ( S 1'[ ( 1,Gv/ « ) ~ each element of which 
has R-length ~ 9 + 6j $ 9 + 6jr < kro Because J Q(x) = f R(x) 
Vx. E- n:: , each element of 7.. has Q.-length < kro Because 
Since l contains 
3 non-collinear points' at least one poin·t of r is not incident with 
the Q-bearer of Vo Let this point be fQ(v). Then fQ(v) satisfies 
2o5o12(a), (b) and (c), with k = k o 
r 
Combining 2e5.10~ 2.5.11 and 2.5.15, we obtain 
Theorem 2.5016 : The number of conjugacy classes of finite 
collineation groups of 7f'_ is at most 
r 
~] k -1 ~ (t+1) dr-t2r-2t+kr (r-t)(r-2t) 2 r , where dr-t is the number of 
t:::1 
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From 2.5.5 e.nd 2.5.16~ it follows that for any r e.nd K for which 
'1fr.: exists, there a.re O?lY finitely many conjugacy classes of finite 
r 
collineation groups of 'T(tC fj.xing IC elementwise. 
r 
In conclusion, 
we note that, al though they occur in only finj.tely many conjugacy classes, 
there are infinitely many such groups, unless K" p. 'f and r = 1 (in 
which case the only such group is the identity, by 2.1.3)o To show this, 
it suffices to find an x € 7(1~ which has infinitely many distinct images 
r 
under finite order collineations of 1(1' fixing K: elementwise. The 
r 
existence of such an x follows from theorem 11 of (26) when either 
K 
and r > 2, or K" = rf and r ~ 9 (because in these cases 7f is 
r 
the free extension of rank one of 1l~1 - using the terminology of 
(26 ))o The only other possibility is K = ~ and r = 8. 7r'8 is 
freely generated by a four-point { x,y,z,u] o In (24 , section 3), a 
method is given for obtaining all four-points w~ich freely generate 1('8 0 
It is possible to show that, for fixed x,y and z, there are infinitely 
many possibilities for u. Since each such u is the image of x under a 
finite order collineation of ns' 713 has infinitely many distinct 
finite collineation groupso 
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CHAPTER 3 
POLARITIES 
A J2.0larit_y is a correlation of order two. Abbiw-Jackson ( 1) 
first showed that~ has polarities for each r > 8, and O'Gorman (22) 
showed that, for K 1 f j any polarity of K extends to a polarity of tt;; 
for each r 2: Oo In this chapter~ '''e obtain some properties of 
polarities of free rank planes which have either previously been 
obtained by other authors, or which follow immediately from their worke 
In 3o 1, we prove first that to each polarity ~ of 1t I<: there is a r 
HF process for T(~ canonically associated with o{. Vle then 
investigate the possible numbers of absolute points outside I\ that a 
polarity of f(~ may have. In 3.2~ we investigate the conju.gacy 
classes of :polarities of 7(1\ , within the full automorphism group of 
r 
Throughout this chapter, we assume that the empty configuration has 
a trivial polarity. 
\ 
3o1 ~bsolute Eoints of Polarities 
Suppose that ~ is a polarity of a configuration f and that 
x ee o If x Ix~~ then x is o<-absolute (or just absolute, if it is 
clear to which polarity we are referring)o If x t X°' ~ then x is 
non-o< -absolute (or just non-absolute) • We also say that o< has 
absolute or non- (){-absolute elements. Clearly, x is !?(-absolute if, 
and only if, X.o( is o<-absolute, and each o(-absolute element x is 
incident with exactly one 0(-absolute element, namely XO(o 
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If o< is a polarity of rrK , then there does not nec·essarily e:x::ist 
r 
a HF process Q for tr" from/( such that each configuration of Q is 
r 
invariant under 0(. If such a HF process existed, and x were an 
o( -absolute point outside K.~ then x and :x:o< would have equal non-zero 
' Q-stage and be incident, contradicting the definition of a HF proces~. 
Al though such an 11 o( -invariant" HF process Q does not always exist, we 
do have 
ProRosition 3.1.1 : _ For each JlOlari ty ex: _of rrK there exists an 
r 
I\ integer m > 0 and a HF process Q for rr: satisfying 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Q = K ; 
0 
r 
n:I\ = F(Q ) and Q o( = Q \f n ).. 2m 
r 2m n n -
If m >-O, then there is a sequence a 1pooe'am of 
Q2n-1 = Q2n-2 U [ anJ 9 Q2n = Q2n~1 V fan o(] ' 
points for which 
. s 
(d) All Q-isolated and Q-EF points are contained in Q2m. 
Proof g We first define a subconf igura tion f' of TlrK for which 
K ~ p , f - /< is finite, Tt'; = F.( p) and f' °' = f o Let P be a 
HF process for rr'IC 
r 
from f\ , and let X be the set of P-isolated and 
\ 
P-HF·e1ements. Define p = K' U( U P(x) ) .. 
x G X UXo< 
Because .X is 
finite and all P-socles are finite (by 1o5.1(b)), 
Because X ~ p, we have from 1.,5.,12 that i(K 
r 
P(x) f: f v x E- p 0 
p - K' is finite • 
• 
= P = F( p) and 
It remains to show that po<= p o Because Kc.-<.= K' (by 106.2), 
it suffices to show that ( p - /\ ) d. f; f o Suppose, on the contrary, that 
there is an :x: 6 f' - K" for which x o< <f p • Let stp (:xo<.) be maximal with 
respect to these properties. Because X \) X d. 5 p , :x f XU Xo<. 
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Hence x is P-free with two P-bearers u and v 9 which are both in ~ 
(by (*))o Also, x6P(y) for some y€-X UXo:, and hence x is in 
a P-chain of Y• Therefore x is incident with some w E: P(y) of 
higher P-stage than x. Thus x is incident with at least three 
elements u, v and w of po Thus Xo( is with uo<, Vo( and wo<, a.t 
least one of which, say u o<, is of higher P-stage than :X:o(. Either 
u o( q:. f ~ contradicting the maximality of s'lp (:x: ot..) s or u o< t:;-p, 
implying x o( E P( u o< ) ~ p (by ( *)) and. thus contradicting x o< <f p e 
In either case, we obtain a contradiction. Hence fol "" f. 
We now define m and Q. Let p - K have m points. Since fo<. = p 
and f\rJ.. =}'\_,we have ( f- t\)o<= ~-K., Hence p-K has m lines. 
For n:;; 2m9 define Qn = Fn-2m( p)o Suppose m >0• Then there is an 
element :x: of p - r\- of maximal P-stage and x is iflcident "1i th at most 
two elements of p - t\ o Hence x o( is also incident with at most two 
elements of f - }\ o 
define a = XO\ o m 
If ::x: is a point, define a "" x. 
m 
If :x: is a lines 
Continuing in this way, we define a~1 , Q2m-3' Q2m-4' ~o•' a 1,Q1,Q0 • 
We have Q0 = }\ , since p - K" has m points. Hence Q satisfies (a)., 
Q clearly satisfies (c)o Because rrr"= F(f) ""F(Q2m) and 
Q o<. = F 2 ( o)o<. = F 2 ( p) = Q (using 1.4o4 ), Q satisfies (b). n n- m \ n- m ""n 
Q satisfies (d), since all elements of Q-stage). 2m are Q-free., 
We note that the configuration f obtained in the proof of 3.,1.1 
is, in the terminology of (22), an "openly finite self-polar (under 0( ) 
free generating co1'lfiguration11 o The existence of such configurations 
when K = ~ was first proved by Abbiw-Jackson ( 1 ) ., For K 'f </ , their 
existence was shown by O'Gorman ( 22 ) o The investigation by all 
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previous authors of the polarities of free rank planes has been based 
upon the existence of such configurations. 
If o< is a polarity of try;:_ and Q, is a HF process satisfying (a), 
r 
(b), (c) and (d) of 3.1.1, then Q, is an o(-canonical HF process for 
K; Tt' 0 K Vie show by example that .an. O{ -canonical HF process for rr: 
r r 
is not uniquely determined by o( o Defi11e the configuration p to equal 
(a1,a2,a3'b1,b2,b33, where ai is a 
point and ~i is a line, i = 1 1 2~3 1 and 
Clearly F( p ) = tc.;
0
o 
Define a polarity of p by a. D( = b., 
1 1 
i = 1,2,3." 
o<. extends uniquely to a polarity of F( p ) = 'lt1o" 
Define two HF procest'les P and Q a.s follows ~ 
Po= 4'' P2i-1 = P2i-2 uf ai], P2i = P2i~1 U[bi1' i = 1, 2 ,3, 
and P. = F. 6 (P.), i > 6; l. i- 1 
Qo ... 4, Q,1 = {"b2°b3 ~' Q2 = Q1 u,~a2°a3 3' 
Q2i-1 = Q2i-2 v f ai J' Q2i = Q,2i-1 v {bi] ' i = 2 ,3,4, and 
Qi = Fi-8(Q8), i > 8., 
Then P and Q. are distinct o{-canonical HF processes for ~o· 
Lemma 3o1o2 : If o( is a polarity of the free plane 1r:' , then there r 
exists an o(-canonical HF process Q for which there is at least one 
non- o!.,-absolute Q-isolated point. 
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Proof : By 3.1 .. 1 s an oc. -canonical HF process Q for Kr exists. 
Suppose there are no non-f.)(-absolute Q-isolated points. Since Q,
0 
= cJ , 
' there is at least one ()(..-absolute Q-isolated point. If there are two 
such points a a.nd b, then we redefine Qj making (aeb)o:' and a.b 
Q-isolated, and a~b,ao<.,be( Q-HF with Q-bearers a.band (a.b) D< ., Ii' 
there is only one o(-absolute Q-isol_ated point a, then Q
2 
== .[a,acx:] 
and Q
4 
= Q.
2 
u f b, bo<.] , where b and b ex. are Q-HF with bearers a D( and a 
respectively~ We redefine Q, letting Q
2 
= [b,bo<} and Q
4 
=[a, a.c< l UQ.2 o 
Thus redefined 7 Q. has b ~s a non-o<-absolute isolated point .. 
Lemma .3., 1-!l If ex. is a polarity of 71TK and Q is an o<. -canonical 
HF process for tr
1
'; , then all o(-absolute points outside K are either 
Q-HF or Q-isolated4 
Proof : Suppor:,e a. is an o<.-absolute point outside K • Since no 
two elements of equc;l non-zero Q-stage are incident, we have 
By (b) and (c) of 301.1, there is an n L: 0 for .-
which stQ,(a) = 2n + 1 and stQ(ao<) = 2n + 2. 
Then its Q-bear,ers x and y have Q-stage :;;; 2n. 
Suppose a is Q-freeo 
Thus stQ (:x: o< ) :=-; 2n and 
stQ(Yo<.) ~ 2ns because Q2no<: = Q2no This implies aex' is incident wi-~h 
three elements of lower Q-stage, namely Xot, yo<. and a. This 
contradicts the definition of a HF process. Hence a is either Q-HF or 
Q-isolatedo 
t( 
Since any 0( -canonical HF process for ~ has at most r isolated 
or HF elements, it follows from 3.1.3 that any polarity of '!ft\ has at 
most r absolute points outside K. The main result of this section, 
which we now prove, specifies more closely the possible number of 
I\ 
absolute points outside K that a polarity of TL may have. It was 
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first proved by Abbiw-Jackson ( 1) for free planes and was extended 
to the case K -:fr f by O 0Gorman (22 ) • 
Theorem 3.1.4. : If()(. is a polarity of ~ with j absolute points 
outside /'\ , then 
(a) j :=:::- r(mod 2) 
(b) 0 ~ j ~ r 
( c) if K" == f j then j 6 r - 6. 
Unless j = o, r = 8 and /<\. = ~ 7 there exists, for each polarity o<. of }\ 
and for each j satisfying (a), (b) and (c), an extension of o( to tr:K 
r 
with j absolute points outside l\o 
Proof : 
n = 1 number 
n = 2 number 
i = number 
h = number 
Let Q be an 0( -canonical HF process for rrK and let 
r 
of oo;. -absolute, Q-isolated points, 
of d. ·-absolute, Q-HF points, 
of non., r).-absolute, Q-isolated points, 
of non-o<.-absolute, Q.-HF points. 
By 3e1.1, there is an integer m such that all Q-HF and Q-isolated 
points are contained in Q2m, and, if m-?' 0, :then Q2n-1 = Q2n-2 U z an~, 
Q2n = Q2n_1 ufan~J, 1 ::_ n ~ m, where a 1 ,e•c~am is a sequence of 
points. Hence Q
2 
o( = Q
2 
for 1 .c:. n L m. It follows that a line x o<. 
n n - -
is Q-isolated if, and only if j :x: is a Q-isolated non-0(-absolute point, 
and that a line x~ is Q-HF if, and only if, x is either Q-isolated 
and 0\-absolute or Q,-HF and non-o< -absolute. Thus there are i 
Q-isolated lines and n1 + h Q.-HF lines. Altogether, there are n1 + 2i 
Q-isolated elements and n1 + n2 + 2h Q-HF elements. Hence r c 3n1 + n2 + 
We therefore have r = j + 2(n1+2i+h). 4i + 2ho By 3.1.3, j = n1 + n2• 
Thus r = j (mod 2) and 0 :;S_ j ~ r. It remains to show (c). Suppose 
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To show j ~ r - 6, we ·need to show n
1 
+ 2i -r h 2: 3., By 
3.,1 o2, we may assume i ~ 1. It is easily verified that if i = 1~ 
n
1
= 0 and h = o, then Q is degenerate, contradicting Q = ~· 
Therefore n
1 
+ 2i + h ;?3 9 and (c) is proved.· 
The second part of the theorem is proved by giving exampleso 
Let o( be arry polarity of K and assume j satisfies (a), (b) and (c) 
and we do not have r = 8, j = 0 and Kc cj>o We first define a 
configuration f containing K: and freely gerierati1'lg rtrK" o We 
consider two cases. 
(1) ~: Let t = r-j-6 + 2. 2 Let f' have points xi and lines 
yi' i =. 1,u.,j+t, with the following incidences i x
1 
I yi and 
y 1 I x i , 2 _:= i == j + t - 1 , xi I y i, 2 ~ i ~ 1 + j ~ xt+ j I y 2 , 
y t+j I x2o It is quickly verified that F( p) = ~ (using 1.6 .. 3 
and 1°6.4 ) c 
( 2) i-C- 1 ~- g Let t = r;i . Choose a non-oi::-absolute line ( 
of' f\ " 
i = 
Define p to consist of K together with points xi and lines 
1 , 2,. "° , j+t, where x. I R ~ y. I Rd.. f i = 1 ~ 2, ••• , j+t, and 
1 J. 
i = 1 , 2, ••• , j. Then F( f ) = IT: . 
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In both cases ( 1) and ( 2); we e:x:·t;end 0\ from f\ to p by 
defining x. o<. = y. s i = 1, o •• ,j+t. 
J. J. 
By 1 o4o4 o( extends to a 
polarity of F( f ) 
7rK as follows t r 
= 1t'I( .. 
r 
Define an o< -canonical HF process Q for 
Qo = I( ' Q2i-1 = Q2i-2 v [ xij' Q2i = Q2i-1 u f Y i1' 1 = 1'° 0 .,j+t~ 
Qn=Fn--2(j+t) (Q2(j+t))7 n> 2(j+t) o The c<-absolute points not in t\" are 
either Q-HF or Q-isolated (by 3.1.3) and are therefore contained in 
%.i+t) .'which eq_uaJs p o There are j absolute points in p- k (namely 
x
1 
t" oc ~.x:j if K 4- o/ j or x 2 , • ., o sXi+j if f\ = cp ) o Hence o<. has j 
absolute points outside K , as required. 
We note that if, in the second part of 3o1c4s we allowed the 
possibility of j = o, r = 8 and 1' = <j , then the configuration p 
defined in the above proof would be such that F( {') is degenerate and 
not equal to rr8 o This exceptional case is cons:i.dered more fully in the 
next section., 
J,g2 Conjugq~y Classes of Polaritie...§. 
I 
Two polarities oi.. and ex= · of a conf igu:ra tion p are corri_uga te if 
there is an automorphism 'i)" of f' for which o'-e = c;;;-1<X 5;' o We say that 
-1 
· ~ and D( ~ are conjugate ,YVi th respect to ~ o If et 1· = S o< S , then 
Therefore, if S is a 
I 
correlation, then o<. and o( are also conjugate with respect to the 
collinea tion o<. ~ • Thus we need only consider conjugacy with respect to 
a collineation. 
Suppose oi.. and o< 
1 
are polarities of rr; and 1f is a collinea tion of 
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rrg 
r 
' for which IX = -1 . ~ o<'lfo If {~1 ,o..~Xj ]is the set of 
; 
~-absolute points outside K , then the set; of o< -absolute points 
outside /\ 
polarities 
is [ x 1 y , o o .. ,:x:j 7f ], since Ky = K o Thus conjugate 
of rrK have the same number of absolute points outside 
r 
Hence, for a given j, conjugacy is an equivalence relation on tlie 
I:\ • 
polarities of fr:K with j absolute points outside K .. 
r Its equivalence 
classes are called conjugacy classes. 
The problem of determining conjugacy classes of polarities of free 
planes was first considered by Abbiw-Jackson ( 1 ) .. He solved the 
problem completely for the case of rank 8. Glock ( 8 ) extended this 
work by determining the number of conjugacy classes of polarities of rr r 
with j absolute points, for each r ~ 8 and j satisfying 0 == j ~ r - 6 
and j ::: r (mod 2)o These results, and similar ones for Kr <j> '· are 
obtained in this sectiono We also give a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the conjugacy of two polarities of n:-" having no absolute 
r 
points outside I\ • 
The following useful sufficient condition for the conju.:,O"a,cy of two 
polarities of 11:1\ is based upon theorem 4o 1 of ( 1) o 
r 
Lemm9:.._~2 .. 1 
v 
1 
Suppose o< and o<. 
and p are subconfigurationsof 
I I 
for which f o< = f and p o< = f • 
are polarities of rrrK and f 
which freely generate 71K and 
r 
If there is an isomorphism 
lf : f--7 f 1 for which i 1 ( ot J p ) 1/-' = 
conjugate. 
i 
then o< and o< are 
Proof s By 1.4.2, the isomorphism 1f of p onto p extends uniquely 
i K 
to an isomorphism of F(p) onto F( p )~ i.e. to a collineation of ttr o 
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By assumption, ( tj:1y)/ ~ "'o< .. , 1 o 
I p 
uniquely to a polarity of F( p ) = 1r'K 
. r 
Since any polarity of p extends 
. -1 I 
(by 1 .. 4.4)!i we have 'f'o'.1J-=o<.. o 
We now consider conjugacy classes of polarities of rr"' which have 
r 
no absolute points outside i'\ o To·determine these conjugacy classes 
we show that~ for each such polarity o( , there is an C>( -canonical HF 
process satisfying certain conditionsc This is done in 3.2.3 for the 
case f\:f 1 and in 3.2.4 for K-:::-rJ • For the proof of these, we need 
the methods of obtaini11g a new o<-canonical IIF process from a given one 
provided in 
S•..tppose ()( is a polarity of re"' and P is an 
r 
1-o<. -canonical HF p.r·1Jcess for TT ' • r 
(a) If x is a nor..--CK-absolute P-HF point with P-bearer u, and a is a 
point of lower P-stage than x for which a t u, then there is an 
o<-canonical HF process Q for which x is Q-free with Q-bearers u and 
x.a, (a.x) 0( is Q-HF with Q-bearer :x: c< 9 and the P- and Q-bearers of e.11 
other points of rt: J( coincide .. r 
(b) If x is a non-K-absolute P-isolated point and a is a point of 
lower P-stage than x, then there is an c< -canonical HF process Q for 
which x is Q-HF with ~-bearer a.x, (a ox) 0( is Q-HF with Q-bearer ae><, and 
the P- and Q-bearers of all other points of rrK coincidee 
r 
Proof s Suppose P 
0 
= K and m is an integer for which trr" = F(P 2m) ~ 
all P-isolated and P-HF points are contained in P2 , and P 1 = m 2n~ 
P = P V >a o<] for 1 _L n _L mo 2n 2n-1 1' n ' 
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(a) Because :x: is P-HF with P-bearer u and is non~o<-absolute, x 0( is 
P-HF with P-bearer UO'- s and both x, x 0( G P o Suppose x and x o< 
. 2m 
have P-stages 2k + 1 and 2k + 2 respectively. Define Q by 
Q. = 
J. P.' J. 0 ~ i :f 2k J 
P 2k U {<a e X) o( J , i = 2k -l- 1 I 
pi-2 uf (aox) ex.? aox] i ~ 2k + 2. 
It is easily verified that Q is an o<-canonical HF process satisfying 
the given conditionso 
(b) Because x is P-isolated and non- o<-absclute~ xc<. is also 
P-isolated, and both x~ xc-1, € P 
2
mo 
2k + 1 and 2k + 2 respectively. 
Suppose :x: and x o<. have P-stages 
Define Q as in part (a). Again 
it is easily verified that Q satisfies the requirements of the lernmao 
We denote the HF process defined in the proof of parts (a) and (b) 
of 3 .. 2.2 by ,6
1 
(P,x,a) and ~(P,x,a) respeetively. Thus b..
1 
(P,x,a) 
and '1 2(P,x,a) satisfy (a) and (b) respectively of 3.2.2. 
Lemma ~ g '"'" Suppose K" -f 1 and c< is a polarity of 11..r with no 
absolute points outside I\ • Then, for ar.y line J of I\ , there is an 
cl-canonical HF process Q for which 
(a) there are no Q-isolated points; 
(b) all Q-HF points have Q-bearer ,,f 
(c) ~/\. is the free completion of I\ u[Q.-'JIF elements] o 
Proof : Let P be an o(. -canonical HF process for rr i\ • r We first 
obtain an o<-canonical HF process R having no isolated points. If 
there are no P-isolated points, let R ~ P. Suppose now that x is a 
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P-isolated point. Then stp (1~) <:::. stp (:x:)e Let P( 1) =6
2
(P,x,fo:). 
It follows from 3.2.2 (b) that P( 1) has one less isolated point than P. 
Continuing in this way, we obtain the required HF process R after 
finitely many steps (as there are only finitely many P-isolated points). 
We next obtain an o(-canonical HF process S for which there are no 
S-isola ted points, and no S-RF points having an s-·oearer incident with 
.f o1.. If R satisfies these properties, let S = R. Suppose now that y 
is an R-HF point with R-bearer u, where u r.Jc<o There exists a point 
a€- K' for which a t u and a t _f. Define R( 1) === b, (R,ysa). From 
3.2.2 (a)~ R( 1) has no isolated points and has one less HF point, the 
bearer of which is incident with f~, than R. Continuing in this way, 
we obtain the required HF process S after finitely many steps~ 
We now obtain Q. If all S-HF points have J as S-bearer, let 
Q. "' s. Suppose now that z is an S-HF point with S-bearer v, where 
v-f~. Since there are no S-HF points having S-bearer incident with 
let.' we have v 1- lo< 0 Define s< 1) = L\(s,z9 fd)a F-rnm 3.2.2 (a)1 
there are no s( 1)-isolated points and s( 1) has one less HF point, not 
having lrJ. as bearer, than S. After finitely many steps, we obtain an 
o{-canonical HF process Q satisfying (a) and (b)o The configuration 
f = K v{Q-HF elementsj generates T(~ 
it satisfies Q(x) ~ p for all x E- p • 
Thus re; = F(f) and (c) is satisfiedo 
(by 1o591(d)). 
Hence [f] I'\ 
rrr 
From (a) and (b), 
= F(f) (by 105.11) 
We now prove a similar type of result for the case I\= ~. For 
later use, we also allow the possibility of o( having one absolute pointg 
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Lew.ma~ If f>( is a polarity of rr with at most one absolute 
r 
point, then there is an c<.-canonical HF process Q for rr: satisfying 
r 
(a) There are exactly two Q-isolated, non-c<-absolute points 
a
1 
and a 2 • 
(b) All non- oc -absolute Q-HF points have Q-bearer a
1 
f><'. o 
(c) If there are no o< -absolute points, then 
f = { Q.-isola ted and Q-HF elements J freely generates ?C • 
r 
Proof ~ Let P be an d.. -canonical HF process for 7l o Then 
r 
P = <:/., and there is an integer m for which TC = F(P
2 
) , all 
0 r r m 
P-isolated and P-HF elements are contained in P2mj and P2n_1 = P2n_2 v{anl' 
p 2n = p 2n-1 u { an o( 3 ' 1 ~ n :;;S m. 
We first show that we may assume the existe~0e of at least two 
non- o{-absolute P-isolated elements. By 3.1.2~ we may assume a
1 
is 
non-(X-absolute. Suppose that a
1 
is the only non-o(-absolute P-isolated 
point. Let there be k non- ,)(-absolute P-HF points with P-bearer a
1 
~ o 
If k ~ 19 then we may assume that a 2, ••• ,~1 have this property. If 
k Z 2 j then we may redefine P, making a 2 , a.2 o<. ~ a3 and a3 o< P-isola ted, 
and a
1 
and a
1
o<.. P-free with P-bearers a 2i:x..,a3
cX. and a 2,a3 
respectively. 
If k = 1, and there is a non- 0(-absolute P-HF point with P-bearer a 2 o<:, 
. then we may assume a
3 
has this property. We redefine P~ making a
3 
and 
a
3
t><. P-isolated7 and a 2 
and a
2
o<. P-free with P-bearers a
1
(>£, a
3
o< and a
1
, 
a
3 
respectively. Suppose now that either k = 1 and there is no 
non-0(-absolute P-HF point with P-bearer a2 , or kg Oo Then an 
inspection of the few possible cases, using the existence of at most one 
0(-absolute point, shows that P can always be redefined to have at least 
two non- c<. -absolute isolated points. 
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From the previous paragraph, we may assume that a
1 
and a
2 
are 
non-IX-absolute P--isolateci. points. If x is another non-Q<'.-absolute 
P-isolated point~ then define P( 1) = t:.
2
(P,x,a
1
)., From 3o2.2 (b), 
P(i) has one fewer non-c<-absolute isolated point than P. We continue 
in this way. After finitely many steps, we obtain an o( -canonical HF 
process R for which there are exactly two non-o(-absolute R-isolated 
We next obtain ano(-canonical HF process S for which there are 
exactly two non- o\-absolute S-isolated points a and a,.,, and all S-HF 
1 .::: 
points have either a
1
cX. or a
1
oa2 as &-bearer. If all non- 0<-absolute 
R-HF points have either a
1
o<. or a
1 
.a
2 
as $-bearer, J.et S = R., Suppose 
now that there is a non-o<-absolute R-Hlt, point x with R-bearer u, where 
, -I) ura1~ andufa1ea2 .. Foruta1,defineR\.• =.b./R,x,a1)., If 
u I a
1
, then u t a 2 (as u =f a 1 .a.2). Thus, for u I a 1 , we may define 
R( 1)' =li(Rxa) andR( 1) =" (R( 1); (a x)c<.. a) In either case., 
1 ' ' 2 l-\1 ' 2. ' 1 .. , 
it follows from 3.2.2 (a) that R( 1) has one fewer BF point, not having 
either a
1 
°' or a
1 
.a2 as bearer, than R. 
Continuing in this way, we 
obtain the required HF process S ~fter finitely many steps (as there are 
only finitely many R-HF elements)o 
Finally, we obtain the required HF process Qc If there are no 
non-C(-absolute S-HF points with S-bearer a
1 
oa2 ~ let Q = S. Suppose 
now there is a non- D(-absolute S-HF point y with S-bearer a
1 
.a
2
.. Vie 
consider three cases. In each, we define ano<-canonical HF process 
s< 1) for which there are no s< 1 )-isolated points 9 all non- oc-absolute 
s( 1)-HF points have either a
1
.a
2 
or a
1
o<.as s( 1)-bearer, and s( 1) has 
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one fewer non-I)( -absolute HF point with bearer a
1 
oa
2 
than has S. 
Case (1) : There exists an S-HF point a with S-bearer a
1
';)(: 
In this case a t a 1 .. a 2 and we may assume st8(a) <:: st8 (y). We may 
therefore define T =b./S,y,a), T( 1) =~(T,(ac.y)~ a
2
), and 
s( 1) = 6.
1
(T( 1),(a.y) .. (a
2
r.<')j a
1
)o 
Case (gl : There are no S-HF po_ints with S-bearer a.1 C(, but there 
is an ex -absolute point b for which b t a1 .a2~ b t yo<. 9 b t a1 o(. z 
It is easily verified that we may assume st8(b) ..( st5(y) o Since 
b t a 1 oa2 ~ we may define T = A1 (S~y,b) and S(i) = L\(T,(y.b)o<, a1)c 
In both' cases (1) and (2), one uses 3.2.2 (a) to verify that 
S ( 1) has the req_ui:red properties. If neither case ( 1 ) nor ( 2) is 
satisfied, then tte following case (3) holds, because otherwise S would 
be degenerate, conti•adicting s = rr e 
r 
Qase (31 : Tb.ere is an 0<-absolute point c with Yr:><. as S-bearer : 
In this case st8(y) <: st8(c)o Let st8 (y) = 2n + 1. Define s<
1) by 
S. , 0 ~ i ~ 2n, 
1 
s2n v[ c] ' i = 2n + 1' 
si-2 v { c,co(J' i > 2n + 1. 
With this definition, c is S( 1)-isolated, y is S(i)_free with bearers 
a
1
aa2 and 
coincide. 
c C(, and the s< 1) _ and S-bearers of all other elements of 7l 
r 
Thus s< 1) satisfies the required conditions in this case. 
If there are no non- C(-absolute S( 1 )_HF elements with a
1 
.a2 as 
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s( 1)-bearer, define Q = S( 1). Otherwise, we repeat the above process, 
and after finitely many steps we obtain an K~canonical HF process Q 
satisfying (a) and (b). We show Q satisfies (c)o Suppose there is no 
ex -absolute pointe Then all Q-HF and Q-isolated elements are 
non- oi..-absoluteo Let f be the configuration consisting of these 
Since Q
0
=1 9 we have [P ]7( = {(r (by 1.,5.1(d))o elements. 
, \ r 
follows from (a) and (b) that Q(x) :;: p for all x G f . 
' 
Thus 
(by 105 .. 11)~ Hence~= F(f), and (c) is 
satisfied. 
The major conseQuence of 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 is 
It 
Theorem 3.2.5 3 Two polarities .:x: and o( 1 of 7l1", both having no r 
absolute points outside K, are conjugate with rospect to a collineation 
of '1f:; if, and only if , 0< / K and lX 1 J K" are conjugate with re spe et 
to a collinea tion of re 0 
Proof g First assume c< and o<..v are ,conjugate with respect to a 
collineation 1f o~. rrr'<, •.. Since Kot..=Kct'"" IC!f=K (by 1.6.,2), 0( 
and ex v) I( are conjugate with respect to the collinea tion lf /K of I\ o 
Conversely~ assume c</K and cX'(K are conjugc;.te with respect to 
the collineation 1( of }\o Supposecx't( = if1(C><'/K)lfo We 
consider two cases. 
<1> !iii. Because there are no o( -absolute points~ r ::: O(mod 2) 
(by 3.1e4 (a))o Choose a line / of I(. By 3o2.3, there is an 
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!X -canonical HF p1•ocess Q for which 71:'"' = F( Q ) and, if r > 0, then 
r r 
Q2 1 = Q2 2 u[ a J $ Q2 = Q2 1 u fa ot], where a (resp. a o<. ) is a n- n- n n n- n n n . 
Q-HF point (line) with Q-bearer j' ( f'c<), 1 £_ n :;;: ~ • Also by 3o 2. 3, 
there is an c:X.. 1 -canonical HF process Q' for which Q ' = 1' , n-K = F( Q, t) 
o r r 
and, if r > O, then Q2~_ 1 
where a a (respo a 1 c< 1 ) 
n n 
"' Q V U Ja t] Q t = Q I U r a lotff 2n-2 1 n ' 2n 2n-1 n ' 
is a Q'-HF point (line) with Q'·-bearer 
Q lo( I = Q t c 
r r 
Q onto Q v by 
r r 
definition, we 
(a 'o<' '>ix v o n 
We have rr:K .,. F(Q ) = F(Q ') and Q c.< = Q , 
r r r r r 
The collinea tio11 1f of I\' extends to an isomorphism of 
defining a 1l = a ' and (a ex: ) u. = a 1 o('. nT n n f n From this 
obtain-~ '( 1£-,!, n) = a 'o<' and (a vc.<')( ,,._-~it_) "" a t c 
n i r n n r r n 
We therefore have lf~1 (o< JQ ) y = o<' / Q v (using the 
r r 
By 3o2o1~ c<'and cxv are conjugate assumption ij'1(c:(/K) lj-=o<..'/K ). 
with respect to a collinea tion of n; Ko 
r 
(2) t\ = ~ : In this case o<f~and tX... '/K are both the trivial polarity. 
One proves that <X and o<. 9 are conjugate in the same way as case ( 1 ) , 
except that one uses 3.2.4 instead of 3.2.3. 
Corollarx 3.20~ : If r;. O(mod 2) and r\-:t f ~ then the number of 
conjugacy classes of polarities of tr f\ having no absolute points 
. r 
outside }\ equals the number of conjugacy classes of polarities of K o 
Proof s By the previous theorem, it suffices to show that any 
polarity of k" extends to a polarity of «J\ having no absolute points 
r 
outside Ko This is shown in 3.1.4. 
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.Qorollary 3.2.'l (Glock (8 )) If r > 8 and r;;: O(mod 2)~ then 
the polarities of TC with no absolute points form one conjugacy class. 
r 
Proof : By the second part of 301.4, there exists a polarity of Tr 
r 
with no absolute pointe Thus there is at least one conjugacy class of 
such polarities. By 3.2.5, there is at most one conjugacy class 11 since 
any two polarities of the empty configuaration are conjugate (trivially)o 
We now use 3.2~4 to help prove two theorems concerning polarities 
of 1'a and 7f 9 o In the first of these, we consicler a possibility 
excluded from the second part of 3.1.4 (namely k = c.f ~ r = 8 and j = o). 
Theorfilll~ (Abbiw-Jackson ( 1 ) ) : All polarities of ?r8 have two 
'absolute points and they form one conjugacy class. 
Proof ~ By 3.1.4 (a)~ (b) and (c), a polarity of rr-8 has either two 
absolute points or none. Suppose o<. is a polarity of 1ZS with no 
absolute points. By 3.2.4, there is an ()(.-canonical HF process Q for 
which there are two non-o<-absolute Q-isolated points a
1 
and a
2
, R.nd for 
which 1r8 is the free completion of the Q-isolated and Q-HF elements. 
Since there are four Q-isolated elements (a
1 
~a2 ,a "" and a 2o1..) j there 1 . 
are no Q-HF elements 3 as r = Be Hence rr 8 == F( p), where 
f' = ( a1 ~a2 ,a 1 di ,a2 o<}.. But F( p) is degenerate and 1t-8 is 
non-degenerate, a contradiction. Thus no such polarity o( exists. 
All polarities of 7r8 therefore have two absolute points. 
By the second part of 3.1.4, there is a polarity of rr8 with two 
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absolute points. Thus there is at least one conjugacy class of 
polarities of rr 8• It remains to show that any two polarities c.( and 
ol._ of 178 are conjugate. Suppose Q is an o(-canonical HF process for 
:78 for w~ich Qo~ cf ' Q2n-1 = Q2n-2 v .[an\ ' Q2n = Q2n-1 u f anu J, 
0 4 n ~ m, and '1"l = F( Q2 ) • We may assume m is minimal with re spe et .... r m 
to the property 7(r = F(Q2m). By 3G1.2, we may assume that the 
Q-isolated point a
1 
is non-o(-absolute. An inspection of possible cases, 
using 1o5.13 , shows that m~ 5 and that Q
2
m is one of the configurations 
illustrated (see figso (1) to (4); a relabelling of the ai's, 1 :::_ i ~ 5, 
may be necessary for Q2m to equal one of these four configurations)D 
In each of .0. J.. l.gSe (1) to (4), there is a relabelling of the a. 's (and a 
1 
consequent redefinition of Q) such that a
1 
and a
2 
are o(-absolute 
Q-isola.ted points, u."I is a non-o<-absolute Q-HF point with Q-'bearer 
..) 
a 1 , and 7L8 = F(Q6). Similarly~ one proves the existence of an 
' cX. i-canonical HF p.ro0ess Q' .satisfying 11
8 
= F( Q6 ) and 
Q 
9 
=['a ' a 9 .1 1 • 1 L iL.. 33 where a 8 and a Rare ...... '-absolute 6 i' i~ ,, - - ' 1 2 .......... 
Q 1-isolated points, and a
3 
° is a non- C>(1-absolute QW-HF point with 
' The isomorphism 1f ~ Q6 --..;> Q6 defined by a u. = a 1 nl n 
and ane.1,. 'lf- = an 8 o( 8 satisfies 
and o( 1 are conjugateo 
i1< 0( I Q,6» = o<.'{Q6' • By 3.2 .. 1,o<' 
Fig.,(1) 
°'-t d. 
Fig.(2) 
O..ti 
Fig.(3) Fig. (4) 
.'11heorern ]o2o9 (Glock ( 8 ll ~ The polarities of 7£
9 
having one 
absolute point form one conjugacy class. 
Proof : By the second part of 3.1e4~ there exists a polarity o< 
Thus there is at least one of 1L
9 
with one o( - absolute point$ 
conjugacy class of such polaritieso It remains to show that any two 
polarities o<.. and o1...' of rr-
9
, both having one absolute point, are 
conjugate. Let Q and Q 1 be P<.- and c<.1-canonical RF processes 
respectivelyo Suppose Q2n-1 = Q2n-2 u { anS , Q2n = Q2n-1 u ~ ano<. l, 
1 :=: n:;;;; mj and n:-
9 
= F(Q2m) o By 3o2o4, we may assume a 1 and a 2 are 
Q-isolated and non-o<-absolute. Since a
1 
,a
2
,a1 or~ and a 2"'- are all 
Q-isolated, there is only one Q-HF point b, which is ix-absolute 
Because lr"
9 
= Q is non-degenerate, b does not have 
Thus b has either a
1 
~~ or a2~~ as Q-bearer~ We 
may assume that a
1
o<_ is the Q-bearer and that b = a
3
o Thus 1L'
9 
= F( Q6) , 
by 1., 5o13., Similarly, we may assume that n9 = F( Q6 
1 ) and 
Q61 = { ai''ai~'; 1;: i£ 3]~ where a1 •~a2 1 are non-o<'-absolute 
Q'-isolated points, and a
3
1 ~s an t'l\.1-a.bsolute Q'-HF point with Q. 1-beo..rer 
The isomorphism y : Q6 -:? Q6 8 
a. 8c.X •, i = 1,2 7 3, satisfies J. 
defined by a. Lt.,.. = a. v and 
J. 1 1 
.y; ( o( / Q6) 1f = cX VI Q6 e e 
Thus °' and '-"<: 1 are conjugate, by 3o2.1. 
We note that although there is only one conjugacy class of 
polarities of 71
9 
having one absolute point, there are infinitely many 
such polarities. To show this, we note that if such a polarity o<. has 
x as its absolute point, 
is an absolute point of 
and 1f is 
-1 11- o( 1f 0 
any collinea tion of 7l 
9
, then 
-1 
If x lf- f- x, then --y- O<. 1f- f-o<.., 
X"/f 
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since they have different absolute points. Thus, if G
9 
is the full 
collineation group of "Tt"'
9
, then to each YG:.. xG
9 
there is at least one 
polarity of 11"'"
9 
having y as its absolute point. By theorem 2.3 of 
(5 ), xG
9 
is infiniteo Hence there are infinitely many polarities 
of ~ having one absolute point. Similarly, it follows that C is 
infinite for any conjugacy class C of polarities of 1l having at least 
r 
one absolute point. 
Theorem 3.2o10 If K"' j s _a non-empty subplane of n{ , then there 
n are at most conjugacy classes of polarities of K rr
1 
, where n 
is the number of conjugacy classes of polarities of K • 
Proof: If n = o, then IC has no polarities and therefore 
has no polarities (as if t>( is a polarity of .....-K:" h I • t 
1 
, t en o< K" is a 
polarity of K ) • Thus the theorem is true for n c O. Henceforth 
we assume n> O .. 
n f 1\1 k" 
We now define a set X of 
2 
polarities of rr
1
' o Choose 
representatives o(. P •• , o<. from the conjugacy classes of polarities 
I ll 
of c For each line R of I\ and i <C f1 9 ••• ,n], define a 
configuration pi(e) as follows: 
h (e) is a point incident w ere a. 
1 
( ~) (1) ~nly with R , a~d b . .( is a line incident with a. and 
1 1 
fo<. only .. 
J. 
Clearly F( pi ( ()) == 7[~ o Define a polarity o<. ( e ) of P. ( e) by 
J. \ 1 
:x:o< (R) 
i 
extends 
== :x:_._.. for x E K and a. ( e),.,,, • = b (Q).. :By 1 o4•4, 
'-'\i ' 1 V'\J. i 
uniq_uely to a polarity of F( pi (t)) = 1(~ ~ 
0( (~) 
i 
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Let X = {~ i (R) ; 1 ~ i ~ n, 1. a line of 1e]. Since '' is 
'"'' a non-degenerate pla.ne, I\ has 2"" lines (by 1 ... 1e1 ) o Thus 
Ix I= no j''" . 
We next show that any polarity f3 of T( ~ is conjugate to a 
polarity in Xo Let Q be a p-canonical HF process for 1Z"';'. We 
have F(Q ) = F(K) C 7l'" 
0 "-F 1 " 
Hence there is an m ) 0 for which· 
F(Q2m) = '11~., If a1 is Q.-free, then a1 = x~y for some lines 
Since K is a plane, x.y I? K , contradicting a
1 
i I(' • 
Thus a
1 
-is either Q-HF or Q-isolated. As r = 1, there are no 
Q-isolated elements and one Q-HF element. Thus a
1 
is the only 
Q-HF element. Suppose it has line J f. ~ as Q-bearer. Then a
1 
(.3 
is Q-free with Q-bearers J.p and a 19 and ~" = F(Q2) (by 1.5.13 ). 
By tho dofini tion of ·o(
1 
, ••• , o\
1
, '< i and (31 k.: a.re oonjuga ta with 
respect to some collinea Uon 1/- of K , for some i. Let 
( ,ly..-1) 
Then 1i extends to an isomorphism of P. 
l ' J. 
( ,( -1) ({1;~1) 
onto Q
2 
by defining ai 4- 1f = a 1 an~ bi 'r 1f = a 1 (> • 
This isomorphism satisfies ;j1 {<.I. i ( ,; 'r- ) / f'i ( 1 >; -1 ) ) 'f = PI Q,
2 
• 
Hence ' (Jll--
1
) and (3 are conjugate (by 3.2 .. 1 )., ~i I 
Since every polarity of /C ~ 
I I n. I I\ I there are at most X = 2 
K' 
:«1 0 
is conjugate to a polarity in X, 
conjugacy classes of polarities of 
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\'le note that 
n 0 /K/ 
2 
is only an upper bound because it is 
possible for two polarities in X to be conjugate. In fact o( (f) 
' i 
and o{i ( l') are conjugate if and only if there is a collineation 1f- of 
~ 
K such that . .€ 1f = l · and ,f o<i 1f = ,{ 1 <X i. Such a lf may, but does 
not necessarily, exist. 
In our final theorem, we consider the conjugacy of polarities of 
7tl( having j absolute points outside K, for all possible r, j and I\" 
r 
satisfying (a), (b) and (c) of 3.1o4 but not dealt with in theorems 
Theorem 3.2.11 : Suppose that j and r are positive integers for 
which 1;,:: j:;;;, rand j = r(mod2), and that satisfies : 
(a) If k i- rji and r = 1, then K is not a plane; 
(b) If f\:; f' then j ~ r - 6 and r + j ~ 12. 
Then, to each conjugacy class C of polarities of I\ , there are 
infinitely many conjugacy classes of polari-~ies o<. of n K satisfying 
r 
'-
o</t\. € C and having j absolute points outside K • 
Proof i Let C v be a conjugacy class of polarities o<' of 7[ K:' 
r 
satisfying ot{t\€ C and havi·ng j absolute points outside K., If o< 
and.::>\.; are two polarities in C', then 0( I = -1 1.J- o< 1f for some 
'11.. (;;; GK', the full collineation group of 1(K:. 
T r r 
If o<. has absolute 
points a
1
, .... ,aj outside K", then ,:X 
outside I\. Thus the set X ::: {a; 
has absolu~e points a
1
11- .,. •• ,aj 1t 
a is an c.< -absolute point outside /\' 
for some ot (;' c' J is contained in at most j G f\ -orbits. 
r 
Suppose 
there were only finitely many conjugacy classes of polarities ~ 
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satisfying ::..f iv.-~ C and having j absolute points outside K. Then ., 
Y =~a; ·a is an c:o<. -absolute point outside K: of such an<:::><.] would be 
contained in only finitely many GK" -orbits. Thus~ to prove the 
r 
c.><) 
theorem, it suffices to find a sequence (c.-<.) of polarities of n" 
1 i=O r 
such that 
(1) 
(2) 
each <X has j absolute points outsia.e /'\:' and ot. j <::: C; 
i l. K 
o() 
there is a seq_uance (ai) of points of IL:: for which ai 
i::.0 
is an c,...(_ -absolute point V i c;- N, and if i f k, there is no 
i 
collineation 1f of 7r~ satisfying a11f- = ~· 
K- 1' . 
We first show that n:r-
1 
exists and 7C""rc-
1
-:r: .I\ • If J\=t- </; , 
then ~I\ exists because r ~ 1 and by 1. 6014~ If tl';: d> , then r-1 r 
from assumption (b) we have 2r - 6 = r + (r~6) ~: r + j ~ 12e Hence 
r > 9 and 7r 
1 
exists. The possibility of /['r-.-
1 
= I\ occurs only 
- r- r-
wpen r = 1 and rr0" = F(I\) = f\ i= rfJ o But K is not a plane when r = 1 
(by assumption (a))$ so F(k:); I\" (by 1-4~3(d) )., Thus n~.:_ 1 t- K" c 
Let P be a HF process for 7l ;
1 
from K: • Suppose z e 1C" r-1 
and f is an almost-confined configuration with vertex z such that 
f ii K' = cf o Then l 5; P(z), by 1. 7 ~9 • Because 7t';-
1 
t- K" , it 
R ha ~ 
follows from 1o7e10 that ·71 r-1 s a sequence of lines (z.) and 
< 1 . 0 
c0 :t.= 
almost confined configurations ( P. ) such that f . has vertex 
\ i i=O i 
z.' 1 
We next show that 1L;2_
1 
has a polarity cX. such that ot//'\E- C and o< 
has j - 1 absolute points outside I\ o Choose a polarity o<' of K 
such that rx..' E C. Because 0 .c.· j £. r and j .= r(mod2), vie have 
0 ~ j - 1;;;, r - 1 and (j-1)-== (r-1) mod2. Thus, by 3.1.4, o<.' 
extends to a polarity o<. of rr;:,
1 
with j - 1 absolute points outside 
:L' ~ d /\,unless r - 1 = 8, K' = f and j - 1 = Oo But r - 1 = 8, '" = 7 an 
j - 1 = 0 imply r + j = 10 < 12, contradicting (b). Thus, in all cases, 
ot...' extends to the required polarity· of ;r~ 1 o 
We next show that 
sequence of :polarities 
«.;:_1 is a sub:plane of 7t~ , and we define a 
1C'K' such that ex· I "' = c<. for ( o<.) c0 of 
1 i=O r l. n:.'r-1 
each i. Suppose i ~ N. Then f'. o( is an almost-confined 
J. 
configtrraticn with vertex z.<::(· o 
J. 
If Q is an ()(-canonical HF process 
K 
for 7( r-1 ) and thus z.o<. is J. 
incident with two lines of its Q-socle. Hence z. IX. is Q-free. 
l. 
3o1o3 7 zio1,. is no:l-c<-a.bsolute. 
process Q(i) by 
Q (i) = Tr" 
0 r-1 ' 
Hence z . t z . D< o 
l. J. 
Define a HF 
where a. is.Q(i)_F.F with bearer z., 
J. l. 
Q, (i)_bearers z.C>( and a. (this is wall defined 
J. J. 
because z. t z.o< ), 
J. J. 
Q (i) = F (Q (i)) n} 2o 
n n-2 2 ' 
Clearly r(Q(i)) c 1. Define R(i) = P + Q(i)o Then 
By 
r(R(i)) = r(P) + r(~(i)) = (r-1) + 1 = ro Hence R(i) is a HF process 
for rr"- from I\ o Thus ~ = F(Q
2
(i» = 7t".. We extend 0( to a 
r r 
polarity oC of QI"\ (i) by defining a. cl. = b. o By 1 .. 4.4 , d.. 
l. c. . J. J. J. i 
extends uniquely to a polarity of u" such that Q (i) ex. -= Q (i) 
r n i n 
\7 n 2. 2. 
;:..!) 
We now show that (<X.) satisfy (1) and (2). 
1 i=O 
We have 
' 
C(. ( = c</ ...... = <;)(. 9 €:C. Be~~use Q (i) o<. ""Q (i) V n > 2., we have 
i I\ .,, n i n - ' 
and all o(i-absolute points are contained in Q,
2 
(i)., r.l.1hus o<
1 
has j 
absolute points outside I(", since a. is an o< .-absolute point and there 
J. J. 
are j - 1 ex. -absolute points in 7r ;_
1 
outside I\ • Hence (1) is 
satisfied. We show (2)e By definition 1 a1 is an o(i-absolute point 
outside /\: for each i E N9 Suppose that if k 9nd there is a 
collinea tion 1f of n/; for which ai 1f = ~" We may assume i 7 k. 
We first show that zilf' = zk. Because ai I z1 , we have~ I z1 Lr., 
Thus either ~ is an R (k) _bearer of z1 1f' , or vice-versa. Assume the 
former. Then ak ~ f i if , since p i-4- is an almost-confined 
configuration with vertex zi 1f- , and f i,1/- S, R(k) (z
1
1f- ) u K"" (by 
1 .. 7 .9). But ~ E pi 4- implies ak 't - 1 = a1 E- pi 9 a contradiction 
K d I\: (k) (because f' . c ;r \ . and a. ~ TC 
1
)., Hence z
1
. 11- is an R -bearer 
. l. - r-·1 J. r- l 
·of akc But ak has only one R(k)_bear~r, namely zk. Therefore 
z1 If = zk. Hence pi 1( has vertex zk. By 1.7 .. 9, f'i1t-'-R(k)(zk)uf\.. 
Because pin I\ = t$ and K1f o:f(" , we have pi 1f- n k: 
addition, R(k)(zk) ~ P(zk) 9 because zk 6 P = 7r;:_1 e 
=rf>· In 
Hence 
/ f i J > {P(zk)/ (by definition of fn for each n e N)o This is a 
contradiction, so there is no collineation l/-- satisfying ai1f = ak. 
1I'b.us ( 2) is sa Usfied. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Corollary 3. 2 .12 (Glock ( 8 ) ) : If r -::. j ( mod2) , 1 ~ j ~ r - 6 , 
and r + j:?. 12, then there are infinitely many conjugacy classes of 
polarities of /( having j absolute pointso 
r 
Hence, in 3.2.11~ we have extended Glock's result to all planes 
having finite free ranko 
CHAPTER 4 
NON-FREE RA...lIT{ PLANES 
In this chapter 9 we consider planes 'il for which TC -/=-K{rr) 
and which do not have free ranko The existence of such planes was 
first proyed by Kopejkina ( 17), who gave a construction for a plane 
having empty core and not having free rank (such planes, along with 
free planes~ are called ..QE,fill). Vl e show that any rt('" can be 
r 
embedded in a plane 1( not having free rank in such a way that arJY 
collineation group G of 1(;: extends to a. collineation group of 71. 
We first give a generalization of Kopejk.tna's construction. 
Jjleorem 4.1 : Suppose that ( n(i) )~0 is a strictly increasing 
sequence of non-dcgEmera te free rank planes for whic'il I\' = K ( 7[( 1)) == 
K" (7t< 2» = ooo • If n(i) has rank r. and there is a finite m 
C>O 1 
for which ri ~ m fo1· all i, then '1L = U 7r(i) is a plane having core 
i=O 
1' and. not having free rank. 
Proof: We first show that 7( is a plane having core K: ., Let :x: 
and y be distinct points of 7(. Then both :x:jy G- n: (i) for some ic 
As rr(i) is a plane, there is a uniq_ue line Jen-(i) incident with both 
x and y. Since ./£71:'.'(j) V j _;: i and each 7t(j) is a plane~ ~is 
the only line of 1T:' incident with both x and y. Similarly, any two 
lines of 7l intersect in exactly one point. Thus 'TC is a plane. 
Clearly '' ~ K (7L). If p is any confined configuration of 'TC , then 
p is finite and is therefore contained in 7r (L.) for some i.. Hence 
f .S K' o This implies K ( n) ::_ K • Hence K (rr) = K • 
We now show '7L does not have free rank. Assume, on the 
contrariJ, that -rr: has free rank. Then there is a HF process P for 
'7C"from K. Let X be the set of P-isolated and P-HF elementse By 
1.5.1(d),[KuxJ-rr =tro 
and hence K:"' U X :=: 7r.( i) 
If 7Y has finite rank, then X is finite, 
for some ie This implies (tu [1c u 1J1r = ?r(i), 
a contradiction. Thus 7r' has infinite rank k. Hence we may assume 
P is given by P0 = K t P 1 = t\U X, where X is a set of k P-isolated 
points, andP =F 1 (P 1 )~ n>1o By 1.,5,,7, n n-
HF process for '?t"(i) from IC o For each i, X ()TI(i) is a set of 
(i) [ (i)· m 
Q, -isolated points. Since r i ~ m, we have X l\ 7l / ~ 2 for each 
io Hence the :i.ncreasing sequence (X /\ 7T'(i) ):
0 
of sets satisfies 
X n ( ~ It'( i)) = X n 7t "" x, and I X I "" k. 
i=O 
S5noe k is infinite and 
]! is finite~ this is a contradiction. 
2 
rank. 
Thus 7r does not have free 
We note that Kopejkina proved the above theorem for 1' = <f and 
ri = 8 for each i. 
If, in the above theorem, all r.'s are e~ual to some r, then the 
:i. 
plane 1L is r-unif orl,!!o 
_TIJ.eorem 4o2 : For each r and K for which ;r:K: exists, there is an 
r 
'(r+8 )-uniform plane 7r which contains rr: t\" , has core K , and has the 
r 
property that any collineation group of 
group of 1(' o 
-rr< exten:J.s to a collineation· 
r 
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Proof : We first define an infinite se~uence (i) <-0 ( rr )i=O of 
free rank planes, each having core k: and rank r + 8 and containing 7r" • 
r 
Let P be a HF process for 7ll\ from I( • 
r 
For each i~ o, define a HF 
process Q(i) by 
Q (i) = rrt:; 
0 r ' 
(i) I\ J 1 Q
1 
· "' TI v l. a. , b. , c. , d. , where r _ i 1 1 i 
ai'o •• 9di are isolated points, 
(i)_ (i) [; 
Q
2 
- Q
1 
tl ,a .• b. jade. 9a . .,d., ( l. l. l. J. l. J. 
b ... c. ,b.Gd. ,c. ocl. ( 9 
J. 1 J. l. 1 i) 
a. 1 = (a .• b. )o(c .• d.), 
J. J. l. 1 l. 
= (a.oc.)o(b.od-)~ 
J. l. 1 l. 
We observe that ~Ci) = F(Q
1 
(i)) o There are four Q(i) _·iaolated elements 
(a.,b.,c. and d.) and no Q(i)_HF elements. Therefore r(Q(i)) = 80 
J.J.J. 1. 
We have P ·l- Q(i) "" I\ , P + Q(jJ = Q,Ci.) and r(P + Q(i)) = r(P) + :r:(Q(i» = 
r + Bo Hence Q(i) is a free rank plane having core I(' and rank r + 8. 
It contains 1LK; and so is non-degenerateo Let 1L"(i) = QCT.), i = 0,1, ••• e 
r 
(i-1) We next show that we may assume 7( · is a proper subplane of 
For each such i, define 
= 7(r\U f 9 b I I d I I d I b I d I V d V 3 p a. , . ,c. , . ,a. o . , . o • ~c. • . , 
•i r I l. l. l. l. l. l. l. l. l. J. 
Then P. is a proper closed subconfiguration of Q
3
(i)o 
. l. 
where d. 1 = b . ., 
J. l. 
Hence 
-161-
[ 
. (i) 
[P·] (.) = P·] (i) = F(f.) c;_ 'fL . i 7( i . i F( Q3 ) i "'F (by 1 ~ 5 .14 ) 0 Let 
~i), n F(pi)o Then rr(i) 9 is the free completion of 
rn' /<: ' I(' g b g V d ·] h' h i • h' t Q (i••1) llr v~ ai , i 9Ci , i 9 W l.C S l.SOffiOrp l.C 0 1 • Hence, 
uniquely determined by the mapping a. '-~a. 
1
, b. i---3> bi 
1
, 
. l. 7 J.- 1 -
c. 9.-::. c. 1' d.~-/ d .... 
l. / 1- l. 1-1 
(i) (i-1) Thus we may identify 7[ u and re: , 
is a proper subplane of n}i) o Define 
--· (i-1) 
Hence we may assume re 
Tr = l=s rr(i} o 
i=O 
By 
~ has core K" and is an (r+8 )-uniform plane not having free I'an.'!c and 
containing 7(K .. 
r 
Finally, we show that any collineation group G of rr" extends to 
r 
a collineation group of It o For each i, G extends to a collineation 
group G(i) of Q
1 
(i) ~ where {'a., b. ,c. ~d·} is fixed elementwise by 
J.. l. l. 1 
G(i)o By 1o4g4, G(i) extends to a co~lineation g1'0Up of F(Q1(i)) =7[(i)o 
Suppose i ~ 1.. Because { ai ,_ o. ,di J is fixed elementwise by G(i) ~ 
so is F({ a19 ooo'di}) (by 1o4•4 )a Hence a1_ 19 ooo 7 d1_1 are fixed 
0 ::_ j <: i and i '2 1 o Hence G extends to a collineation group GU of 7r 
defined by G9 f1L (i) "" G(i), i ~ Oo 
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We have used a generalization of Kopejkina's construction to 
prove the above theorem. . However, if one lets rr = F( rr"' u iT a), 
r 
where rr' is an open non-free plane obtained from Kopejkina's 
construction, then n: also satisfies the requirements of the above 
theorem (one shows tha.t 7C does not have free rank using a lemma 
due to QVGorman (20))o Thus our generalization is not strictly 
necessary for the above proof. 
-169-
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